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Reconstruction of dynamic systems as applied to secure communications
V. S. Anishchenko, A. N. Pavlov, and N. B. Yanson

Saratov State University, 410026 Saratov, Russia
~Submitted June 16, 1997!
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An analysis is made of a method of reconstructing signals which parametrically modulate a
chaotic generator using a one-dimensional realization of its oscillation process. Test examples are
used to demonstrate the efficiency of this method for simultaneous independent transmission
of several information signals over a single communication channel. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00112-3#
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INTRODUCTION

One line of research in modern nonlinear dynamics
the reconstruction of dynamic systems. Interest in this pr
lem over the last seventeen years was stimulated by the
pearance of Refs. 1 and 2. Packardet al.1 showed that the
phase portrait of the attractor of a dynamic system can
reconstructed from the scalar time seriesai5a( iDt) if data
from the same seriesai , taken after some delay, are used
the missing coordinates of the state vector. In Ref. 2
possibility of reconstructing the phase portrait of an attrac
using a one-dimensional time series was given theore
foundation in the form of the Takens theorem.

The appearance of Ref. 2 was the precursor to using
theorem to predict system behavior,3,4 and to calculate the
metric5 and dynamic6 characteristics of an attractor using
time series. In a study published in 1987, Cremers
Hübler7 proposed a method of reconstructing the equat
for a dynamic system using its one-dimensional realizati
The idea of this method~global reconstruction method! has
been developed in a wide range of studies~for instance,
Refs. 8–10!.

Despite some differences in the global reconstruction
gorithms used by different researchers, they all propos
solve the modeling problem in two stages. The first involv
calculation of the embedding space dimensionn. After the
value of n has been selected, the phase portrait of the
namic system is reconstructed using the scalar time serie
addition to the delay method,1,2 any of the methods propose
in Ref. 11 can be used for this purpose. At the second s
of the algorithm, the general form of the mathematical mo
is defined and the evolution equations specified.

When series differentiation of the initial time series
used to reconstruct the phase portrait,7–11 the mathematica
model has the form

dx1

dt
5x2 ,

dx2

dt
5x3 , . . . ,

dxn

dt
5 f ~x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn ,m!, ~1!

where f is the nonlinear function which needs to be det
mined andm is the vector of the parameters.
1401063-7842/98/43(12)/7/$15.00
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This method of reconstruction envisages that the gen
form of the functionf (x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn ,m) must be defineda
priori . In general, even an approximate form of this functi
is impossible to determinea priori and thus, this function is
usually represented as an expansion in terms of a ce
basis and the expansion coefficients determined numeric
In addition to the standard basis 1,x1 ,x1

2 ,x1x2 , . . . , thenon-
linearity can also be approximated by an expansion in te
of any set of orthogonal basis functions~such as Legendre
polynomials!. In any case, however, the need to define
form of the function f is a serious disadvantage of th
method of reconstructing the dynamic model of a system

A fundamentally different situation arises when the e
plicit form of the nonlinear functionf is knowna priori and
only the expansion coefficients are unknowns. In this ca
the global modeling problem can be solved to a certain
curacy, which is determined by the number of points in t
initial time series available for observation, the smallness
the discretization step, and the accuracy of writing the d
In Ref. 12 we showed that a consequence of solving
problem of reconstructing the mathematical model may
interesting applications, one of which is the use of the rec
struction technique to obtain secure communications.

It should be noted that the appearance of wide range
applied problems in modern nonlinear dynamics~including
secure communications! in recent years has been stimulat
by the development of concepts of dynamic chaos, espec
the phenomenon of synchronized chaos. This effect was u
by the authors of pioneering work on the confidentiality
transmitted information, using wide-band oscillations of
chaotic generator as a masking13–15 or carrier signal.16–18

The first case was based on the principle of the synchron
tion of chaotic systems proposed in Ref. 19. An alternat
method of securing transmitted information involved the e
perimental control of chaos.20,21

Here we propose a new method of solving the probl
of secure communications based on the global reconstruc
of a dynamic system. Whereas in Ref. 12 this method w
only illustrated for a single example, that is a modified ge
erator with inertial nonlinearity,22,23 we shall now presen
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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results of its application using the Lorenz and Ro¨ssler mod-
els. We shall also report results obtained for this type
generator which were not completely reflected in our pre
ous study.

METHOD

We shall analyze a certain generator of dynamic ch
whose mathematical model is known

dx

dt
5F~x,m0!, xPRn, m0PRm, ~2!

wherex is the vector of state,F is the vector of the right-
hand sides of the model system, andm0 is the vector of the
constant values of the parameters.

We shall implement relatively slow modulation of a
arbitrary number of parameters of the information sign
m i(t), i.e., we shall introduce the variables

m i* 5m i
01m i~ t !, ~3!

which allows several communications to be transmitted
multaneously. In this case, the signal transmitted by the c
munication channel, comprising a one-dimensional real
tion of the oscillatory process of the chaotic generator
generated by a nonautonomous dynamic system

dx

dt
5F~x,m01m~ t !!,

m05~m1
0 ,m2

0 , . . . ,mm
0 !,

m~ t !5~m1~ t !,m2~ t !, . . . ,mm~ t !!. ~4!

In order to solve the problem of synthesizing dynam
systems using an observable one-dimensional realization
system~4! should be reduced to the form~1!. This implies
that by replacing the variables, we need to transform
right-hand sides such that instead of the vector functionF
there remains only a single scalar nonlinear functionf ,
which may have a very complex form, such as

f 5
P

Q
, P~x!5 (

l 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n50

n1

Cl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n)k51

n

xk
l k ,

(
k51

n

l k<n1 ,

Q~x!5 (
l 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n50

n2

Dl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n)k51

n

xk
l k ,

(
k51

n

l k<n2 , n2,n1 , ~5!

where Cl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n
, Dl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n

generally depends on tim

and is uniquely related to the parametersm i* of the sys-
tem ~4!.

For the model systems considered here, i.e., Lore
Rössler, and a generator with inertial nonlinearity, the
transformations will be made in the following section. Sin
it is assumed that the average rate of change in the pa
eters is small compared with the base frequency of the g
f
i-

s
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-
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erator oscillations~2!, i.e., dm i* /dt!dxj /dt for any i and j ,
we can introduce the time intervalt0 during which the values
of the parameters can permissibly be assumed to be alm
constant, i.e., for times of the order oft0 we can neglect the
nonautonomy of the system~4!. This means that it is possibl
to reconstruct instantaneous values of the system param
using short sections of its one-dimensional realization, i.e.
reproduce the information signalsm i(t) which parametri-
cally modulate the chaotic generator.

If the condition dm i* /dt!dxj /dt is not satisfied, we
must take into account the time derivatives of the parame
when transforming the system~4! to the form ~1!, which
makes the nonlinear functionf substantially more complex
and impedes the solution of the global reconstruction pr
lem.

By applying the reconstruction technique to the on
dimensional realizationx1(t) of the chaotic generator which
can be measured at the exit of the transmitting device,
information receiver, knowing the general form of the ma
ematical model~2!, isolates the useful signalsm i(t). To do
this, the receiver must differentiate the realizationx1(t) n
times, thus determining the left-hand sides of the model s
tem~1!. As a result, the problem of determining the values
the parameters at a given time reduces to the need to solv
algebraic equation with a certain number of unknowns~when
f can be represented in the form~5!, these unknowns are th
coefficientsCl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n

andDl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n
, which are uniquely

related to the parametersm i* of the system~4!!. Since a
discretized time dependencex1( iDt) rather than an analog
signal is required for computer processing, the derivati
are clearly determined at discrete timesiDt using approxi-
mate numerical differentiation formulas.

We can approximate the unknown coefficients by wr
ing a system ofK algebraic equations (K5@ t0 /Dt#) for L
unknowns (L!K) and solving this by the least square
method. Quite clearly, the approximation error decrea
with decreasingL. Thus, in order to implement the propose
method of secure communication in practice, the model s
tem must be simplified as far as possible. If the series
parameters of the system~4! remains unchanged, it is advis
able to assume that these are predefined and approxima
fewer unknowns.

MODELS INVESTIGATED

We selected the Lorenz, Ro¨ssler, and generator with in
ertial nonlinearity models as chaotic oscillators.

a! Lorenz system. We shall analyze the equations fro
the well-known Lorenz model

dx

dt
5s~y2x!,

dy

dt
5rx2y2xz,

dz

dt
52bz1xy. ~6!

We shall assume that thex coordinate of the system~6!
is selected as the carrier signal. It was shown in Ref. 8
for this case, the transformation of~6! to the form ~1! can
give a simpler form of the functionf than that for the other
two coordinates of the Lorenz equations. As a result of t
transformation, which is made by the change of variable
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X5x, Y5s~y2x!, Z5s@~r 1s!x2~s11!y2xz#,
~7!

we obtain the system

dX

dt
5Y,

dY

dt
5Z, . . . ,

dZ

dt
5 f ~X,Y,Z,m!,

m5~s,r ,b!, ~8!

f 5bs~r 21!X2b~s11!Y2~b1s11!Z

2X2Y2sX31
Y@~s11!Y1Z#

X
, ~9!

which generally contains three unknown parameters. Us
the Lorenz model as an example we demonstrate that se
transmission of information can be achieved by modulat
only one of its parameters, for exampleb. In this case, for-
mula ~9! is best rewritten as follows:

f 1~s11!Z1X2Y1sX32
Y@~s11!Y1Z#

X

5b@s~r 21!X2~s11!Y2Z#. ~10!

Sinces andr are assumed to be known, andY, Z, andf
can be determined by numerical differentiation of the tim
seriesx( iDt) obtained by integrating the system~6!, where
Dt is the discretization step, which is taken to be 0.025
all the models studied, Eq.~10! is merely a linear algebraic
equation with a single unknown.

Theoretically, in order to determine the instantaneo
value ofb, we need to know the phase coordinates and th
derivatives only at one moment of time. In practice, we ne
to analyze a short section of the scalar time series and
proximate the value ofb using the results of calculations a
different times in the intervalt0 during which the value of
the parameter can be considered to be almost consta
order to improve the accuracy of calculating the parame

b! Generator with inertial nonlinearity. A modified gen-
erator with inertial nonlinearity22,23 was taken as the secon
model system

dx

dt
5m0x1y2xz,

dy

dt
52x,

dz

dt
5g0z10.5g0~x1uxu!x. ~11!

We shall assume that the signal emitted by the gener
is a one-dimensional realizationy(t). The system~11! is
transformed to the form~1! by changing the variables

Y5y, Z52x, X52m0x2y1xz, ~12!

as a result of which the generator equations have the fo

dY

dt
5Z,

dZ

dt
5X,

dX

dt
5 f ~X,Y,Z,m!, m5~m0 ,g0!,

~13!

f 5
X~X1Y!

Z
1~m0g021!Z

2g0~X1Y!10.5g0~ uZu2Z!Z2. ~14!
g
ure
g

r
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The model of a generator with inertial nonlinearity w
used to illustrate the possibility of simultaneously transm
ting two independent information signals along a single co
munication channel. For this purpose the parameterm0 was
modulated by a wide-band chaotic signal obtained by in
grating the Ro¨ssler equation and the parameterg0 was modu-
lated by the harmonic signal

dx

dt
5~m01dx1!x1y2xz,

dy

dt
52x,

dz

dt
52g0~11k1sin~vt !!@z20.5~x1uxu!x#,

dx1

dt
5k~2y12z1!,

dy1

dt
5k~x11ay1!,

dz1

dt
5k~b1z1~x12c!!, ~15!

where k is a constant which renormalizes the time in t
Rössler model such that the process of variation of the
rameterm* 5m01dx1 is slower than the oscillations of th
generator.

A transformation of the equation for a generator w
inertial nonlinearity to the form~13! assuming slowly vary-
ing parameters can give the functionf in the form ~14! pro-
vided thatm0 and g0 are replaced bym* 5m01dx1 and
g* 5g0(11k1sin(vt)), respectively, i.e.,

f 2
X~X1Y!

Z
1Z5m* g* Z2g* @X1Y10.5~ uZu2Z!Z2#.

~16!

If we introduce the notations* 5m* g* , Eq. ~16! can be
considered to be a linear algebraic equation with two
knownss* andg* , which are found using a short scalar tim
series by the least squares method. The instantaneous
of the parameterm* can then be uniquely determined from
knowledge ofs* andg* .

c! Rössler system.
We take they coordinates of the Ro¨ssler model as the

carrier signal

dx

dt
52y2z,

dy

dt
5x1ay,

dz

dt
5b1z~x2c!. ~17!

By analogy with the previous model~11!, we transform
~17! to the form~13! by changing the variables8

Y5y, Z5x1ay, X5ax1~a221!y2z. ~18!

We then obtain the following form of the nonlinear fun
tion f :

f 52b1~a2c!X2cY1~ac21!Z

2aY22aZ22aXY1XZ1~a211!YZ. ~19!

We assume that the vectorm5(a,b,c) contains two un-
known parametersb and c which are modulated by the in
formation signals. Equation~19! can then be rewritten a
follows:
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f 2aX1Z1aY21aZ21aXY2XZ2~a211!YZ

52b2c~X1Y2aZ!. ~20!

The unknownsb and c of the linear algebraic equatio
~20! can again be obtained by applying the least squa
method to the results of calculating the parameters at
times iDt of the discretized signalyi5y( iDt) within the
short time to . The Rössler model is used to illustrate th
possibility of transmitting graphical information by modula
ing two of its parameters with the information signals.

RESULTS

Before giving some specific results which confirm t
efficiency of the proposed method of secure commun
tions, we shall make a few observations. A characteri
feature of the global reconstruction method is that it can
applied not only to steady-state signals but also to trans
processes. Although the Takens theorem,2 to which reference
is usually made when reconstructing phase portraits,
demonstrated for the case where the signal is a o
dimensional projection of a phase trajectory assigned to

FIG. 1. Law of variation of the parameterb in a Lorenz system.
s
e

-
ic
e
nt

as
e-
e

attractor of a dynamic system, the assignment of the ph
trajectory to the attractor is not a necessary condition for
modeling problem. We have already observed that beca
of the relatively slow variation of the parameters, we c
introduce the time intervalt0 during which it is permissible
to assume that the values ofm i* in Eq. ~3! are almost con-
stant and the system~4! is autonomous. Since for the sam
values of the parameters the motion along the attractor
the transient processes are described by the same equa
the transience of the signal in the communications chan
during the timet0 is not of fundamental importance for de
termining the instantaneous values ofm i* .

We also note that any method of transferring informati
should be analyzed in terms of its performance under no
conditions of varying origin. Thus, in all the examples e
amined below, a normally distributed random quantity with
variance of 1024 was added to the information signals pe
forming the parametric modulation.

a! Lorenz system.We shall take the law of variation o
the parameterb to be a stepped time dependence similar
that plotted in Fig. 1. This type of signal can be used
transmit graphical information. To illustrate this we sha
scan the well-known Raphael painting of the Sistine M
donna~Fig. 2a! with 2003300 resolution. We shall divide
the range of variation of the parameterbP@2 – 3# into 256
subranges, each corresponding to a shading gradation o
black and white image. The useful signal is a depende
such as that shown in Fig. 1, where each subrange of va
tion of the parameter corresponds to a particular step hei
The carrier signal~the time dependencex(t) of the Lorenz
system!, divided into the same number of subranges as
information signal, is shown in Fig. 2b. By applying th
global reconstruction method, we isolated the modulat
signal~Fig. 2c!. Similar results were obtained by modulatin
the parameterr in system~6!.

We note that having selected a stepped time depend
FIG. 2.
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FIG. 3.
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as the law of parametric modulation, we must recognize
we cannot use formula~10! for the switching time between
subranges since it is abundantly clear that in the immed
vicinity of the switching time the system parameter can
be considered to be slowly varying. Thus, the derivativ
dm i /dt must be taken into account when transforming
system~4! to the form~1!. This can be avoided by selectin
fairly large widths for each step and disregarding the sm
sections near the switching times.

b! Generator with inertial nonlinearity.We shall dem-
onstrate the possibility of transmitting two signals simul
neously: a chaotic and a regular one. We turn our attentio
the system~15! in which we select the following values fo
the constants:d50.025, g050.2, m051.5, v50.006,
k150.05,k50.025,a50.15,b50.2, andc510.0. The time
dependences of the parametersm* andg* of this system are
illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. The information receiv
knowing the form of the nonlinear function~16!, receives the
signal ~Fig. 3c! and reconstructs the modulation signa
~Figs. 3d and 3e!.

c! Rössler system.By analogy with the Lorenz model
we take a stepped time dependence as the parametric m
lation law which allows us to transmit graphical informatio
at

te
t
s
e

ll

-
to

,

du-

However, two of its parameters,b andc, will now be modu-
lated by the useful signals. We take two fragments of L
onardo da Vinci’s painting ‘‘Madonna of the Rocks’’~Figs.
4a and 4b! and scan them with 2003250 resolution. The
range of variation of each parameterbP@0.1– 0.3# and
cP@8 – 12# is again divided into 256 subranges. Figure
shows the initial fragments of the painting~Figs. 4a and 4b!
reconstructed using the global reconstruction techni
~Figs. 4d and 4e!, and also the signal in the communicatio
channel~Fig. 4c!.

A disadvantage of this method of transmitting a grap
cal image is that the information receiver must know t
resolution which was used for scanning since the isola
signal is a single realization. This can be circumvented
follows. Let us assume that one of the parameters is mo
lated by a signal carrying information on the scanned grap
cal image. Simultaneous modulation of a second param
can transmit information on the resolution. If we introdu
thex andy coordinates of points on the transmitted fragme
of the painting, one method of transmitting the graphic
image is shown in Fig. 5. The number of steps~Fig. 5b! will
carry information on the resolution along they axis while the
resolution along thex axis can be determined from the rat
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FIG. 4.
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of the step width to the corresponding value for Fig. 5a.
The possibility of simultaneously modulating differe

parameters of a dynamic system by information sign
means that the methods of transmitting a graphical image
be varied. In the simplest case when some drawing is tra
mitted using only two colors~black and white!, i.e., the use-
ful signal is a binary sequence of symbols~0 or 1!, the rate of
transmission of the information by modulating two para
ls
an
s-

-

eters of the dynamic system can be enhanced by transmi
only the coordinates of points corresponding to one parti
lar color. Quite clearly, other methods of transmitting grap
cal information can also be suggested.

CONCLUSIONS

Here we have illustrated a new method for secure co
munication based on the global reconstruction of dynam
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systems. The selected model systems were Lorenz
Rössler systems and a generator with inertial nonlinear
The results confirm the efficiency of the proposed meth
and also its reliability in the presence of noise considera
exceeding the thermal and shot noise of real electronic
vices.

Theoretically, the proposed method imposes no c
straints on the number of parameters which can be va
simultaneously. In practice such constraints arise from
finite accuracy of the calculations ofm i* . In particular, the
instantaneous values ofm i* were not determined with a hig
degree of accuracy when three parameters were modu
simultaneously for the same discretization step (Dt50.025)
and 256 subranges. Thus, when more than two param
are modulated, fewer subranges must be used or the steDt
must be reduced, thereby increasing the number of ca
signal points contained in the ranget0. In this last case, the
parameters of the numerical system must be optimized
these may differ for different model systems.

FIG. 5. One method of transmitting graphical information by simul
neously modulating two parameters.
nd
.
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These constraints can be ascribed to the purely techn
aspect of implementing the secure transmission of inform
tion, on which we decided not to focus attention in t
present study, confining ourselves to demonstrating the
damental possibility of simultaneously transmitting seve
information signals independently in a single communicat
channel using the global reconstruction technique.

This work was partly financed by the Russian Sta
Committee on Higher Education~Grant No. 95-0-8.3-66!.
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Nonlocal hydrodynamics approach to describe a classical collisionless plasma
O. Yu. Dinariev
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By analogy with an approach developed earlier for a neutral gas, it is shown that for a certain
class of external sources the linear kinetic theory of a nondegenerate collisionless plasma
is equivalent to a hydrodynamic description in which the constitutive relations are nonlocal in
space and time. The general algebraic properties of the nonlocal kernels were investigated.
A scheme for calculation of their explicit expression in terms of the error function is indicated.
An analysis is made of the dynamics of weak perturbations of the rest state and it is
shown that the results of the nonlocal hydrodynamic model agree with the effects obtained using
other theories. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00212-8#
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INTRODUCTION

It is known that the kinetic description of a gas for
certain class of external influences is equivalent to the
drodynamic description in which the constitutive relatio
are nonlocal in space and time.1–4 The corresponding nonlo
cal kernels are calculated using the collision integral. T
method of converting from the kinetic theory to nonloc
hydrodynamics can also be applied to plasma physics. As
a gas, for a certain class of external sources this conversi
accurate since the solution of the hydrodynamic problem
be used to reconstruct the solution of the initial rate equat
The case of a collisionless plasma is distinguished by the
that the Fourier transforms of the nonlocal kernels can
calculated by using special functions. Thus, for a collisio
less plasma the nonlocal hydrodynamic description is as c
structive as it is possible to get. In most other cases,
theory can only establish certain properties of the kernels
in specific calculations approximate or model expressi
must be used for these.

A system of units of measurement is used in which
velocity of light in vacuumc, Planck’s constant\, and the
Boltzmann constantk are unity. The units of measurement
the electromagnetic quantities are determined in accorda
with the Gauss approach. The Greek indices have value
0, 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to some inertial system of m
surementxa (xa is the time!. The Latin indicesa, b, andc
have values of 1, 2, 3 and correspond to the spatial coo
nates. The Latin indicesA, B, C, and D have values of
0, . . . ,(k13), wherek is the number of plasma compo
nents. Unless stated otherwise, summation is performed
recurrent indices. For an arbitrary functiong5g(xa), g(k)
will denote its Fourier transform

gF5gF~ka!5E exp~2 ikaxa!g~xa!dxa.

NONLOCAL HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
FOR A COLLISIONLESS PLASMA

In the kinetic description, the state of the system
characterized by the single-particle distribution functionf
1401063-7842/98/43(12)/6/$15.00
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5f(xa,vb,r), whereva is the particle velocity andr is a col-
lective parameter corresponding to the internal degrees
freedom~for instance, the component number, rotational a
vibrational motion, and so on!. In the parameter space (va,r )
we introduce the measuredz5dv1dv2dv3dm(r ) which can
be used to average microscopic quantities. For example
the function of the microscopic parametersW5W(va,r ) ex-
ists, it is possible to calculate the macroscopic field

w5w~xa!5^W&5E W~va,r ! f ~xa,v i ,r ! dz.

Let us consider aK-component collisionless plasma. I
this case, the parameterr has the composite form (i ,r 8),
where i has values of 1, . . . ,K, corresponding to the num
bers of components and the parameterr 8 is related to the
other internal degrees of freedom. Integrationdm(r ) is bro-
ken down into summation over the parameteri and integra-
tion over a certaindz8(r 8). We further assume that the ind
ces i and j have values of 1, . . . ,K and the indicesI and J
have values of (31 i ), i 51, . . . ,K. If the indicesi , j and I ,
J are used in the same formula, their values are related
I 5 i 13, J5 j 13.

We shall assume thatmi andei are the mass and charg
of a particle of thei th component andU(r ) is the potential
energy of the possible particle states. We define the set
functionsJA(va,r ), Sa(va,r ), andFa(va,r ) by the follow-
ing formulas in which no summation is performed overi

J0~va,r !5
1

2
miv

bvb1U~r !,

Ja~vb,r !5miv
a, JJ~vb,r !5d i j ,

S0~va,r !5eimi
21 , Sa~vb,r !5eimi

21va,

F0~va,r !5ei , Fa~vb,r !5eiv
a, r 5~ i ,r 8!.

The plasma dynamics are described by the Vlasov eq
tion

]0f 1va]af 1CaDaf 5S ~1!
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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and the system of Maxwell equations

«abc]bEc52]0Ba , ]aBa50,

«abc]bBc54p j a1]0Ea , ]aEa54p j 0. ~2!

The notation]5]/]xa andD5]/]va is used in Eq.~1!,
S5S(xa,vb,r ) is the source function which describes t
interaction between the plasma and the surrounding med
and Ca is the Lorentz force which is determined using t
vectors of the electricEa and magneticBa fields

Ca5S0Ea1«abcS
bBc .

The Vlasov equation is conventionally written with
right-hand side of zero, implying a Cauchy problem form
lation. Equation~1! which contains sources is more gene
and embraces the Cauchy problem as a particular case.

The electric four-currentj a is broken down into the sum
of the external currentj ex

a and the induced currentj a

j a5 j ex
a 1 j in

a , j in
a 5^Fa&. ~3!

The condition of total current conservation is requir
for compatibility with the system of Maxwell equations~2!

]a j a50. ~4!

The condition~3! will be interpreted as a constraint o
the external four-currentj ex

a . Equation~1! yields the hydro-
dynamic equations

]aQA
a5sA1EaLA

a1BaMA
a ,

QA
05QA

0~xb!5^JA&, QA
a5QA

a~xb!5^vaJA&,

sA5sA~xa!5E JA~vb,r !S~xa,vb,r ! dz,

LA
a5^S0DaJA&, MA

a52«abĉ SbDcJA&. ~5!

The values ofL1
a , M1

a , and M0
a are obviously zero. In

the absence of an electromagnetic field and sources, the
equation~1! is satisfied in the class of equilibrium states

f e5 f e~va,r !5exp~FAJA!, ~6!

F052b, Fa5bua, FI5bm i , ~7!

whereb is the reciprocal temperature,ua is the velocity of
the medium, andm i5(m i02(1/2)miu

aua) is the dynamic
chemical potential.

In order to ensure that the equilibrium state satisfies
Maxwell equations~2! in the absence of external current
the additional constraint of electrical neutrality must be i
posed on the parameters~7!

^Fa&e50. ~8!

The equilibrium rest statef 05 f 0(va,r ) is characterized
by the fact that the velocity of the mediumua in Eqs.~6! and
~7! is zero. Note that in the rest state we have

LA
a5^S0DaJA&050, MA

a52«abĉ SbDcJA&050. ~9!

The hydrodynamic equations~5! may be given a more
conventional form if the hydrodynamic four-currentsQA

a are
redefined in terms of different quantities. We introduce
particle densitiesni5QI

0 , the mass densityr5Smini , the
m,

-
l

ate

e

-

e

mass-averaged velocityua5r21Qa
0 , the diffusion fluxes

di
a5(Q1

a2niu
a), the kinetic energy of the medium

K* 5(1/2)ruaua, the internal energy of the mediumU*
5Q0

02(1/2)ruaua, the stress tensorpab5(ruaub2Qb
a), and

the heat flux vectorqa5Q0
a1pabub2(U* 1K* )ua. We

stress that the new definition of the velocity of the mediu
ua is consistent with the old one for the equilibrium states~6!
and ~7!. The system~5! can then be rewritten as:

]0~U* 1K* !1]a~qa2pabub1~U* 1K* !ua!

5s01EaL0
a ,

]0~rua!1]a~2pab1ruaub!5sb1EaLb
a1BbMA

a ,

]0ni1]a~di
a1niu

a!5s1 .

We shall now discuss the definition of the viscous str
tensor. For the equilibrium states~6! and~7! the stress tenso
is reduced to the spherical formpab52pdab. In the class of
equilibrium states the pressurep can then be expressed as
function of the internal energy« and the densitiesni . This
functional relationship is used to extend the definition
pressure to nonequilibrium states. The viscous stress te
is then calculated using the formula

tab5pab1pdab.

We shall analyze the dynamics of weak perturbations
the rest state. Let us assume thatgA

a5DQA
a are linear pertur-

bations of the hydrodynamic four-currents. Using Eq.~9!, the
equations~5! are reduced to the form

]agA
a5sA . ~10!

In order to close the problem~2! and ~10!, we need to
have constitutive relations, i.e., expressions for the thr
currentsgA

a ~or, which amounts to the same thing, expre
sions for the viscous stressestab and heat fluxqa), and also
an expression for the induced four-currentj in

a in terms of the
componentsgA

0 and the electromagnetic field. These expre
sions can be obtained by investigating the kinetic pro
lem ~1!.

Let us assume that the equilibrium rest distributionf 0 is
perturbed by weak sourcesS. We shall take the usual repre
sentation for a perturbed distributionf 5 f 0(11w). Lineariz-
ing Eq. ~1!, we obtain

~]01va]a!w5bEa Fa1s, s5 f 0
21S. ~11!

The functionsw considered in terms of the dependen
on the argumentsva, r , belong to the Hilbert spaceH with
the scalar product

~w1 ,w2!5E f 0w1* w2 dz.

Let us assume thatHh is a subspace extended to th
family of vectorsJA and Ha is the orthogonal complemen
tary minor toHh :H5Hh^ Ha . It is easily established that a
a result of conditions~7!, the equalities (JA ,Fa)50 are sat-
isfied and thus the functionsFa lie in Ha . On the other
hand,F05SeiJI is satisfied and thus the functionF0 lies in
Hh .
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The metric tensorgAB5(JA ,JB) is defined in the sub-
spaceHh and can be used to increment and decrement
indicesA andB. The following metric components are non
zero: g00,gab5sdab ,j I5g0I5g I0, j I5g II ~no summation
is performed overI !!.

It is easily established that as a result of conditions~7!,
the equalities (JA ,Fa)50 are satisfied and thus the fun
tionsFa lie in Ha . On the other hand,F05SeiJI is satisfied
and thus the functionF0 lies in Hh . @sic#

In Eqs.~2! and~11! we now convert to the Fourier trans
forms

GwF5sF1bEaFFa, G5 ik01 ikava, ~12!

«abcikbEcF52 ik0BaF , ikaBaF50, ~13!

«abcikbBcF54p j F
a1 ik0EaF , ikaEaF54p j F

0 . ~14!

We introduce the additional operatorsPh : H→Hh ,Pa :
H→H — projection operators,I h : Hh→H, I a : Ha→H —
telescoping,Ghh5PhGIh ,

Gah5PaGIh , Gha5PhGIa , Gaa5PaGIa.

The unknown function w is conveniently divided
into ‘‘hydrodynamic’’ h5Phw and ‘‘nonhydrodynamic’’
a5Paw components. By expanding in terms of the basis
Hh , we obtain the componentshA5(JA ,h). We can easily
calculate the perturbations of the hydrodynamic fo
currents

gA
05~JA ,w!5hA , gA

a5~JAva,w!. ~15!

We shall now assume by analogy with Refs. 1–4 that
sourcess in Eq. ~10!, being functions of the parametersva

andr, belong to the spaceHh and thus are completely cha
acterized by the componentssA . This is a key assumption in
the method of converting from kinetics to hydrodynam
proposed in Refs. 1–4. It is easy to see that Eq.~11! yields
the system

GhhhF1GhaaF5sF ,

GahhF1GaaaF5bEaFFa.

This last equation can be used to expressa as a function
of h and the electric field

aF5EaFbGaa
21Fa2Gaa

21GahhF . ~16!

For an accurate determination of the operatorGaa
21 we

need to make the substitutionk0→(k02 i«), where« is an
infinitely small positive quantity. We introduce the matric

ZAB
a 5~vaJA ,JB!, RAB

ab 5~PavaJA , Gaa
21PavbJB!.

Now, using expressions~3!, ~15!, and~16!, we can find
the constitutive relations

gAF
a 5~ZAB

a 2 ikbRAB
ab !hF

B1b(
j

ejRAJ
abEbF , ~17!

j inF
0 5(

i
eihIF , ~18!

j inF
a 5(

i
ei S b(

j
ejRIJ

abEbF2 ikbRIB
abhF

BD . ~19!
e

n

-

e

Since the coefficients of the functionsRAB
ab depend non-

polynomially on the wave four-vectorka , the hydrodynamic
model is nonlocal in space and time.

The constitutive relations~17!–~19! close the problem
~2! and~10!. The conversion to the hydrodynamic problem
accurate. If some solution of this problem is known, Eq
~15! and ~16! can be used to find the componentsh and the
distribution functions, and to reconstruct the solution of t
problem in the kinetic formulation.

The matrixRAB
ab , which characterizes the nonlocality o

the theory, satisfies various general conditions. Quite clea
for the real four-vectorka we have

RAB
ab ~kb!* 5RAB

ab ~2kb!. ~20!

Although the functionsJA are by definition linearly in-
dependent, the set of functionsJA ,vaJ is linearly dependent.
Generally speaking, each identity of the type

lAJA1La
AvaJA50, ~21!

wherelA andLa
A are constant coefficients, yields relation

La
ARAB

ab 50, Lb
BRAB

ab 50. ~22!

It is easy to show that one identity of the type~21! is

(
i

miv
aJI2Ja50. ~23!

If there are no internal degrees of freedomr 8, another
identity also exists

vaJa22J050. ~24!

Introducing the notation n5kaka and using the
Sokhotskii–Plemel formula, we can easily obtain

RAB
ab 1RBA

ba* 5~PavaJA ,~Gaa
211Gaa

211!PavaJB!

52pn21/2~PavaJA ,d~k01kcv
c!PavbJB!.

From this it follows that for any nonzero set of comple
quantitiesCa

A the following inequality is satisfied

~RAB
ab 1RBA

ba* !Ca
A* Cb

B.0. ~25!

It follows from the definitions that the coefficients of th
function RAB

ab are continued analytically in terms of the p
rameterk0 in the lower complex half-plane. We dividek0

into complex and imaginary parts:k05v11 iv2, v2<0. We
then have

RAB
ab 1RBA

ab* 5~PavaJA ,L~ka ,vc!PavbJB!,

L522v2~v2
21~v11kcv

c!2!21.

From this it can be seen that inequality~25! is satisfied
in the entire half-planev2<0.

We shall discuss the consequences of the reversibilit
the processes at the microlevel. Let us assume thatI is the
time reversal operator in the spaceH ~Refs. 1–4!. The op-
erator I reverses the sign of the particle velocitiesIvaI 5
2va. The integralsJA and the statef 0 are eigenfunctions of
the operatorI

IJa5«AJA , «A561, I f 05 f 0 ,
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where«05« I51, «a521.
This gives the reciprocity conditions~analog of the On-

sager relations!

RAB
ab ~k0 ,kc!5«A«BRBA

ba ~k0 ,2kc!. ~26!

Equation~17! directly yields a representation for the vi
cous stresses, the heat flux, and the diffusion fluxes

tF
ab5 ikcRbB

achF
B2b(

j
ejRbJ

acEcF ,

qF
a52 ikbR0BhF1b(

j
ejR0JEbF ,

diF
a 52 ikbRIB

abhF1b(
j

ejRIJ
abEbF .

The identities~23! and~22! for the diffusion fluxes yield
the natural result( idIF

a 50. In the absence of internal de
grees of freedom, it follows from the identities~22! and~24!
that there is no second viscositytF

aa50.

CALCULATION OF NONLOCAL KERNELS

It has been noted that for a collisionless plasma we
calculate the dependence of the coefficients of the funct
RAB

ab on the four-vectorka . Note that the following equation
are satisfied

PavaJA5vaJA2ZA
aBJB , ZA

aB5ZAC
a gBC. ~27!

We shall analyze the functions of the set of parame
jA

w5w~jA!5exp~jAJA!,

Uab5Uab~jA!5~w,~k02 i«1kcv
c!21vavb!,

Va5Va~jA!5~w,~k02 i«1kcv
c!21va!,

W5W~jA!5~w,~k02 i«1kcv
c!21!,

HAB
ab 5HAB

ab ~jA!5
]2Uab

]jA]jB
2ZB

bC ]2Va

]jA]jC
2ZA

aC ]2Vb

]jB]jC

1ZA
aCZB

bD ]2W

]jC]jD
.

Using the Eq.~27! and the definition of the coefficient
RAB

ab , it is easily established that the values ofRAB
ab are cal-

culated in terms of the function

HAB
ab 5HAB

ab ~jA!:RAB
ab 5 i 21HAB

ab ujA50 .

Thus, the problem has been reduced to calculating
functionsUab, Va, and W. The solution of this last purely
technical problem is given in Appendix A.

It is easy to see that forka50 a simple expression i
obtained for the coefficients of the functions

RAB
ab 5~ ik0!21~PavaJA ,PavbJB!. ~28!
n
ns

rs

e

The set of coefficientsRAB
ab (ka) can be conveniently ex

panded in terms of the basis of the quantitiesI AB
abn(kc), which

have a polynomial dependence on the wave vectorka and
satisfy the conditionI AB

abn(kc)* 5I AB
abn(2kc)

RAB
ab ~ka!5I AB

abn~kc!Xn~ka!. ~29!

HereXn(ka) are scalar functions which by virtue of Eq.~20!
satisfy the conditionXn(ka)* 5Xn(2ka). Thus, they are
Fourier transforms of certain real kernelsYnF5Xn . The ex-
plicit form of the expansion~29! is given in Appendix B.

DYNAMICS OF FREE OSCILLATIONS

We shall consider the problem of free plasma oscil
tions. From Eqs.~10!, ~13!, and~14! we obtain the system

ikagAF
a 50, ~30!

«abcikbEcF52 ik0BaF , ikaBaF50, ~31!

«abcikbBcF54p j in F
a 1 ik0EaF , ikaEaF54p j in F

0 .
~32!

We note that because of the electrical neutrality con
tion ~8!, the following equality is satisfied

(
i

eiZIA
a 50.

Thus we havej in
a 5( ieigI

a and the compatibility condi-
tion ~4! of the Maxwell equations~31! and ~32! follows au-
tomatically from Eq.~30!. Since the constitutive relation
~17!–~19! contain no magnetic field, it is sufficient to inves
tigate the system~29! and the equation for the electric fiel
deduced from Eqs.~31! and ~32!

i ~4pk0!21~k0
2EaF2nEa f1kakbEbF!1 j in F

a 50. ~33!

We shall interpret Eqs.~30! and ~33! as a system of
linear equations for a set of unknownshF

A , EaF . Let us as-
sume thatA5(Anm) is the matrix of the system. As th
condition for the existence of a nontrivial solution we obta
the dispersion equation

detA50. ~34!

The analytic expressions for the functionsRAB
ab obtained

in Appendix A can be used to seek complex solutions ofka .
We shall assume that the real wave vectorka is defined.
Equation~34! then defines the set of frequenciesk0 of the
plasma natural oscillations as a function of the wave numb
The matrixA as a function of the frequencyk0 is continued
analytically into the lower complex half-plane Imk0<0 with
the isolated pointk050. Let us assume thatCn is an arbi-
trary nonzero set of complex quantities. Using Eqs.~25!,
~17!, and~19!, it is easily established that in the lower com
plex half-plane with the isolated point, the following inequa
ity is satisfied

Re~AnmCn* Cm!.0.

Thus for Imk0<0 Eq. ~34! has no solutions or, in othe
words, in the nonlocal hydrodynamic description all t
natural oscillations of a collisionless plasma are damped
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From the right-hand side of Eq.~34! the factorQt(ka)2,
corresponding to the transverse waves is factorized.
these waves we have

h05h150, kahF
a50, kaEaF50.

The functionQt(ka) can be expressed in terms of th
scalar functionsXn , using the representation~A2!

Qt5q1q42q2q3 ,

q15 ik0s1nX8 , q252nb(
j

ejX10 J ,

q35nb(
i

eiX11 I ,

q45 i ~4pk0!21~k0
22n!1b(

i
eiejX13 I J .

We shall now analyze the dynamics of long-wavelen
oscillations caused by a longitudinal electric field. In th
case, we findEaF52 ikaw(ka). Expressions~30! and ~32!
yield the system of equations

05 ik0gABhF
B1 ikaZAB

a hF
B1kakbRAB

ab hF
B

1kakbb(
j

ejRAJ
abw,

nw54p( ieihIF .
In the limit ka→0, formula~28! can be used to obtain a

equation forw

05~2k0
21vL

2!w, vL
254pb~F1,F1!.

This gives the usual spectrum of Langmuir oscillatio
k052

1vL10(n).
Thus, the proposed nonlocal hydrodynamic descript

reproduces the results obtained previously by differ
approaches.5,6

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that in a certain class of sources
nonlocal hydrodynamic description accurately correspo
to the kinetic description. This distinguishes the propos
approach from other hydrodynamic schemes. When solv
a nonlocal hydrodynamic problem, we can be certain t
each hydrodynamic process corresponds exactly to a ce
kinetic process. The investigation was confined to lin
theory but in fact this constraint is not significant. Th
method can be simply generalized to the nonlinear case w
the sources in Eq.~1! are not necessarily weak. Naturally,
this last case the functional form of the constitutive relatio
is substantially more complex.

Note that the representation~29! and ~A2! does not de-
pend on the fact that a collisionless plasma was analyze
will also be valid for a collisional plasma for instance. F
long waves (ka→0) and slow processes (k0→0) terms cor-
responding to the normal viscosity, heat conduction, and
fusion can be isolated in the expansion~A2!. However, it can
or

h

n
t

e
s
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f-

be seen from formula~28! that when taking the next limit
ka→0, k0→0, the expressions for the corresponding tra
port coefficients are unbounded.

APPENDIX A:

Here, we shall calculate the functionsUab5Uab(jA),
Va5Va(jA), andW5W(jA). We recall that the integral in
the sense of the principal value

N5V.p.E
2`

1`

x21 exp~2ax21bx!dx, a.0 ~A1!

is calculated in terms of a special function, i.e., the er
function

F~x!52p21/2E
0

x

exp~2t2! dt.

The necessary procedures are described in Ref. 5.
result of the calculations is:N5pQ(b221a21/2), where
Q(z)5 i 21F( iz).

We shall make a detailed analysis of the procedure
calculating the functionW(jA) for n5kakaÞ0. We sete1

a

5n21/2ka , and assume thate2
a and e3

a are two other unit
vectors such that all three vectorseb

a form the orthogonal
basiseb

aec
a5dbc . Performing the substitutionva5eb

awb, we
reduce the expression for the functionW(jA) to the form

W~jA!5n21/2(
i

~V2 i«1w1!21

3expS 2
1

2
A1wbwb1bi

bwb1Ci D
3dw1dw2dw3dz8~r 8!,

Ai5~2b1j0!mi , bi
a5Bi

beb
a , Bi

a5jami ,

Ci5~2b1j0!U~ i ,r 8!1bm i01j1, V5k0n21/2.

Integration with respect tow2 andw3 is reduced to tak-
ing the Gaussian integrals. The integral overw1 is reduced to
the integral~A1! by using the Sokhotskii–Plemel formul
and shifting the argument. We finally obtain

W5(
i
E C~ i ,r 8!dz8~r 8!,

C~ i ,r 8!5n21/2p~2p/Ai !

3exp~Ci1Bi
a~dab2n21kakb!Bi

b/~2Ai !!

3expS 2S 1

2
Aik0

21Bi
akak0D n21D

3~Q~~Bi
aka1Aik0!n21/2/~2Ai !

1/2!1 i !.

The functionsUab5Uab(jA) and Va5Va(jA) can be
calculated similarly. They can be expressed in the comp
form

Uab5(
i
E Cab~ i ,r 8!dz8~r 8!,
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Va5(
i
E Ca~ i ,r 8!dj8~r 8!,

Cab~ i ,r 8!5
]2C

]Bi
a]Bi

b
, Ca~ i ,r 8!5

]C

]Bi
a

.

APPENDIX B:

The purely algebraic structure of the coefficientsRAB
ab

allows us to write an expansion of the form~28! which is
invariant with respect to the rotation group. For this we ne
to bear in mind the symmetry conditions

RcA
ab5RaA

cb , RAc
ab5RAb

ac

and the reciprocity conditions~26!. It is sufficient to write
the expression~28! for the componentsR00

ab , R0c
ab , R0 I

ab , Rcd
ab ,

Rc I
ab , andRI J

ab

R00
ab5dabX01kakbX1 ,

R0c
ab5R0b

ac5 ikadbcX21~ ikbdac1 ikcdab!X3

1 ikakbkcX4 ,

R0 I
ab5dabX5 I1kakbX6 I ,
d

Rcd
ab5dacdbdX71~dabdcd1dcbdad!X81dackbkdX7

1~kakbdcd1kckbdad1kakddcb1kckddab!X8

1kakbkckdX9 ,

Rc I
ab5~ ikadbc1 ikcdab!X10 I1 ikbdacX11 I

1 ikakbkcX12 I ,

RI J
ab5dabX13 I J1kakbX14 I J . ~B1!
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Initiated subcritical microwave streamer discharge and the problem of global
elimination of Freons from the Earth’s atmosphere
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An analysis is made of an initiated streamer discharge in a microwave wave beam at subcritical
field from the point of view of using this type of discharge for global elimination of
Freons, which are damaging to the ozone layer, from the Earth’s atmosphere. The various stages
of discharge evolution are illustrated with photographs and the physical factors determining
its properties at these stages are indicated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The main anthropogenic factor responsible for reduc
the ozone content in the Earth’s atmosphere and the for
tion of holes in the ozone layer is the buildup of Freons,1 the
most active of which are CF2Cl2 and CFCl3 . The methods of
using Freons are such that sooner or later they enter
atmosphere. Freons are chemically inert and persist in
atmosphere for many decades, gradually accumulating. A
rising to the stratosphere, they decompose under the ac
of the sun’s hard ultraviolet radiation. The product, atom
chlorine Cl, acts as a catalyst for ozone decomposition re
tions. The influence of Freons on theO3 balance in the ozo-
nosphere can only be reduced substantially by restric
their productions and eliminating from the atmosphere
Freons already accumulated .

Tsand et al.2 proposed a method of purification usin
microwave radiation which heats the ionospheric electr
and ultimately converts Cl atoms into Cl2 ions which do not
participate in catalytic reactions with O3.

The authors of Ref. 3 pointed out that the Freon conc
tration in the ionosphere is low and suggested using a fre
localized discharge in a microwave beam at lower altitu
H where the concentration is substantially higher. Freons
sociate in the discharge to form Cl2 as a result of the ‘‘at-
tachment’’ of free electrons. The cross section of this proc
for CFCl3 andCF2Cl2 is highest at electron energies 0<«q

<1 eV. This reaction has almost no threshold and the rol
the discharge essentially involves generating comparati
‘‘cold’’ electrons with the required concentrationne . Unde-
sirable compounds such as oxides of nitrogen may also f
in a microwave discharge4 and if these enter the stratosphe
where the O3 concentration is highest, the situation may
even worse. With this in mind, Askaryanet al.3 suggested
igniting the discharge in the troposphere (H510– 15 km).
At these altitudes, the chemically active Freon fragments
other discharge products will eventually fall to Earth throu
precipitation and will not enter the stratosphere.

A necessary condition for the establishment of a fre
localized discharge is that the electrical component of
electromagnetic waveE0 should exceed the breakdown lev
1411063-7842/98/43(12)/10/$15.00
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Ebr . This condition determines the energy cost of the dis
ciation of Freon moleculesD«. An estimate made in Ref. 3
for H515 km givesD«520 keV / mol. At lower altitude the
‘‘cost’’ merely increases. The power of the electromagne
radiation capable of igniting a discharge at these altitu
was also estimated3 and was found to be considerable whic
in the view of the authors,3 casts doubts on the feasibility o
this method for global purification of the atmosphere.

However, at comparatively high air pressuresp, i.e., at
low altitudes, the microwave discharge is a streamer
propagates into the region of the electromagnetic be
whereE0!Ebr ~Ref. 5!. This property means that a discharg
can be ignited with breakdown conditions only achiev
locally.6–8 In a uniform field with cw radiation,Ebr for a
freely localized discharge is the same as the so-called cri
field9 Ecr and a discharge withE0,Ecr may be described a
subcritical.

In Ref. 6 we investigated a discharge initiated by a me
sphere. In this case, whenp>100 Torr (H515 km) a dis-
charge can be ignited atE0>(1/3)Ecr , i.e., the subcriticality
factorC53 can be achieved. In the presence of a sphere,
energy density flux of the electromagnetic radiationP0 ,
which is proportional toE0

2, required to ignite the discharg
may be reduced by almost an order of magnitude. bre
down, Microwave breakdown can be achieved with cons
erably weaker fields if a ‘‘vibrator’’ is used to initiate it. Fo
instance, the authors of Ref. 10 succeeded in achiev
C560 by placing a resonant vibrator parallel toE0 .

When an initiated discharge is used as an electron s
plier for the dissociation of Freons, the costD« is no longer
determined by the inequalityE0.Ecr and may be lower. In
this case, all the ideas and work proposed in Refs. 2 an
are now being continued and the possibility of implement
these is becoming a realistic proposition. It is extremely
pensive to carry out experiments in the atmosphere at
appreciable altitudes which makes laboratory studies of
process quite topical. There is a particular need for studie
a microwave discharge withC@1.
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Here we generalize known information on this type
discharge and report new experimental results which re
various properties of this discharge.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experiments were carried out in air using the ap
ratus described in Ref. 11. Pulsed, linearly polariz
l58.5 cm microwave radiation with a rectangular envelo
was focused into an anechoic hermetically sealed cham
At the focus in the plane perpendicular to the Poynting v
tor P0 , the fieldE0 had an approximately Gaussian distrib
tion with a characteristic scale of several centimeters. Pa
lel to P0 the field was almost uniform over a length
approximately 10 cm.

To initiate the discharge a lead sphere of diame
2a52.5 mm was positioned at the focus of the electrom
netic beam using 0.1 mm diameter Kapron thread, perp
dicular toE0 or a microwave vibrator made of copper wi
with hemispherically rounded ends, having a diametera
50.8 mm and different lengths 2L, was placed parallel to
E0 .

These initiators were exposed to ultraviolet radiati
from a special source to ensure that seed photoemission
trons were present at the surface.

The microwave pulse durationtpul was varied between 1
and 40ms and the intervals between pulses were at le
1 min. The field could be varied in different pulses. The a
plitude of the microwave pulse envelope was measured
experiments using a calibrated field detector. The meas
value was set to a specific value ofE0 at the beam focus. The
value of E0 at the focus was determined with an accura
better than 10% in the range between 6.5 and 2 kV/cm.
weaker fields the accuracy dropped substantially becaus
‘‘induction’’ to the detector. For this reason, in this series
experiments no vibrator experiments were carried out
E0,2 kV/cm. In the sphere experiments it was possible
make additional measurements of the field using a techn
described in Ref. 12. These experiments were carried
using weaker fields.

The discharge was photographed. In the photogra
shown below, the vectorE0 is vertical andP0 is directed
from right to left. Unless stated otherwise, the photogra
were obtained for an exposure timetex.tpul . The discharge
region was probed byl51 cm radiation along a line passin
through the axis of the main beam and perpendicular toE0

andP0 . The probing line was 1.5 cm from the focus~closer
to the emitter!. The apertures of the receiving and transm
ting antennae were 333 cm. Measurements were made
the attenuation of this radiation as it propagates through
discharge and this was used to estimate the average ele
concentrationne .

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHYSICS OF A
MICROWAVE DISCHARGE

A microwave streamer discharge is only established i
the initial stage6 we have
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nc@v, ~1!

wherenc is the electron–molecule collision frequency andv
is the angular frequency of the field.

In a microwave discharge withE>Ecr , the average
electron energy«̄q is a few electronvolts.9 For the estimates
we take13

nc>53109p, s21. ~2!

In formula ~2! and the following formulas the pressurep
is in torr and the gas is taken to be at room temperatureT. In
fact, the kinetic coefficients are functions of the molecu
concentrationn. Their known dependences on the pressurp
can be converted to dependences on the concentrationsn and
vice versa by using13

n52.731019
p

760

273

T
, cm23. ~3!

In the troposphere,p varies between 760 and 100 To
and relation~1! is valid for l@0.4 cm. Under the experimen
tal conditions described, wherel58.5 cm it is satisfied for
p@4 Torr.

In analyses of the processes in a microwave plasma
important to estimate the relation betweendnc andv, where
d is the average relative electron energy lost in a collis
with molecules. In air where E>Ecr , we find
d51023– 1022 ~Ref. 14!. When a microwave discharge i
ignited in the proposed natural experiment, the wavelengtl
of the electromagnetic radiation will barely exceed a fe
decimeters because of size constraints. If this wavelengt
in the centimeter range, it follows from formula~2! that at
tropospheric pressuresp the following condition will almost
always be satisfied in a microwave plasma

dnc!v. ~4!

In the decimeter range and under the experimental c
ditions described wherev52.231010s21, inequality ~4! is
satisfied for pressuresp of tens of torr and only very approxi
mately for hundreds of Torr. Nevertheless, for our estima
we shall assume that under the experimental conditions
inequality is satisfied up to atmospheric pressurep. In this
case, i.e., when inequality~4! is valid, it is conventional to
use the concept of an effective field13

Eef5Ea/~A2 A~11~v/nc!
2!!, ~5!

whereEa is the amplitude of the microwave field, and to u
the values of the kinetic coefficients measured in a dc plas
by equatingE in this plasma toEef in the microwave field.
Taking this observation into account, the equation for
electron balance in an air plasma may be written as13

]

]

ne

t
5~n i2na!ne1D¹2ne2a rne

2 , ~6!

wheren i andna are the ionization and attachment freque
cies, D and a r are the diffusion and recombination coeffi
cients, andt is the time.

It is usually assumed9 that onlyn i depends onE, while
na , D, anda r are constant at the chosen pressurep. Near
Ecr we find15
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n i5na~Eef /Ecr!
b, ~7!

whereb55.34,

na523104p, s21; ~8!

Ecr540p, V/cm. ~9!

It can be seen from Eq.~7! that Ecr is the effective mi-
crowave field for whichn i5na . In Eq. ~7!, Eef should gen-
erally be understood as the local value of the field which
made up of the ‘‘unperturbed’’ fieldE0 of the electromag-
netic wave and the induced fields in the resulting discha
plasma. In the microwave range, a complete system of M
well equations allowing for a ‘‘delay’’ effect must general
be solved to findEef ~we shall subsequently use the symboE
to denote the effective value of the field, dropping the ‘‘e
subscript!.

In a plasma, the ionization process described by Eq.~6!
is accompanied by the dissipation of electromagnetic ene
Under isobaric conditions

p5nT5const ~10!

the heating of the air may be described by

7

2
n

]

]

T

t
5hsE2, ~11!

whereh is the relative fraction of the electron energy dis
pated in heating the gas within the characteristic timest of
the discharge process, ands(ne) is the plasma conductivity

The coefficienth in Eq. ~11! depends strongly on th
parameterE/n ~Ref. 14!. For instance, forEcr /n51.3
310215V•cm2, around 40% of the energy acquired by t
electrons in the electromagnetic field is initially transferr
to vibrations of N2 molecules and 60% is dissipated in th
electronic excitation of N2 and O2. The vibrational reservoir
remains almost ‘‘frozen’’ over the characteristic times
most of the discharge stages and only the electronic ex
tion energy relaxes into heat withint>1028 s. This initial
energy distribution is a prerequisite for a highly nonequil
rium microwave plasma and stimulates plasma-chem
processes in the plasma.

We shall subsequently use cylindrical (z,r,w) and
matched spherical (r ,u,w) coordinates with the origin at th
focus of the electromagnetic beam and theZ axis parallel to
E0 .

The properties of the plasma relative to the electrom
netic field can be characterized by its complex permittivi

«512 i
s

«0v
512 i

ne

ne0
, ~12!

where «051029/(36p), F/m; me and qe are the electron
mass and charge, and the concentration

ne05
«0me

qe
2

ncv, m23 ~13!

is the ‘‘scale’’ of ne . For ne5ne0 the conductivity is
s5«0v. As the pressurep increases from 100 to 760 Tor
s

e
x-

y.

a-

-
al

-

and v52.231010s21 the concentrationne0 increases from
331012 to 231013cm23 ~for information we note that when
ne5ne0 the skin layer depth isD50.35l).

In order to assess the influence of a plasma with a s
cific value of ne on the electromagnetic field, we insert
homogeneous plasma sphere of radiusa!1/k5l/(2p) and
a,D in this field. For a uniform fieldE0 the field inside the
sphereEin remains uniform and parallel toE0 ~Ref. 16!.
Whenne5ne0 , this field isEin50.95E0 . At the poles of this
sphere (u50 andr 5a) the external field isEout51.3E0 . It
can be seen that a small drop inEin was accompanied by a
appreciable increase inEout. If an ionization process take
place in the fieldEout, it follows from Eq. ~7! that the ion-
ization frequencyn i will increase by more than a factor o
1.5 in this field@Eq. ~7! indicates that whenE shows a small
variation ofx%, the frequencyn i varies by (bx)%]. For a
plasma ellipsoid elongated alongE0 , this property shows up
even more strongly.16 As the eccentricity increases, we fin
Ein→E0 , and the field at the poles begins to exceedE0 quite
significantly. This characteristic of elongated plasmoids
some extent determines the properties of a streamer m
wave discharge.17

MICROWAVE BREAKDOWN IN AIR

The main problem involved in implementing a subcri
cal discharge is its ignition. The discharge must be initiat
This has been achieved experimentally by using dielec
and metal-dielectric plates,7 a laser jet at a solid target,7 a
brush of thin wires,8 a ring source of ionizing radiation,18 a
laser spark,19 a metal sphere,12 or a microwave vibrator.10

Most of these methods produced discharge ignition w
C<10. The use of a microwave vibrator was unique10 in
that atmospheric air was successfully broken down w
C560 and this is the method which we shall analyze belo

Figure 1 shows a discharge initiated at 760 To
(Ecr530 kV / cm), E053 kV / cm (C510), and tpul

540ms using a vibrator of length 2L510 mm and diameter
2a50.8 mm. The vibrator is positioned on the left of th
figure. The distance between its luminous rings gives a g
metric scale. ForE053 kV/cm the length 2L510 mm is the
shortest which ensures breakdown. For these values of
pressurep, initial field E0 , and vibrator diameter 2a no
discharge was ignited for lengths 2L,10 mm.

As E0 decreases keeping the diameter 2a the same, the
length 2L must be increased to ignite the discharge~vibra-
tors with 2a,0.8 mm were not used in the experiments sin
the shape of their ends was difficult to monitor!. Figure 2
shows a discharge initiated at 760 Torr,E052 kV / cm
(C515), and tpul53 ms using a vibrator of length
2L518 mm. This especially shows a photograph of a d
charge with shorttpul . It can be seen that the discharge
created at the ends of the vibrator where its near field
strongest.20 We shall estimate the initiation conditions typ
cal of Fig. 1. From Ref. 10 the field at the poles of th
vibrator (z56L), parallel to the vectorE0 , for ka!p/2
andkL<p is given by
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Eout>E0AH 11AF 1

kL
cos~kL!1sin~kL!G J 2

1H AF 1

kL
sin~kL!2cos~kL!G J 2

. ~14!

FIG. 1. Subcritical microwave discharg
at p5760 Torr, E053 kV / cm, and
tpul540ms initiated by a conductor with
2L510 mm and 2a50.8 mm, C59,
and calculatedEout527 kV / cm.
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Here the coefficient is

A5
2

3p

Z0

Z

hef

a
, ~15!

Z05120p V is the wave impedance of free spac
hef>(4/p) L is the effective vibrator length,Z5ARS

2 1X0
2 is

the modulus of its vector impedance

RS>
1

6

Z0

p
~khef!

2

is the resistance of the vibrator radiation,

X052
Z0

p
@ ln~L/a!21# cot~k/L !

is its reactance for (L/a)@1, and

X052
Z0

p

hef

3ka2

is its capacitive reactance forL5a.
Equation~14! indicates that for fixeda, Epuls increases

to a resonant value equal tol/2 as 2L is approached. Equa
tion ~15! also indicates that the coefficientA which deter-
mines the field at the vibrator tips is inversely proportional
a. However, this does not mean that by reducinga, we can
break down air at a specific pressurep with an arbitrarily low
value ofE0 . The near field of the vibrator only satisfies th
conditionE@E0 in very small regions near its ends.20
,

In order to findEbr we need to solve Eq.~6!, neglecting
recombination but allowing for diffusion, for a specific fiel
geometry.13 For a comparatively long durationtpul the con-
dition ]ne /]t50 is taken as the breakdown criterion and t
corresponding value ofE0 is taken asEbr . It can be seen
from Eq. ~6! that in a uniform field, electron losses are on
caused by attachment and the breakdown criterion is satis
for n i5na , or, taking account of Eq.~7! Ebr5Ecr .

In Ref. 12 the problem of breakdown withDÞ0 was
solved for a sphere withka!p/2. At its poles the field is
Eout53E0 , as is deduced from Eq.~14! for L5a. However,
as the sphere is moved away from the surface,E decays
rapidly,16 approximately as 1/r 3.

It was shown in Ref. 12 that to within 10% we obta
E05Ebr5(1/3) Ek in the presence of a sphere when

a@102 La , ~16!

where the attachment length isLa5AD/na.
A comparison between theory and experiment reve

thatD must be taken as the coefficient of ambipolar diffusi

Da5
1.43104

p
, cm2/s ~Ref. 9!. ~17!

For example, at 760 Torr the attachment length
La51023 cm and criterion~16! has the forma>0.1 cm, i.e.,
under these conditions breakdown only takes place in
polar regions of the sphere, as in a uniform fieldE0 of three
times the value.
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If condition ~16! is not satisfied, asa decreases we find
Ebr→Ecr . The theory developed in Ref. 12 cannot be appl
when a<3La , although the experiment showed that wh
a<2La the field is Ebr5Ecr to within 10%. In this case
breakdown takes place as if no sphere were present in
field E0 .

The problem of microwave breakdown in the presen
of a vibrator with allowance for diffusion has not yet be
resolved. Quite clearly the solution for a sphere will depe
on the ratio betweena andLa . However, for a vibrator with
L.a the field near the ends decreases more slowly w
increasing distance from the vibrator surface compared w
a sphere.20 Thus, it may be predicted that the vibrator radi
at which diffusion does not influence the breakdown proc
will be smaller than that given by criterion~16!.

For example, under the conditions obtaining in Fig.
Eq. ~14! givesEout/E059. Thus, forE053 kV / cm, we ob-
tain Eout527 kV / cm, which is the same asEcr within ex-
perimental error, i.e., as is deduced experimentally, a
charge should not be ignited with a vibrator of given 2a but
smaller 2L. In this particular case, the dimensiona is equal
to (40La). Thus, for this ratio ofa and La the spatial non-
uniformity of the breakdown process still need not be tak
into account.

Nevertheless, for thin vibrators a criterion of the ty
~16! still needs to be determined. Ultimately, the depth
subcriticality at which air can be broken down in a micr
wave field and thus to some extent, the feasibility of carry
out natural experiments, depend on this criterion.

DISCHARGE EVOLUTION PROCESS

Let us now return to Fig. 1, which shows a typic
streamer structure. On the integrated photographs (tex.tpul)

FIG. 2. Subcritical microwave discharge atp5760 Torr, E052 kV / cm,
and tpul53 ms initiated by a conductor with 2L518 mm and
2a50.8 mm,C515, and calculatedEout541 kV / cm.
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this structure is a chaotic web of plasma channels of vary
thickness and brightness. Their diameter does not exc
1 mm and the typical distance between the channels is te
of l. The direction of the channels is weakly correlated w
the direction ofE0 . Their relative position is not reproduce
in different pulses and the discharge process is accompa
by a sound shock.

In the range 1<C<15 being studied experimentally, a
important property of a microwave streamer discharge
terms of the particular application being considered is
capacity to separate from the initiator. This means that i
natural experiment a discharge may be initiated in a la
volume having a few initiated vibrators. The maximum val
of C at which the discharge still becomes detached from
initiators has not yet been determined. This is one of
most important problems for further laboratory research
addition to determining the minimum value ofEbr ~note that
in Ref. 10, the authors did not follow the discharge evoluti
and merely identified that breakdown had occurred fr
flashes of light at the ends of the vibrators!.

The experiments showed that a discharge detached f
the initiator develops according to a specific scheme. At e
stage the plasma is generated under different conditio
which must be taken into account when planning a natu
experiment. We shall examine these stages subsequentl

The experiments were mainly carried out using an in
ating sphere. At the initial stage the discharge has the s
geometry in different pulses which simplifies its observatio
However, when comparatively long initiating vibrators a
used, the axial symmetry of the discharge is impaired alm
immediately and a factor appears which randomizes the
charge geometry.

The experiments were carried out at pressures below
pospheric. By varying the pressurep, we were able to inves-
tigate the formation of complexities in the discharge stru
ture. As the pressure increases, the rate of many ioniza
processes increases and in the experiments some of
could only be resolved in time and space at comparativ
low pressures.

DIFFUSE STAGE

Figure 3 shows a discharge at 20 Torr,E050.7 kV / cm
(C51.1), andtpul51 ms, i.e., at the very beginning of it
evolution. This reaffirms that the discharge is generated
regions whereE.Ecr and where an avalanche-like increa
in ne is initiated in accordance with Eqs.~6! and~7!. This is
an ionization-field process, i.e., asne increases, the field un
dergoes rearrangement. As a result, regions withE.Ecr be-
gin to move alongE0 which then leads to displacement o
the discharge boundary along this vector. Its velocity is

V52AD ~n i2na!. ~18!

We must not labor under the delusion of the simplic
of Eq. ~18!. In this equation,n i as given by Eq.~7! is a power
function of E which depends on the curvature of the plasm
boundary, thene profile at the boundary, and the entire co
figuration of the conducting channel with allowance for
relation tol.
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From Eq.~11! the rate of the dissipative processes in t
plasma is characterized by its uniform heating time~the term
‘‘uniform heating’’ will become clear from the following
analysis!:

1

g0
5

~2hsE2!2

7n0T0
,

whereT0 is the initial gas temperature, andn0 is the unper-
turbed molecular concentration in the gas.

This value can be compared with the characteristic ti
of the ionization processes 1/(n ina) obtained from Eq.~6!.
Estimates show that for the discharge shown in Fig. 3
find (n i2na)@g0 and the heating of the gas can be n
glected.

The velocity of the plasma boundary given by formu
~18! is usually called the diffusion velocity and this type
discharge evolution when heating of the gas in the plas
can be neglected is called the diffuse stage. Under the
perimental conditions at pressurep520 Torr, the diffuse
stage is also the final stage.6

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that as the plasma ‘‘column
grow alongE0 , their transverse dimension increases. T
combined with the electrodynamic characteristics of the
crowave range ultimately limits the total length of the diffu
discharge along theZ axis to a length not exceedingl/2
~Ref. 6!. The discharge remains, as it were, ‘‘locked’’ to th
initiator. Quite clearly the term ‘‘streamer’’ discharge
hardly suitable for this type of discharge.

IONIZATION OVERHEATING STAGE

In the experiments the discharge structure became c
plex at p>20 Torr. Above these pressuresp a thin bright
channel, elongated along the vectorE0 , formed in the initial
diffuse region withE.Ecr ~as an example Fig. 4 shows suc
a discharge at 30 Torr,E051 kV / cm, C51.2, and
tpul57 ms). For lowC the characteristic time for evolutio

FIG. 3. Microwave discharge atp520 Torr, E050.7 kV / cm, and tpul

51 ms initiated by a sphere with 2a52.5 mm.
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of the channel 1/g is a few microseconds and its diamet
varied over the length. The channel appeared to taper tow
the end~Fig. 4!. Its maximum diameter decreased with i
creasingp but, as can be seen from Fig. 4, it did not exce
fractions of a millimeter, even at 30 Torr.

The formation of a channel is now interpreted as f
lows. As a result of random fluctuation effects,n may de-
crease in a certain thin cylindrical region of an initial diffus
plasma formation withE.Ecr elongated alongE0 . In this
case, the value ofE remains almost constant and in acco
dance with Eq.~9!, the critical fieldEcr decreases, i.e., th
ionization frequencyn i as given by Eq.~7! increases. Asn i

increases, the electron concentrationne and thus the gas tem
peratureT increase in this region at faster rates. Under
conditions ~10! this then leads to a further decrease inn.
Thus, a positive feedback ‘‘loop’’ has been closed and in t
sense, the effect is interpreted as ionization overhea
instability.21

This last term is in a certain sense arbitrary beca
when E.Ecr , the system has no equilibrium state. In t
real effect, the channel is formed against an essentially t
sient plasma background. Nevertheless, the system of e
tions ~6!, ~7!, ~10!, and~11! can be investigated for stability
in the constant field approximation, using a conventional
gorithm and assuming22

g@~n i2na! and g@g0 . ~19!

This approach in a linear local approximation yields
natural result: the processes of variation ofne ,n, and T
which were previously almost unrelated, begin to develop
the same rate, having the increment

g5Ab jb na g0, ~20!

wherej5E/Ecr .
This interpretation explains most of the experimenta

observed characteristics of channel formation~subsequently
called ionization-overheating channels!. For instance, the

FIG. 4. Microwave discharge atp530 Torr, E051 kV / cm, and tpul

57 ms initiated by a sphere with 2a52.5 mm.
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fundamental fluctuation principle is responsible for the e
perimentally observed irreproducibility of the discharge g
ometry in different pulses under the same initial conditio

It can be seen from Eqs.~5! and~7! that ionization over-
heating effects have a ‘‘threshold’’ in terms ofp, which is
defined bync.v ~whennc,v, the ratioE/Ecr , which es-
sentially determinesn i , ceases to depend onn). Under the
experimental conditions this corresponds to the inequa
p.5 Torr. Channel formation is only determined expe
mentally atp520 Torr.

An ionization-overheating channel should be form
such that it is immediately fairly elongated in the direction
E0 . In this case, the field inside the channel is conserved
the electron concentrationne increases which incidentally
means that the constant field approximation can be used

An analysis of the experiments reveals that
ionization-overheating channel only develops against a
tain initial diffuse background. Formally thene threshold for
the ionization overheating effect can be obtained, for
ample, from the first inequality~19!. For the conditions in
Fig. 4 with j51.1 inequality~19! yields a threshold degre
of ionization of the order of 1027 or ne>1011cm23.

Condition~10! allowing for Eq.~20! gives an ionization-
overheating channel size 2a<Vs /g, whereVs is the velocity
of sound in air, (a>1022 cm), which does not contradict th
experimental data. Nevertheless, a sufficiently complete
ture of the ionization-overheating stage has not yet been
tained. Various model approaches to its nonlinear stage w
analyzed in Refs. 23 and 24. These confirm the explos
nature of the process, i.e., the solution has a singula
within a finite time. The real increase in the electron conc
tration ne and gas temperatureT, and the drop in the ga
density in the ionization-overheating channel are natur
limited. The main factors responsible for this limitation ha
not yet been determined.

STREAMER STAGE

The existence of an ionization overheating effect sign
cantly alters the discharge pattern. A factor limiting the
crease in its transverse dimension appears as the diffus
gion with E.Ecr undergoes ionization-field displaceme
along E0 ~plasma head!. In the presence of an ionization
overheating channel, the curvature of the boundary of
plasma head perpendicular to the field and¹ne at this
boundary increase. This leads to an increase in the indu
field at this boundary and under the experimental conditi
wherep.50 Torr, results in the formation of a microwav
streamer propagating into the region of the electromagn
beam whereE0!Ecr . Figure 5 shows a discharge
120 Torr,E052.5 kV / cm (C>2), andtpul57 ms. It can be
seen that this is the initial stage of a streamer discha
~compare with Fig. 1!. Each of the streamers forming th
discharge has the structure of a bright channel which ta
toward the end and is surrounded by a diffuse ‘‘fur coat.

It has been noted that the main property of streamer
their growth. In Ref. 25 an empirical formula is given for th
average growth rate of a microwave streamer

Vst52ADa naA0.81p533104Ap, cm/s. ~21!
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From this it follows that at the pressuresp under study,
the velocityVst has a scale of 105– 106 cm/s. This velocity
does not depend onE0 and is proportional toAp ~compare
Figs. 4 and 5 for the sametpul).

For an advanced streamer discharge~Fig. 1! we can in-
troduce the concept of a front. Assuming that the stream
forming the discharge grow predominantly toward each ot
and perpendicular toP0 , its velocity is25

Vfr5
Vst

A3
. ~22!

Note that the ionization conditions differ significantly i
different sections of the streamers. For instance, in the
fuse sections at their heads we findE.Estn0 , whereas in the
incipient ionization-overheating channels we findn,n0 for
constantE. Beyond the heads,E decreases toE0 . At the
same time, the streamer channel remains highly conduc
at least for a few microseconds. Otherwise, the field at
heads would not be sensitive to the structure of alre
quenched channels. The physics responsible for the len
ening of the plasma decay times in these channel has no
been clarified.

A microwave streamer is a source of ultraviolet radiati
which ionizes the surrounding air.26 In the halo the photo-
electron concentrationne is of the order of 1012cm23 and its
decrease with increasing distance from the streamer cha
has the characteristic dimensionLuv5114/p, cm.

FIG. 5. Microwave discharge atp5120 Torr, E052.5 kV / cm, andtpul

57 ms initiated by a sphere with 2a52.5 mm.
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RESONANT STAGE

Although the ionization-overheating stage plays an i
portant role in the formation of streamers, a short strea
(L!1/k) absorbs no electromagnetic wave energy.23 How-
ever, resonance conditions may be satisfied for comp
tively long sections of streamers. This is accompanied b
light flash and the formation of shock waves. An analysis
the experiments reported by Khodataev23 shows that almos
all the electromagnetic wave energy incident on a strea
discharge is absorbed in these sections.

Figure 6 shows a discharge initiated by a sphere
330 Torr „E054.4 kV / cm (C53) and tex51.5ms!tpul….
The photograph was taken 10ms after the beginning of the
microwave pulse. On the right we can see five ‘‘flashe
resonant sections with an average length of 3 cm, distribu
over the discharge front. The initiator, positioned appro
mately 4 cm to the left of the front and the entire discha
between the initiator and the front do not luminesce at t
time. Nonresonant streamer sections are visible near
front.

For the given value ofE0 , the electromagnetic beam
power isPem>1.23106 W ~the beam geometry is given i
Ref. 13!. Each section dissipates the power

Pdis5
~E0 /A3!2 hef

2

Z
. ~23!

HereA3 reflects the arbitrary nature of their direction re
tive to E0 , hef5l/p is the effective length of the resona
vibrator, Z5RS1Rs is its impedance,RS573V is its ra-
diation resistance, andRs characterizes the Ohmic losses
the streamer channel. IfRS5Rs , Eq. ~24! gives Pdis53
3105 W or the five vibrators, which can be seen in Fig.
‘‘‘intercept’’ the entire powerPem to within the accuracy of

FIG. 6. Initiated microwave discharge atp5330 Torr andE054.4 kV/cm;
tex51.5ms, and time after beginning of discharge 10ms.
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our estimates. This further confirms the conclusions reac
in Ref. 23. Thus, at the discharge front the number of re
nant streamer sections is sufficient to completely interc
the electromagnetic beam energy.

The assumed conditionRS5Rs presupposes a high de
gree of ionization in the streamer channel. In Ref. 18ne is
estimated as 1016– 1017cm23. At 330 Torr this gives
s523(10– 2)3102 (V/cm) or from

Rs5~1/s!@hef /~2a!2#5RS

the diameter of the highly conducting channel 2a
54 – 1.3 mm. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the experim
tal value is 2a>1 mm.

The branching property of microwave streamers is a
associated with their resonant sections. At the ends where
induced field has an antinode, the size of the region w
E.EEcr

increases. This region is naturally filled with diffus
discharge and may serve as the background for the forma
of ionization-overheating channels which form the beg
nings of new streamers~Fig. 5!. We recall that the incipient
ionization overheating channel should immediately hav
specific length alongE0 which imposes a constraint on th
minimum size of the initial diffuse formation parallel toE0 .
Its entire length participates in the growth of the alrea
formed channel and the diffuse ‘‘precursor’’ in front of th
end of the growing ionization-overheating channel may
unextended.

The newly formed ionization-overheating channel m
have contact with the initial channel, which resemb
branching on an integrated photograph~Fig. 5! or it may not
have contact.27 In a structurally advanced discharge reson
sections may appear in the central part of the streamers
adjacent to the ends, since the streamer system is a m
mode electrodynamic system.

We shall estimate the time intervals characterizing
discharge. The quasistatic changes in its structure hav
geometric scale no greater than 0.1l. They are filled with
plasma at the velocityVst, i.e., under the experimental con
ditions the time taken for these changes is 0.1l/Vst>106 s.
The electrodynamic situation changes an order of magnit
more slowly —l/Vst>1025 s. The energy ‘‘pumping’’ of
the resonant sections takes place over a few hundred pe
of the microwave field, i.e., has a scale of 1027 s. Finally,
after this pumping the release of energy into the explod
plasma filament in the gasdynamic sense takes place ov
few microseconds.23

PLASMA DECAY

In a subcritical discharge the active energy proces
only take place at its front. Behind this the plasma begins
decay.

Figure 7 shows an oscilloscope trace of the signal u
to probe a discharge at 120 Torr withtpul540ms: trace1 is
the level in the absence of any probe signal and on trac2
the characteristic induction denotes the beginning and en
the microwave pulse. Its initial horizontal section indicat
the signal level in the absence of a discharge. The desc
ing leading edge is caused by the discharge gradually co
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ing the probe beam. This process lasts for approximat
30ms which, from Eqs. ~21! and ~22! corresponds to
Vfr>105 cm / s. The maximum attenuation observed at th
instant of complete overlap corresponds ton̄e>5
31012cm23. It should be noted that this value is arbitrar
because the discharge is initially extremely nonuniform~for
the calculations ofn̄e the dimension of the discharge alon
the probing line was determined from a suitable photogra
and the model of a planar nonreflecting plasma layer w
used!. During the last 10ms of the microwave pulse the at-
tenuation is reduced. We can postulate that this is beca
the plasma has started to decay beyond the discharge fr
The scale of this process is around 100ms. After the end of
the microwave pulse, the decay is accelerated but still la
for tens of microseconds. Such a long time may either
attributed to the thermal nature of the ionization in th
streamers28 or to the plasma-chemical processes in th
plasma.29

CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that a method of using a microwave d
charge to purify the Earth’s atmosphere from Freons whi
are damaging to the ozone layer, may involve exposing
particular region of the troposphere to electromagnetic rad
tion and spatial scanning with a microwave beam. In order
reduce the energy cost of destroying the Freon molecul
the irradiation should be carried out at an electromagne
wave intensity lower than the threshold for the breakdown
air over the entire beam and a discharge should be initia
in the region being purified, for example by using resona
vibrators. After being formed at the initiators, this discharg
propagates in the opposite direction to the radiation in t
form of growing and branching streamers. By scanning t
beam, we can control its front and sustain continuous bu
ing in a given volume.30,31

Different sections of this subcritical discharge must b
considered from the point of view of electron generatio
The first sections are the streamer heads where the proce
take place at a level of induced field higher than critical an
appreciably higher than the initial level. The second sectio

FIG. 7. Oscilloscope trace ofl51 cm radiation used to probe a microwave
discharge atp5120 Torr, E054 kV / cm, andtpul540ms.
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are the streamer channels adjacent to the heads. These
the structure of a thin plasma filament with a reduced m
lecular concentration surrounded by a diffuse sheath.
field in the channels is almost the same as the initial va
These are followed by the resonant streamer sections w
system positioned at the discharge front dissipates almos
the electromagnetic energy incident on the discharge.
sections between the streamers are filled with plasma,
cited by ionizing ultraviolet radiation from the streamer
Finally, there is the region behind the discharge front wh
is filled with decaying plasma.

At the present time, we can estimate many characte
tics of a subcritical microwave discharge, such as the aver
growth rate of its constituent streamers, the propagation
locity of the discharge front, the number of resonant strea
ers at this front, and so on. Nevertheless, its investigation
by no means be described as complete. For instance,
question of the highest possible subcriticality and the wa
length range of the field in which it is achieved has not be
resolved. Direct experiments to study the destruction of F
ons in this type of discharge as a function of the degree
subcriticality are also required and the energy cost of
process needs to be determined.
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A theoretical analysis is made of the dispersion properties of surface waves propagating along
the azimuth in magnetized cylindrical plasma waveguides. It is shown that surface
oscillations of the ion component may propagate in these waveguides. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00412-7#
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INTRODUCTION

Extraordinary electromagnetic waves propagating a
muthally along the plasma boundary in cylindric
waveguides have been termed azimuthal surface wa
~ASWs!.1–4 These waves have recently been actively stud
mainly because of their possible use for the developmen
plasma5 and semiconductor electronics devices.4 These stud-
ies considered the case of a dense plasma (vpe

2 @vce
2 , where

vpa and vca are the plasma and cyclotron frequencies
a-species particles wherea5e for electrons anda5 i for
ions! for which the frequency of the oscillations studied li
above the electron cyclotron frequency, so that the motion
the plasma ion component can be neglected. This relat
ship between the plasma and cyclotron frequencies can e
be satisfied in a semiconductor plasma which typically ha
high concentrationne of free electrons. However, in a labo
ratory gas plasma this relationship is frequently not satis
~a concentration of the orderne;1015cm23 is achieved in
the best controlled thermonuclear fusion experiments, but
use of a strong magnetic field for plasma confinement yie
the inequalityvpe

2 &vce
2 ). Here we investigate the dispersio

properties of ASWs in magnetized plasma waveguides w
vpe

2 &vce
2 and we show that surface oscillations caused

motion of the ion component may exist in these waveguid

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We shall investigate the propagation of electromagn
waves near the boundary of a homogeneous plasma cyli
of radiusa separated from a coaxial ideally-conducting me
chamber of radiusb by a layer of dielectric with the permit
tivity «. We shall assume that the waveguide is homo
neous along the axis]/]z[0 and an external static magnet
field is oriented along the waveguide axisB0iez . We assume
that the components of the electric induction and the elec
field strength vectors of theE wave are related by the pe
mittivity tensor of a cold weakly collisional plasma.

In this case, the system of Maxwell equations is brok
down into two independent systems which describe
E-wave with the componentsEr ,Ew , and Hz , and an
H-wave with the componentsHr ,Hw , andEz . The proper-
ties of theH-wave do not depend on the external magne
field. A surfaceH-wave does not propagate2 in waveguides
with a narrow dielectric gap (b2a!a, b2a!c/v). Thus,
1421063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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we shall confine our analysis toE-type waves. Since ASWs
with different azimuthal mode numbersm propagate inde-
pendently, on the basis of the symmetry of the problem,
shall seek a solution of the Maxwell equations for the ax
component of the ASW magnetic field in the for
Hz5Hz

(m)(r )exp(imw2ivt).
The components of the ASW electric field are expres

in terms ofHz as follows:

Er5
k

k0
2S «2

«1

]Hz

]r
1

m

r
HzD , ~1!

Ew5 i
k

k0
2S ]Hz

]r
1

m

r

«2

«1
HzD , ~2!

wherek5v/c, k0
21 determines the depth of penetratio

of the field in the plasma,k0
25(v/c)2(«2

22«1
2)/«1, and«1,2

are the components of the plasma permittivity tensor.

DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION EQUATION

We impose the constraint that the following bounda
conditions are satisfied for the components of the ASW fie
the tangential component of the electric field of the wave
zero at the metal surface

Ew~r 5b!50; ~3!

the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fie
of the wave are continuous at the plasma–vacuum interf

Ew~r 5a10!5Ew~r 5a20!, ~4!

Hz~r 5a10!5Hz~r 5a20!; ~5!

and the wave fields are bounded in the entire wavegu
volume and particularly on the axis

Hz~r 50!,`. ~6!

From the Maxwell equations we obtain a Bessel eq
tion for the amplitude of the magnetic fieldHz

(m) in the
plasma region, whose solution which satisfies condition~6!
is expressed in terms of a modifiedmth order Bessel function
I m(k0r )

Hz
~m!5C1•I m~k0r !, ~7!
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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whereC1 is a normalization factor. The solution~7! has the
form of a surface wave whenk0

2.0.
From this it follows that ASWs may exist in the follow

ing frequency ranges:

v lh,v,v1 and vhh,v,v2 , ~8!

which we shall call low-frequency and high-frequency, r
spectively. Herev lh andvhh are the lower and upper hybri
frequencies:v1,2560.5vce1A0.25vce

2 2vcivce1vpe
2 are

the cutoff frequencies of the bulk waves.6 In a rarefied
plasma withvpe,uvceu the high-frequency range becom
very narrow and is close to the electron cyclotron freque
and the ASW frequencies in this range depend weakly on
plasma parameters. In this case, the lower hybrid freque
is of the order of the ion cyclotron frequency and conditio
are created for the existence of surface oscillations of
plasma ion component.

In the dielectric region, the magnetic field of the wave
expressed in terms of a linear combination ofmth-order
Bessel Jm(kr ) and NeumannNm(kr ) functions, i.e., the
ASWs are only surface waves in the plasma and are b
waves in the dielectric

Hz
~m!5C2 ~Jm~kr !Nm8 ~kb!1Jm8 ~kb!Nm~kr !!, ~9!

wherek(v/c)A« andC2 is a normalization factor.
Figure 1 gives the ASW fields as a function of the wav

guide radius. The following values of the waveguide para
eters were used for the calculations:ne5231012cm23,
B0550 kG,a51 m, b51.1 m,m523.

We stress that the azimuthal component of the elec
field is nonzero in the bulk of the waveguide and becom
zero at the metal chamber. In this respect the field topol
in a cylindrical plasma differs from the propagation of su
face waves across a static magnetic field parallel to a pla
plasma boundary.3 For the selected values of the wavegui

FIG. 1.
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parameters, the ASWs are essentially nonpotential: the e
tromagnetic energy stored in the magnetic component is
small compared with the electric field energy of the wave

Having imposed the constraint that the boundary con
tions ~4! and~5! are satisfied, we obtain the ASW dispersio
equation in the form

D ~pl!5D ~vac!, ~10!

where

D ~pl!5
1

k0

I m~k0a!

I m~k0a!
1

m•«2

k0
2a•«1

, ~11!

D ~vac!5
1

k

Jm8 ~ka! Nm8 ~kb!2Jm8 ~kb! Nm8 ~ka!

Jm8 ~kb! Nm~ka!2Jm~ka! Nm~kb!
. ~12!

ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION EQUATION

For a narrow dispersion gap (mL!1, k(b2a)!umu,
whereL[(b2a)/a), when the influence of the plasma p
rameters on the dispersion properties of the ASWs is str
gest, the right-hand side of the dispersion equation is sim
fied

D ~vac!'~b2a!S m2

ka2
21D . ~13!

From this it can be seen that ASWs do not propagate
broad waveguides with a narrow gap since the left-hand s
of Eq. ~10! is positive because of the inequality (k0a@umu),
and the right-hand side is negative whenv lh

.(umuc)/(aA«) so that the dispersion equation has no so
tion ~see also the numerical calculations plotted in Fig. 5!.

A simple analytic solution of Eq.~10! for ASWs in the
low-frequency range may be obtained for the case of a
cylinder kb!1, k0a!1

v

vci
'11

ugu
ugu1«

vpi
2

vci
2

, ~14!

where

g5
~a/b!2m21

~a/b!2m11
.

For a narrow gap we haveg'm•L!1. In this case, as
can be seen from Eq.~14! the natural frequency of the wave
guide is determined not by the absolute width of the diel
tric gap (b2a) but by the relative widthL. In this case, the
waves are unidirectional: the sign of the azimuthal wa
number can only be negative (m,0). The direction of
propagation of the ASWs is the same as the direction of
cyclotron rotation and their frequency may be of the order
the ion cyclotron frequency. The ASWs propagate in a t
cylinder ~the dispersion equation~10! has a solution in the
form of a surface wavev.v lh) if the plasma density is no
too low or the external magnetic field is not too stro
mi /me.vpi

2 /vci
2 *$11(«/ugu)2%.

A necessary condition for the existence of ASWs nea
dense plasma–metal interface (b5a) is the presence of an
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external magnetic field,3 although for a thin magnetize
plasma cylinder the dispersion equation has no solution.

For a thin plasma cylinder (k0a!umu) the ASWs may be
considered to be potential and the magnetic field of the w
is much smaller than the electric field. The amplitude of
electric fields of ASWs with the azimuthal numberm521
remains almost constant even in the plasma region.

The results of a numerical solution of the dispersi
equation~10! are plotted in Figs. 2–4. The ASW frequenc
is plotted as a function of the parameters of the waveguid
structure: Fig. 2 gives the density Fig. 3 the external m
netic fieldB0, and Fig. 4 the permittivity of the dielectric ga
«. The following values of the waveguide parameters w
taken: for all the figuresa510 cm, L50.1, for Fig. 2B0

53000 G, and the density is normalized to 1010cm23, for
Figs. 3 and 4ne5108 cm23, and for Fig. 4B0550 G. The

FIG. 2.

FIG. 3.
e
e

g
-

e

numbers on the figures indicate the mode numberm and the
dashed lines denote the boundaries of the low-freque
range.

In waveguides with a wide dielectric gap the ASW pro
erties depend weakly on the plasma parameters and
mainly determined by the properties of the gap. For a giv
azimuthal number it is possible for higher radial harmon
of the ASWs to exist and a solution of Eq.~10! exists for

~2n11!
p

2
,

v

c
~b2a!,~2n12!

p

2
,

n51, 2, 3 . . . , ka@umu.

In this case, the ASWs are essentially nonpotent
In wide waveguides inserted in a strong magnetic fi
k0a@umu, the depth of penetration of the field in the plasm
is small and the analytic expression for the frequency of
nth radial mode has the formv5v0n1dv, where

v0n5
pn

2

c

b2a
,

dv5
k0

k

c

b2aS 12
m«2

k0a«1
D

v5v0n

. ~15!

For waves with a small depth of penetration the fr
quency dependence onm is weaker and decreases even mo
strongly as the plasma density increases. It can be seen
Eq. ~15! thatdv for positivem is greater than that for nega
tive m and the difference in the frequency of waves w
opposite azimuthal numbers is greatest near the up
boundary of the low-frequency range where«11«250.

The results of a numerical solution of the dispersi
equation for a wide dielectric gap are plotted in Fig. 5. T
following values of the parameters were used:a51 m,
L50.1, B0550 kG, andm53.

FIG. 4.
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CONCLUSIONS

To sum up, we have investigated the dispersion prop
ties of extraordinary electromagnetic oscillations propaga
along the azimuth near the boundary of a magnetized pla
partially filling a cylindrical waveguide. We studied the fie
distribution ~see Eqs.~7! and ~9! and Fig. 1! and the depen-
dence of the ASW natural frequency~see Eqs.~14! and~15!
and Figs. 2–5! on the parameters of the waveguiding stru
ture.

FIG. 5.
r-
g
a

-

As an example we have reported calculations of
natural frequency of an ASW withm523 propagating in a
completely ionized helium plasma witha510 cm, B0

53000 G, T51 eV, ne51010cm23, and L50.1. For this
case the ASW frequency isv519vci51403106 s21, which
is much higher than the collision frequencyn
'30neT

23/2s21 in a cold plasma.
These results may find applications in the design

plasma electronics devices using a magnetized plasma a
element of the waveguiding structure~see Refs. 7 and 8, fo
example!.

The authors are grateful to V. A. Girka for useful di
cussions of the results.
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Spherical microwave electrode discharge. Phenomenology and results of probe
measurements
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A description is given of an initiated microwave ball discharge generated at the end of an
antenna in a metal discharge chamber whose dimensions are substantially greater than those of
the glowing plasma zone. The experiments were carried in hydrogen at pressures of
1–15 Torr. The double electric probe method was used to investigate the plasma structure. The
Boltzmann equation was used to estimate the microwave field strengths corresponding to
the measured values of the electron temperature near the glowing region of the discharge. It is
shown that the spatial structure of the field corresponds to the field structure of a surface
wave propagating along the discharge surface. The existence of such a wave can explain the
increase in the plasma radiation intensity at its boundary. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00512-1#
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INTRODUCTION

Initiated microwave discharges, i.e., discharges wh
only exist in the presence of an initiator at powers bel
those needed to sustain the discharge without such an in
tor, have recently attracted considerable attention am
researchers.1,2 These initiators can be external sources of io
ization, objects inserted in the discharge chamber, dust
ticles, and so on. These discharges possess various inte
ing qualities: they can exist at anomalously low powers, th
can create a nonequilibrium plasma at pressures up to a
spheric, and they provide the possibility of effectively co
trolling the plasma parameters, and so on. At present th
the least studied type of microwave discharge. No stud
have been made of the physical processes leading to its
mation, its structure, and parameters. In some cases, it
been assumed that when a passive initiator is used, this
self-sustained discharge surrounded by a region of non
sustained discharge.1

Despite the lack of sufficient information on the natu
of these discharges, their extensive possibilities have alre
been demonstrated in plasma chemistry, for example.3,4 The
properties of an initiated discharge are clearly observed
the results of Ref. 5 which demonstrated high conversion
methane into acetylene in a microwave discharge in a
charge chamber containing nickel plates.

Here we report results of an investigation of the para
eters of a microwave discharge generated at reduced p
sures at the ends of a metal antenna.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The d
charge chamber was a metal cylinder of;10 cm radius, ex-
cited from the end of a pin antenna comprising a stainl
1421063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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steel tube. The 6 mm diameter tube was an element o
coaxial waveguide junction which could be tuned by mea
of short-circuiting plungers. The dimensions of the discha
chamber were not specially selected. The discharge sys
was similar to that described in Ref. 6 except that the d
tance between the lower end of the chamber and the ant
was more than 15 cm and was kept constant. Hence, the
charge was generated at the end of an isolated antenna

We used a microwave generator with an output pow
up to 2.5 kW and frequency 2.45 GHz. The absorbed po
was determined using a reflectometer by subtracting the
flected power from the incident power. Straightaway we n
that the power thus calculated cannot be defineda priori as
that absorbed by the plasma, since losses may occur in
energy transmission elements in the chamber and at
walls.7

We used a double electric probe to measure the par
eters of the plasma electron component. The measurem
method for a microwave plasma was described in detai
Ref. 8. Tungsten probes of 100mm diameter in quartz cap
illaries with an uninsulated section 1 mm long and spac
3 mm apart were inserted through a port in the side of
chamber and could be moved along the radius of the
charge. Each probe was inserted in a metal screen. The
surements were made in the plane 3 mm from the exci
electrode and perpendicular to its axis.

We shall now make some observations on the role of
electrode in the microwave plasma. A fairly detailed study
this problem has been made for rf discharges~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 9!. As the frequency of the field increases, t
thickness of the space charge layer at the electrode decre
as does the energy of the ions bombarding the electrode
the microwave range the conductivity of the layer is low a
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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continuity of the current is provided by displacement c
rents through the layer. In this case, the electrode does
play any role in generating the charged partic
(g-processes caused by secondary electron emission
the electrodes are unimportant! and the discharge exists i
thea form ~volume ionization processes play a role!. This is
confirmed by experimental data showing the lack of el
trode erosion in a microwave plasma in a hydrogen–meth
mixture.6 The electrode evidently only determines the stru
ture of the electromagnetic field and in particular, generat
nonuniform microwave field with increasing strength near
surface.

Here we present results obtained for a hydrogen
charge.

PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE DISCHARGE

The main features of the discharge may be describe
follows.

The spherical discharge forms at the end of the excit
pin, partially covering it.

A discharge may form at the point where the exciting p
enters the chamber and may be shifted toward its end
moving short-circuiting plungers in the waveguide channe
constant incident power. When the incident power was
creased, the discharge moved back to the point where the
enters the chamber and could only be displaced toward
end by altering the position of the tuning plunger. Thus,
microwave discharge and the chamber~including the exter-
nal tuning elements! are a strongly coupled microwave sy
tem.

At low incident powers~insufficient to excite the dis-
charge! a discharge could be initiated at the end of the
using a Tesla coil.

The diameter of the discharge increases with decrea
pressure and increasing incident power.

The discharge glow is inhomogeneous: the exciting
at the center of the discharge is covered with a bright glo
ing film. With increasing distance from the axis, the plas

FIG. 1. Experimental setup:1 — unit for coupling electromagnetic energ
into waveguide,2 — coaxial waveguide junction,3 — short-circuiting
plungers,4 — discharge chamber, and5 — antenna.
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radiation intensity decreases and then increases toward
edge of the spherical formation. The discharge boundar
clearly defined. The glow along the surface of the discha
sphere is inhomogeneous, being less bright near the ant
surface on the side of the microwave generator and brig
on the opposite side.

A dumbbell type of discharge structure could be o
tained, comprising two spheres connected by a faintly glo
ing neck. One sphere was located at the end of the exci
pin and the other was situated on the pin at a distance
approximatelyl/4 (l'12.2 cm is the wavelength of th
electromagnetic radiation in free space!. A distinguishing
feature from the frequently observed standing-wave struc
was that the plasma formation on the pin was a sphere of
same size and had exactly the same luminescence stru
as the first~a brightly glowing film on the surface of the pi
at the center of the sphere and a sharply defined boundar
the side where energy is supplied along the pin!.

A probe positioned near the discharge may alter
structure of the electromagnetic field and in many cas
probe measurements could not be made because any
placement of the probe even outside the growing region
to changes in the discharge glow and even quenched it.

Under conditions when displacement of the probes o
side the discharge caused no visible changes, the disch
behaved as a liquid droplet toward the probes. When
probes came in contact with the glowing zone, the discha
began to move away from them and collapsed inward. W
the glowing zone was pierced by the probes, the plas
wrapped round them and as they moved outward, the pla
was dragged behind them, as if on a wettable surface. A
certain distance from the center, the plasma became deta
from the probes and assumed a spherical shape, althoug
dimensions were not established immediately but after a
oscillations~a few seconds!.

Two types of discharge exist, depending on the elec
dynamic characteristics of the system used to transfer mi
wave energy into the gas. One type occurs with high refl
tion coefficients in the microwave channel, exists only f
one position of the matching plungers, pressure, and pow
and is characterized by low energy inputs to the plasma.
other type has lower levels of reflection from the discha
section and the energy input to the plasma can be va
whilst keeping the system geometry constant.

RESULTS OF PROBE MEASUREMENTS

The charged particle concentration can be estima
from the saturation ion current using the well-known relati

I i50.61NieSpv i , ~1!

whereNi is the charged particle concentration,e is the elec-
tron charge,Sp5pdl54.731027 m2, v i'104(Te /A)1/2 is
the average ion velocity in the plasma allowing for the
acceleration in the prelayer, andA is the ion mass number.

The values of the saturation ion current plotted in Fig
correspond to probe voltages of 50 V and are averages
the values calculated using both branches of the two-pr
characteristic. In some cases, we used a single-probe sy
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in which the counterprobe was the metal discharge cham
The error in the determination of the ion current was;10%.
In calculations of the charged particle concentration it is i
portant to know the plasma ion composition. In a hydrog
plasma with degrees of dissociation less than 50%, the3

1

ion formed as a result of ion conversion10 predominates, and
for order-of-magnitude estimates of the charged particle c
centration (ne'ni) from the saturation ion current we ca
use Ni @cm23#'23109I i @mA#, assuming thatTe;3 eV.
The electron temperature was determined from the curre
voltage characteristic of the double probe at the floating
tential using a conventional technique~see, for example
Ref. 11!.

Most of the measurements were made in the discha
zone outside the plasma formation. This particularly app
to measurements of the electron temperature~the absolute
values were determined to within;25%). This is because
as we know, the probe measurements are exposed to
action of the microwave field11 and the ion component of th
probe current-voltage characteristic is distorted considera
less. Thus, whereas the charged particle concentration ca
determined fairly reliably, the average electron energy~tem-
perature! may be highly exaggerated. This first stateme
was checked out experimentally: the measured double-p
and single-probe characteristics were the same for the
components. Since the microwave field differed in the la
near the probe~in the first case, it was determined by th
difference in the strengths of the microwave field at t
closely spaced probes whereas in the second case, it
determined by the microwave field acting between the pr
and the counterprobe or chamber!, this indicates that the ion
component of the current–voltage characteristic is not se
tive to the microwave action under the experimental con
tions described here.

The space outside the glowing zone is isotropic w
respect to the potential and the double-probe character
passes through zero current at zero potential. Within the

FIG. 2. Saturation ion current of probe as a function of distance from
center of the discharge at pressures of 1~1!, 3 ~2!, 8 ~3!, and 15 Torr~4!.
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charge the double-probe characteristic was shifted along
voltage axis, which indicates that the plasma is nonunifo
and that a plasma potential difference exists at the locat
of the probes.

Figure 2 gives the saturation ion current as a function
the radial position of the probe. Most of the data refers to
region outside the glowing discharge zone~the first point on
the descending section approximately corresponds to
boundary of the glowing zone and this dimension can
used to estimate the discharge radius!.

These estimates showed that the electron concentra
(ni'ne) on the discharge axis at pressures of 1 and 3 Tor
close to critical~at 2.45 GHz we havenec'731010cm23).
Similar measurements could not be made at higher press
because the probe distorted the plasma and the electr
namics of the system so severely that the reflection from
discharge section was altered. In some cases, the ion com
nent of the probe current–voltage characteristic was also
torted and had the characteristic form described in Ref. 1

These experimental results can be used to estimate
power P absorbed by the plasma. For this we can use
well-known relation

P5PabV5nc«̄dnefV,

where «̄ is the average electron energy,d is the average
fraction of the energy lost by an electron in a single collisio
nef is the effective electron–heavy particle collision fr
quency,Pab is the specific power absorbed by the plasm
and V is the plasma volume. The values ofd and nef were
obtained by self-consistent modeling of a hydrogen plasm10

Estimates made at pressures of 1 and 3 Torr (dnef;3
3107 and 63107 s21, respectively! taking into account the
plasma dimensions~determined from Fig. 2! showed that the
measured absorbed power agrees with the calculated val
within 20%. This is within the error band of the estimat
and we can say that the power dissipated in the system is
power absorbed by the plasma. Similar estimates could

FIG. 3. Electron temperature as a function of distance from the center o
discharge~1–4 — as in Fig. 2!.
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be made at pressures of 8 and 15 Torr because of the lac
data on the charged particle concentrations on the disch
axis ~see above!, but we can postulate that in these cases,
energy losses in the elements of the microwave channe
low.

These results allow us to determine the structure of
electromagnetic field in the space surrounding the glow
discharge zone. Assuming that there is no electric field o
side the glowing zone, the characteristic scale of variation
the average electron energy is given byv/dnef wherev is the
electron velocity in the direction being studied. The electr
moves toward the wall as a result of ambipolar diffusion a
at a pressure of 1 Torr we havevdif;104 cm/s. Taking the
values ofdnef given above, the characteristic scale of var
tion of the average energy in the radial direction
;1023 cm. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the electron te
perature varies considerably more slowly as a result of e
tron heating in the electromagnetic field.

The electric field strengthE(r ) corresponding to the
measured electron temperature (Te52«̄/3) can be deter-
mined using the Boltzmann equation. The Boltzmann eq
tion was solved by a numerical method described in deta
Ref. 10 allowing for elastic and inelastic collisions betwe
electrons and heavy particles. The method of successive

FIG. 4. Distribution of electric field strength near plasma formation~1–4 —
as in Fig. 2!.
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proximations was used to findE(r ) and the results are plot
ted in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the electric field stren
decreases exponentially with increasingr . The only type of
wave having this structure is a surface wave.13 Thus, a sur-
face wave concentrated in the near-surface layer propag
along the surface of the plasma formation. This clearly
plains the increase in the radiation intensity in this region
the discharge.

The role of the surface wave in sustaining the discha
is unclear. Is its existence necessary or is its presence sim
a consequence of different spatial modes of the electrom
netic waves, including surface modes, being formed in
plasma region when the homogeneity of the microwa
transmission line is impaired? Further experimental and t
oretical investigations are required to answer this questio
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Damage to optically transparent crystals with a macroscopic crack under pulsed laser
irradiation

V. A. Fedorov, I. V. Ushakov, and V. P. Shelokhvostov

G. R. Derzhavin Tambov State University, 392622 Tambov, Russia
~Submitted February 19, 1997; resubmitted September 30, 1997!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 34–37~December 1998!

An investigation was made of the influence of a macroscopic crack on the mechanical strength
of NaCl, LiF, and CaCO3 single crystals exposed to pulsed laser irradiation. The
probability of growth of the initial macrocrack being activated with optical breakdown of the
sample is estimated. A mechanism is proposed for the growth of an initial macroscopic
crack in which cavities, microcracks, and macrocracks formed as a result of the heating and
burnout of absorbing inclusions combine with the initial crack. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00612-6#
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The presence of cracks in a transparent dielectric redu
its optical strength for various reasons. First, as a resul
the multiple reflection of light from the walls of the crac
the electric field strength at certain points in the material w
substantially exceed that of the incident wave, which
creases the probability of multiphoton ionization, electr
avalanche, and so on.2 Second, after grinding and polishing
the surface of samples consists of relief-polycrystalli
cracked, and elastically strained layers. The surface laye
evitably contains suspended particles. The cracked layer
tains microcracks lying in different planes.1 As a result of the
surfaces of the cracks undergoing chemical reactions w
the surrounding medium, the absorption of light in t
cracked layer increases,2 the emission of electrons by th
growing cracks reduces the optical breakdown threshol
the surface of the irradiated crystal,3 and crack growth in-
duced by thermal stresses created at absorbing inclus
may ultimately result in damage to the crystals.4

However, in most transparent materials the opti
breakdown threshold is determined by the absorbing in
sions. Determinations of their sizes and the results of la
irradiation of these inclusions were reported in Refs. 1,
and 6.

A consequence of optical breakdown is mechanical da
age to the material, but the contribution of initial cracks
the damage process at this stage remains unclear.

The aim of the present study is to investigate the dam
to optically transparent crystals with an initial macrosco
crack under the action of pulsed laser radiation.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The investigations were carried out using the followi
single crystals: NaCl, which were divided into three grou
according to their impurity content: 1a — 1022 wt % Cr31,
1b — 1023 wt % Cr31, and 1c — Ca21, Mg21, and Ba21

impurity contents each not exceeding 1023 wt %; LiF having
Ca21, Mg21, and Ba21 impurity contents each not excee
ing 1023 wt %, and CaCO3 with an impurity content of
'1022 wt %.
1431063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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By cleaving a 15330316 mm crystal, we obtained two
identical samples each measuring 533038 mm. In one of
these, a macroscopic crack 4–6 mm long was introduce
the $100% plane. The~100! plane was oriented perpendicula
to the direction of propagation of the radiation. The samp
were irradiated in pairs, one with a crack and one withou

We used a GOS-1001 pulsed laser withl51060 nm.
The pulse energy was varied between 40 and 400 J and
area of the irradiated surface was varied between 12
100 mm2 ~the pulse length varied between'0.6 ms at a
pump energy of 40 J and'1.5 ms at a pump energy o
400 J!. The crystals were irradiated by pulses starting
E50.7Eth whereEth is the threshold pulse energy, and th
energy of each successive pulse was increased by 10%
the sample fractured.

The size of the absorbing inclusions in the group
crystals did not exceed 10mm. Figure 1 shows one larg
absorbing inclusion in a CaCO3 crystal.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1! Growth of the initial macrocracks under the action
pulsed laser radiation was observed in the experime
Table I gives experimental data on the probability of las

FIG. 1. Two absorbing inclusions consisting of filament-like veins in t
bulk of CaCO3. Their thickness at various points is 0.02–0.04 mm. In a
dition to the inclusions shown the crystal also contains inclusions of
tween 5 and 25mm.
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Statistics of initial macrocrack growth during laser-induced damage to samples.

During crystal damage During crystal damage Crystal damaged
Crystal initial crack grew initial crack grew without initial
group No. to form main crack by 2–3 mm crack growth P

NaCl ~1a! 78.6% 7.14% 14.28% 0.88
NaCl ~1b! 80% Not identified 20% 0.8
NaCl ~1c! 37.5% 37.5% 25% 0.7
CaCO3 60% Not identified 40% 0.6

Note: P is the probability of initial crack growth being activated during optical breakdown which caused
damage to the sample~including the case where damage is caused only by initial crack growth!.
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induced growth of an initial macrocrack when the samp
are irradiated. Table II gives the statistics of damage to c
tals with and without macrocracks exposed to a series
laser pulses. The coefficientC5nT /ns is used in the table to
assess the degradation of the samples under exposure
series of radiation pulses.

2! The damage to the samples is generally caused by
formation of laser-induced cracks at absorbing inclusio
which combine with the initial crack.

A laser-induced crack may be generated in the pl
parallel to the plane of the initial crack and may combi
with it as a result of transition cracks in the$110% and$100%
planes~Fig. 2a!. When a fairly advanced laser-induced cra
lying in the ~001! plane combines with an initial crack, thi
frequently results in part of the crystal being cleav
~Fig. 3a!.

The onset of appreciable damage~the formation of large
laser-induced cracks and, at the epicenter of optical bre
down, a friable mass of material fragments! almost always
involves the initial crack. However, cases were obser
when an initial crack propagated to form a main crack in
absence of any major damage centers.

If the crack changed its plane of propagation from$100%
to $110% during the growth process, this always resulted i
dislocation pile-up near its tip. However, these sections
crack growth are of negligible length. Main cracks formed
the$100% planes while the cracks located in the$110% planes
were only fairly well-developed in the immediate vicinity o
the optical breakdown zone.

TABLE II. Statistics of laser-induced damage to samples with and with
an initial crack.

Crystal group No. 1 2 3 C

NaCl ~1a! 25 25 50 1.03
NaCl ~1b! 15 65 20 0.75
NaCl ~1c! 30 40 30 0.9
CaCO3 50 17 33 0.96

Note: 1 — number of samples with and without cracks damaged under
same number of irradiation cycles~%!; 2 — number of samples with crack
damaged as a result of fewer irradiation cycles compared with corresp
ing samples without cracks~%! ~see experimental method!; 3 — number of
samples without cracks damaged as a result of fewer irradiation cycles
pared with samples with cracks~%!; C5nT /ns wherenT is the number of
irradiation cycles before damage for crystals with an initial crack andns is
the number of irradiation cycles before damage for crystals without an in
crack.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental results suggest that there is a rang
stresses at absorbing inclusionssn<s<sv ~wheresn is the
elastic limit andsv is the stress sufficient to fracture th
crystal! in which damage to the sample is caused by acti
tion of initial crack growth. The nonlinear increase in th
thermal stresses at absorbing inclusions above a certain
cal optical intensity7 indicates that the created stresses m
be both lower thansn and higher thansn . In this case, 1!
appreciable damage to the sample is usually accompanie
initial crack growth; 2! the probability of initial crack growth
being activated during laser-induced damage to a sam
reaches 80%~Table I!, whens@sn , damage is caused b
the appearance of laser-induced cracks at absorbing in
sions, and in this case there is a high probability of the
cracks interacting and combining with the initial crack;!
there is no clear indication that the strength of an irradia
crystal tends to be reduced by an initial crack~Table II,
coefficientC).

For NaCl crystals~Table II! we established a specifi
trend that as the impurity content in the sample decrea
the macrocrack plays a greater role in the degradation of
material under pulsed irradiation.

The probability of activation of initial crack growth de
pends on the thermal stresses created at absorbing inclu
and on the position of the absorbing inclusion relative to
crack. If heating of an absorbing inclusion in front of the t
of the initial crack gives rise to a laser-induced crack lying
the plane of the initial crack, these combine at the tip of
initial crack. In general~Figs. 2a and 2b!, the plane of the
laser-induced crack will be situated at a certain distanceS1

from the plane of the initial crack. When the laser-induc
crack reaches the cross sectionS ~Fig. 2b!, there is a prob-
ability that the growing crack will change its plane of prop
gation to ~110! or ~010! and will combine with the initial
crack. According to Gilman,8 the probability of combining is
especially high if the distance isS1,0.3S2 ~Ref. 8!.

When optical breakdown occurs at an absorbing inc
sion near the surface of the initial crack, this crack grows
a result of the pressure of the forming gas~plasma! acting on
the surface of the crack~Fig. 4!.

Although there is a high probability of the cracks com
bining whenS1,0.3S2, this condition is not sufficient. The
probability of the cracks combining will increase with d
creasingS1 and increasing length of the laser-induced cra

Crack growth in a solid is determined bys>scr

t
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d-

m-
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5(agE/Lmax)
1/2 ~Ref. 9!, wherea is a coefficient,g is the

effective surface energy,E is Young’s modulus, andscr is
the minimum stress required for crack growth which is
versely proportional to the crack lengthLmax. The growth of
a laser-induced crack is accompanied by a reduction in
mechanical stresses mainly as a result of cooling of the
or plasma formed by the heating of absorbing inclusions
by the plastic deformation which accompanies crack grow
As a result, the crack growth may cease~it was noted that
fairly large cracks of up to 5–8 mm appeared and did
turn into main cracks!. When a laser-induced crack combin
with an initial one, this reduces the stressscr required for its

FIG. 2. a — Combining of a laser-induced crack with an initial one sho
by the arrow; LiF~010! crystal surface; the laser-induced crack was form
as a result of heating of an absorbing inclusion positioned ahead of the t
the initial crack; the initial and laser-induced cracks are located in the~100!
plane; b — schematic showing growth of an initial crack by combining wi
a laser-induced one;1 — crystal,2 — laser-induced crack,3 — absorbing
inclusion,4 – cross sectionS, 5 — irradiation zone, and6 — initial mac-
rocrack.
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e
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growth which helps to convert this crack into a main one
The formation of a laser-induced crack~at an absorbing

inclusion positioned ahead of the tip of the initial crack! in
the ~001! plane~Figs. 3a and 3b! causes cleaving of part o
the crystal.

Under the action of radiation pulses of constant ene
the cracks and cavities formed at an absorbing inclusion
be stabilized.5 The presence of an initial crack ensures th
there is a high probability of the resulting damage combin
and interacting with the initial crack, which promotes dam
age, i.e., the initial macrocrack destabilizes the macrodam
formed in the bulk of the sample.

of

FIG. 3. a — Combining of a laser-induced crack with an initial one sho
by the arrow; LiF~010! crystal surface; the absorbing inclusion at which t
laser-induced crack forms is positioned ahead of the tip of the initial cra
cracks located in~100! plane; b — schematic of laser-induced crack com
bining with initial crack:1 — crystal,2 — irradiation zone,3 — absorbing
inclusion,4 — laser-induced crack,5 — cleaved section of crystal, and6 —
initial macrocrack.
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CONCLUSIONS

1! For CaCO3, NaCl, and LiF single crystals with th
impurity content indicated above, the activation of initi
macrocrack growth is predominantly caused by absorb
inclusions located in the bulk of the material.

2! The probability of initial crack growth being activate
depends on the thermal stresses formed at the absorbin

FIG. 4. Damage to CaCO3 crystal as a result of optical breakdown at tw
large absorbing inclusions one of which was located near the surface o
initial crack. The position of the tip of the initial crack~before irradiation! is
shown by the arrow.
g

in-

clusion and on the position of the inclusion relative to its t
3! Laser-induced damage observed in the bulk of

sample becomes destabilized as a result of combining w
the initial macrocrack.
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High-speed superplasticity of microcrystalline alloys under conditions of local grain
boundary melting
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A model is proposed for the high-speed superplasticity of materials under conditions of local
grain boundary melting at temperatures close to solidus. It is shown that the local melting
of grain boundaries containing segregations of impurity atoms, results in the formation of a
structure consisting of liquid-phase regions and solid intergranular bridges which provide
cohesion of the grains during the deformation process. The equilibrium concentration, dimensions,
and activation energy for the formation of solid bridges are determined as a function of the
temperature, initial impurity concentration in the boundary, and the boundary thickness. A
mechanism is proposed for grain-boundary slip under conditions of local grain boundary at
anomalously high strain rates. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00712-0#
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INTRODUCTION

It has long been assumed that the deformation of m
rials under conditions of structural superplasticity takes pl
at homologous temperatures in the range 0.4–0.6 and s
rates «̇51024–1022 s21. Recently, it was observed tha
some microcrystalline aluminum alloys and composites de
onstrate all the characteristic features of superplasticity
temperatures close to the solidus temperature.1–5 Superplas-
tic deformation can then take place at anomalously h
strain rates«̇5100–103 s21. This influence was called high
speed superplasticity~HSS!. The behavior of materials unde
HSS conditions is similar to that under conditions of norm
structural superplasticity although it has some character
features. In particular, the threshold HSS stress incre
with decreasing grain size and is almost a linearly decrea
function of temperature. On passing through a certain te
peratureT5Ti , the activation energy of the deformatio
process which is determined from the slope of the cu
ln «̇(1/T) shows an abrupt severalfold increase, and this
accompanied by a drop in the deforming stresses and
increase in the rate sensitivity coefficientm5] logs/] log «̇.
It was observed experimentally1–5 that a material enters th
HSS state as a result of local grain boundary melting at t
peraturesT>Ti , whereTi may differ from the solidus tem
perature by tens of degrees as a result of a difference in
chemical composition of the boundaries and the body of
grains. For aluminum HSS alloys, the local melting effect
caused by segregation at intercrystallite and interph
boundaries of magnesium, silicon, and various other
ments. The optimum deformation regime corresponding
the maximum rate sensitivity coefficient and the limitin
strain before rupture is achieved at temperatures within
rangeTi,T,TS , where the optimum temperature at a giv
strain rate correlates with the local melting temperature
the boundaries.

It follows from this reasoning that HSS theory shou
1431063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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include a description of local grain boundary melting pr
cesses and an analysis of the material deformation me
nisms under these conditions. In Ref. 6 Perevezentsev
posed an HSS model based on the premise that the m
mechanism responsible for HSS is slip along grain bou
aries which comprise liquid layers containing a specific fra
tion of solid bridges which are needed to sustain the co
sion of neighboring grains during the plastic flow proce
The aim of the present paper is to develop this model of
grain boundary structure and grain boundary slip under c
ditions of local melting of the boundaries.

MODEL OF LOCAL GRAIN BOUNDARY MELTING

It was suggested in Ref. 6 that atTi<T<TS the grain
boundary is a liquid layer containing islands of solid pha
which connect neighboring grains~subsequently called
S-bridges!.

The existence of these bridges may be explained on
basis of the following reasoning. We shall postulate tha
Ti<T<TS the grain boundary is a liquid layer of thicknessd
containing impurity atoms whose volume concentration
Ci . It is easy to see that this structure is unstable with
spect to fluctuations of the chemical composition. If, as
result of fluctuations of the chemical composition, the imp
rity concentration decreases to a certain levelC8,Ci in a
certain volume element of the boundaryV.V* ~whereV* is
the critical volume of a solid-phase nucleus!, this volume of
liquid is supercooled by a certain amountDT5TS(C)2T,
where TS(C) is the solidus temperature of the alloy
C5C8, and there is a probability that it will crystallize. Ifd
is fairly small, the liquid crystallization process in local vo
umes of the boundary may result in the formation of so
bridges between grains. As an increasing number of n
solid-phase bridges appear, the energy of the system red
as a result of the release of crystallization heat but at
same time increases because of the increased chemica
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tential of the impurity atoms caused by their increased c
centration in the liquid sections of the boundary~the total
number of impurity atoms in the boundary is assumed to
constant!.

We shall assume for simplicity thatS-bridges are only
formed when all the impurity atoms leave the volume
crystallizing liquid, and that each bridge is a tiny cylinder
heightd and radiusr S ~see Fig. 1!. Then, the change in the
Helmholtz energyDF per unit area of the boundary accom
panying the formation ofS-bridges can be estimated from

DF5nS@2pdr S
2lmr~12T/TS!12pdr SgLIS

1pr S
2~gb22gLIS!#1DGi . ~1!

Here nS is the number of bridges per unit area of th
boundary,lm is the specific heat of solidification,r is the
density, andgLIS andgb are the specific surface energies
the liquid/crystal interface and the grain boundary, resp
tively. The first term in expression~1! describes the chang
in energy caused by the release of crystallization heat and
creation~disappearance! of new interfaces accompanying th
formation of S-bridges. The second term describes t
change in the chemical potential of the impurity atom
caused by an increase in their concentration in the liq
phase surrounding the bridge. Using the approximation o
strongly diluted homogeneous solution (Cia

3!1), the quan-
tity DGi can be estimated using the expression

DGi5~Cid!kT ln~11DCi /Ci !, ~2!

whereCid is the number of impurity atoms per unit area
the boundary,DCi is the increase in the concentration
impurity atoms in the liquid sections of the boundary caus
by the formation of crystalline bridges,

DCi5Cipr S
2nS /~12pr S

2nS!. ~3!

Assuming that the fraction of the solid phase in the to
volume of the boundary is fairly small (pr S

2nS!1), we can
use the approximate expressionsDCi /Ci5pr S

2nS(1
1pr S

2nS), ln(11DCi /Ci)'DCi /Ci . Substituting these ex-
pressions into Eq.~2! gives

DGi'~Cid!kTpr S
2nS~11pr S

2nS!. ~4!

By analyzing expressions~1! and~4!, we can easily con-
firm that the condition of thermodynamic equilibrium be
tween the solid bridges and the surrounding melt

FIG. 1. Schematic of two-phase~solid–liquid! boundary:L — liquid phase
andS — solid-phase bridges.
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dnS50

is satisfied for values ofnS* and r S* given by

nS* 5~lmrDT/TS1Dg/d2CikT!3/27pgLIS
2 kTCi ~5!

r S* 53gLIS /~lmrDT/TS1Dg/d2CikT!, ~6!

respectively, where

Dg52gLIS2gb , DT5TS2T.

The fraction occupied by solid bridges in the total vo
ume of the boundarya5nSpr S

2 has the form

a5~lmrDT/TS1Dg/d2CikT!/3kT Ci . ~7!

The maximum ofDFS on the curveDF(r S ,nS5nS* )
may be taken to be the energy of formation~disappearance!
of crystalline bridges for a given boundary thickness a
impurity concentration. The analytic expression forDFS has
the form

DFS5hpgLIS
2 /~lmrDT/TS1Dg/d2CikT!, ~8!

whereh is a numerical coefficient

h5
3

16
~~A321!41~A321!212~A321!2!.

Physical concepts indicate that a close correlation sho
exist between the impurity concentrationCi , the liquid layer
thicknessd, and the temperature of local grain-bounda
melting Ti . We shall estimate the thickness of the liqu
layer d for a given initial concentration of impurity atom
Ci0 (Ci0 is the concentration for the initial boundary thick
nessd5d0) and temperatureT assuming that the total num
ber of impurity atoms in the boundary remains unchanged
the boundary layers melt and the boundary expands. This
assumption is justifiable if the profile of the impurity ato
concentration as a function of the distance along the nor
to the boundary decreases so rapidly that the contribu
made by impurity atoms in the bulk of the grains to the va
of Ci can be neglected. The relation betweenCi and d can
then be written as

Ci5Ci0

d0

d
. ~9!

To a first approximation, the driving force for expandin
the liquid layer, acting per unit area of the boundary, is
timated from the expression

Pi52
]

]dS kTCi0d0 lnS Ci

Ci0
D1lmr~d2d0!

DT

TS
D , ~10!

where the first term in parentheses describes the reductio
the chemical potential of the system caused by a decreas
the concentration of impurity atoms and the second te
describes the increase in energy caused by melting of
boundary layers of grains as the liquid grain-boundary la
expands.

At a given temperature and initial impurity concentr
tion, the boundary stops expanding when the condit
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Pi<0 is satisfied. Assuming thatPi50, we find the depen-
dence of the liquid layer thickness on the temperatureT and
the initial impurity concentrationCi0

d

d0
5

Ci0kTS

lmr

T

DT
. ~11!

An estimate ofd for typical values of the parameter
lmra3;1.5kTS ,d0;2a, Ci0a3;0.1 and typical tempera
tures for HSS T;~0.96–0.99!TS ~Ref. 1! gives d;(3
212)a, which correlates with the experimentally determin
thicknesses of the liquid layer in various alloys.4

Using the conditiond>d0 and expression~11!, we find
the temperatureTSb at which a liquid layer of boundary con
taining an initial impurity concentrationCi0 begins to ex-
pand

TSb5
TS

11
Ci0kTS

lmr

. ~12!

Using expressions~5!, ~6!, and~11!, we find the depen-
dence of the equilibrium number and size ofS-bridges on the
temperature and initial impurity concentration

nS* 5
1

27pS Dg

Ci0d0kTD 3S lmr

gLIS
D 2S DT

TS
D 2

, ~13!

r S* 5
3gLISCi0d0

lmr

kTS

Dg

T

DT
. ~14!

It can be seen from these expressions that as the
perature increases, the radius of theS-bridges increases bu
their number decreases. In this case, the fraction of the s
phasea in the total volume of the boundary decreases

a5
2gLIS2gb

3Ci0d0kT
. ~15!

It can be seen from formula~15! that the inequality
2gLIS.gb must be satisfied for the existence of solid islan
Otherwise, the boundary becomes completely wetted w
liquid, so that the solid bridges disappear. An estimate of
values ofnS* , r S* , anda for typical values of the parameter
lmra3;1.5kTS ,d0;2a, Ci0a3;0.1, Dga2;0.1kTS , and
gLISa2;0.2kTS in the temperature rangeT;~0.96–0.98!TS

gives nS* a2;(331024) –(431025), r S* /a;12–39, anda
;0.16.

GRAIN-BOUNDARY SLIP UNDER LOCAL MELTING
CONDITIONS

In this model the rate of grain-boundary slip is limite
by the rate of propagation of the grain-boundary shear ac
the solid sections of the boundary (S-bridges!. One possible
mechanism for this process is the melting of a monato
layer of material in any cross section of theS-bridge. This
process will probably take place by thermally activated m
ing of the grain boundary in the region of contact betwee
solid bridge and one of the grains. In this last case, the
ergy dissipated as a result of the melting and formation
new interfaces between the liquid and solid phases will
partially compensated by a decrease in the energy surf
m-

lid

.
th
e

ss

ic

-
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n-
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e
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pr S
2gb as the relevant section of the boundary disappe

The activation energy of this processFa may be written as

Fa5p~r S* !2S lmr
DT

TS
d012gLIS2gbD ~16!

or

Fa5p~r S* !2lmrd0

TSb
0 2T

TS
, ~17!

where the following notation is introduced

TSb
0 5TSS 12

gb22gLIS

lmrd0
D .

It is easy to see thatTSb
0 has the meaning of the meltin

point of a boundary of thicknessd0 containing no segregate
impurity atoms. Using formula~14!, we write the expression
for Fa in the form

Fa

kTS
59pS gLIS

Dg D 2S kTS

lmra3D S d0

a D 2

~Ci0a3!2S T

DTD 2S TSt
0 2T

TS
D .

~18!

An estimate ofFa for typical values of the parameter
lmra3;1.5kTS ,d0;2a, Ci0a3;0.05, Dga2

;0.1kTS ,gLISa2;0.2kTS ,TSb
0 '0.996TS in the temperature

range T;~0.94–0.98!TS gives Fa;~4-16!kTS . It can be
seen from Eq.~18! that the activation energy of grain
boundary slip initially increases with temperature and th
decreases to zero atTSb

0 , when the liquid layer extends ove
the entire length of the boundary.

The process of grain-boundary slip can be broadly r
resented as follows.6 In a field of external stressess, the
thermally activated melting of anS-bridge in its region of
contact with one of the grains leads to a relative displa
ment of the grains along a zone of characteristic dimensi
2l ~wherel is the distance between theS-bridges! accom-
panied by a localized power shiftB5(ls)/G along the pe-
rimeter of this zone which, for simplicity, will subsequent
be considered to be a ‘‘dislocation loop’’ with the Burge
vectorB. Further expansion of this loop in the plane of th
boundary may take place in two different regimes. The fi
is achieved when the external stress acting on the ‘‘dislo
tion’’ is sufficiently high for it to propagate across th
S-bridge by force~nonactivation regime!. The second regime
is observed at lower external stresses when the shear pr
gates through theS-bridge by a thermally activated mecha
nism. The first regime is the most interesting to explain
experimentally observed high strain rates. It was shown
Ref. 6 that in order to achieve this regime, the external str
s should exceed a certain thresholds0

s05~GQ!1/2~nS* !3/4, ~19!

whereG is the shear modulus andQ is the energy needed t
cross a singleS bridge.

Assuming that theS-bridge is crossed by the abov
mechanism and neglecting the work of the external stres
to a first approximation we can writeQ'Fa . Then, using
expressions~18! and ~19!, we obtain
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s0

G
5KS T

TS
D 3/4~TS2T!1/2~TSb

0 2T!1/2

TS
, ~20!

where

K'631022
lmra3

AGa3gLISa2S Dga2

Ci0a3kTS
D 5/4

. ~21!

For typical values of the parameters used above
Ga3;50kTS, Ci0a3;0.1, and the temperature T
50.96TS , we obtain s0;1.231023G. From expression
~20!, we can see that the threshold stress decreases wit
creasing temperature until it reaches zero atT5TSb

0 . This
may well explain the experimentally observed substan
drop in the flow stress with increasing temperature in sup
plastic alloys which exhibit high-speed superplasticity.1 It is
also interesting to note that this expression can explain
experimentally observed unexpected increase in the thr
old stress with decreasing grain size. In fact, assuming
the number of impurity atoms is constant and that they
segregate at boundaries, a reduction in the grain size lea
a drop in the initial impurity concentrationCi0 in the bound-
ary (Ci05Cin(d/d), whereCin is the volume-averaged im
purity concentration!. It can be seen from expressions~20!
and~21! that a decrease inCi0 increases the threshold stre
s0.

Assuming that the rate of expansion of dislocation loo
propagating in the force regime is limited by the visco
resistance of the liquid, the expression for the strain r
limited by grain boundary slip may be given as6

]«

]t
5S s2s0

G D 2S 2pD l

ad D S Ga3

kT DexpS 2
Fa

2kTD , ~22!

where D l is the coefficient of self-diffusion in the liquid
phase andd is the average grain size.

An estimate of]«/]t for typical values of the parameter
D l;1025 cm2/s, a;331028 cm, Ga3/kT;50, the typical
values for HSS (s2s0)/G;1023, d;500a, and the theo-
retically determined valuesFa;(4216)kTS gives ]«/]t
;101–103 s21. This estimate shows that this mechanism
d

in-

l
r-

e
h-
at
ll
to

s

te

f

grain-boundary slip can give the very high strain rates
served experimentally.

An additional analysis of the accommodation proces
of grain-boundary slip at grain joints7,8 and allowance for the
influence of disperse second-phase particles on the thres
stresss0 is required to obtain a more adequate description
the strain rate as a function of the stress, temperature,
grain size.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A model has been proposed for the local melting
grain boundaries containing an excess concentration of
purity atoms. It has been shown that under conditions
local melting, the grain boundary is a layer of liquid contai
ing solid-phase islands which sustain the cohesion betw
the grains during deformation.

2. An analysis has been made of a mechanism of gr
boundary slip along a two-phase~liquid–solid! boundary
which essentially involves thermally activated melting
solid bridges followed by forcible propagation of the incip
ent dislocation loops in the boundary.

3. Expressions have been obtained to estimate the
vation energy and threshold stress for grain-boundary
and to analyze their dependence on the temperature and
tial concentration of impurity atoms in the boundary.
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Magnetic field diffusion during a metal–insulator phase transition
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An analysis is made of the diffusion of a static~slowly varying! magnetic field in a conductor in
which a first-order phase transition to the insulating state takes place under the action of
the Joule heating. An investigation is made of the case of subsonic propagation of the phase
boundary. A (V12XCrX)2O3 solid solution is analyzed as a model substance. The
application of this effect in pulsed high-current circuit breakers is discussed. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00812-5#
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1. INTRODUCTION

An analysis is made of the nonlinear steady-state di
sion of a magnetic field in a substance in which a first-or
metal–insulator phase transition takes place under the ac
of Joule heating. This effect is studied with the prospect
constructing pulsed high-current circuit breakers in mind

Many different materials are now known in which th
conductivity decreases substantially under the action of t
perature and strong magnetic fields, i.e., factors norm
encountered during the action of pulsed high-current devi
These include oxides and sulfides of transition metals,1 man-
ganites of lanthanides~see, for example, Ref. 2!, and so on.
Thus, two possible types of solid-state pulsed circuit bre
ers, thermal and magnetic, can be arbitrarily distinguish
Combined regimes are also possible. In the present stu
(V12XCrX)2O3 solid solution will be analyzed for the nu
merical estimates presented below. This material has b
fairly widely used in low-power thermistors.3 In this mate-
rial, a first-order metal–semiconductor phase transition w
conduction losses of between two and three orders of m
nitude takes place at temperatures around 400 K~Ref. 4! so
that it can be used as a thermal circuit breaker, i.e., using
of conduction induced by the action of Ohmic heatin
Changes in the chromium concentration in the solution c
tinuously shift the phase transition temperature. Below ro
temperature, the conduction jump may reach 4–5 order
magnitude. In addition, it was recently shown that a met
semiconductor phase transition can also be stimulated in
material by strong magnetic fields, especially near the crit
point ~magnetic circuit breaker5!. The following analysis will
only consider the regime of a thermal circuit breaker, i.e.,
dependence of the phase transition on the magnetic field
be neglected. It will be assumed that the durations of
processes being studied are between a few microsecond
tens of microseconds, which is typical of explosive magne
current generators such as the MK-2~Ref. 6!. In addition to
specific results for (V12XCrX)2O3 solid solutions, genera
conclusions and constraints on the circuit breaker mate
will be put forward.
1441063-7842/98/43(12)/5/$15.00
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2. MODEL OF STEADY-STATE PROPAGATION OF A PHASE
TRANSITION WAVE

An analysis will be made of the steady-state on
dimensional planar diffusion of a static magnetic field in
material in which a first-order metal–insulator phase tran
tion takes place under the action of Joule heating~Fig. 1!.
The propagation velocity of the phase boundary is assum
to be lower than the velocity of sound in the metal and
sulator~homogeneous! phases. The magnetic fieldB depends
on thex coordinate along which diffusion takes place and
directed along thez axis. In the insulator phase the magne
field is constant. As will be seen subsequently, rapid pro
gation of a phase boundary in a material is accompanied
the creation of appreciable pressures because of the ch
in the specific volume as a result of the phase transiti
Thus, effects associated with strength will be neglected
the hydrodynamic approximation will be used.

We shall write the equation of continuity and the Eul
equation in the form

]r

]t
1div ~ru!50,

]u

]t
1u¹u52

1

r
¹P, ~1!

FIG. 1. One-dimensional steady-state magnetic field diffusion: I — metal
phase, II — insulator phase, shaded region — heterogeneous phase m
~with slow wave propagation!.
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where r is the density,u is the velocity of the medium
P5Ph1Pm ,Ph , andPm5B2/8p are the hydrodynamic an
magnetic pressures, respectively.

We are interested in the steady-state solutions of th
equations. We convert to a reference frame moving at c
stant velocityus in step with the phase boundary. For stead
state propagation of the phase boundary we obtain from
tem ~1!

u5
A

r
5AV, P52Au1P052A2V1P0 , ~2!

whereV is the specific volume,P0 is the constant componen
of the pressure, andA is a constant determined by the boun
ary conditions:uSrux→` .

We shall assume that the phase transition tempera
TC is not too high and the heating of the material duri
operation of the circuit breaker is not too great (;100 K!. In
this case, the specific heat can be considered to be cons
For a (V12XCrX)2O3 solid solutionTC is around 400 K. We
shall assume that for (V12XCrX)2O3CP5110 J/K•mol for
both the metal and the insulator phases.7 Since the volume
jump DV induced by the phase transition~'1% from Ref. 8!
appreciably exceeds the change in volume caused by the
expansion, we shall neglect the latter. We then haveCP

5CV . In addition, the propagation velocity is assumed to
sufficiently fast so that heat conduction can be neglec
This is valid if the characteristic time of propagation of t
phase boundaryt considerably exceedsa2Cp /l, wherel is
the thermal conductivity anda is the characteristic dimen
sion of the problem. In our case,a should be taken to be th
size of the transition region, which we know to be of t
order of 1 mm. No reference data are available on the th
mal conductivity of V2O3. As an estimate we take the the
mal conductivity of V2O5 which is of the order of 4 W/m•K
in the range 300–400 K~Ref. 9!. Note that the electron com
ponent of the heat conduction in V2O3 is small because of its
comparatively poor conductivity and has no significant infl
ence on the thermal conductivity. We then obtain charac
istic heat propagation times of the order of 1 s which is mu
greater than the typical operating time of a pulsed circ
breaker.

We shall assume that the compressibility of both pha
of (V12XCrX)2O3 is ¸59.73531028 cm5/g•bar ~Ref. 10!
and in our model there is no difference between the adiab
and isothermal compressibility because we neglect the t
mal expansion. Under all these conditions, the modelP–V
diagram will have the form shown in Fig. 2.

Note that in general three regions may exist: a me
phase I, a insulator phase II, and a mixed~heterogeneous!
region. We shall assume that the conductivitys0 in the metal
phase is constant~i.e., independent of temperature and pre
sure!. Efficient operation of a circuit breaker requires that t
skin-layer depth in the insulator phase should be m
greater than the wall thickness of the breaking element
that we can take the conductivity in the insulator phase to
zero. If necessary, the residual conductivity can easily
taken into account. In the mixed phase, neglecting the
colation threshold effect, we assume that the conductivit
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simply proportional to the bulk fraction of the metal phas
The conductivity as a function of the specific volume alo
the lineAB will then have the form

s5s0S 12
V2VA

dV8
D , ~3!

wheredV85VB2VA5DV/(12A2¸) and VA(B) is the vol-
ume at pointA(B).

Solving the magnetic field diffusion equation in th
metal phase is elementary; difficulties arise when study
diffusion in the mixed phase since in this case, the cond
tivity and velocity of the medium depend on the coordina
The magnetic field diffusion equation is written as

]B

]t
5curl~u3B!2curl~nm curlB!, ~4!

wherenm5c2/4ps is the magnetic viscosity.
In this case, the conductivity in the mixed phase depe

on the coordinate. We shall seek a steady-state solution
fixed reference frame, i.e., of the typeB(x2ust). The char-
acteristic velocities of the mediumu will then not exceed
uSDV/V. In any case, for (V12XCrX)2O3 the magnetic Rey-
nolds number is Rem5ul0 /nm!1, where l 0 is the length
scale over which the magnetic field changes and the
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~4! can be neglected
Equation~4! can then be written in the form

¹2B1S Es2
¹s

s D¹B50, ~5!

whereE54puS /c2. Here and subsequently, the equation
written for a single (z) component of the vectorB.

Finally, the system of equations~1! and ~5! must be
supplemented by the heat balance equation. Here we obt
very complex system of equations since Eq.~5! is coupled to
the system~1! via both the heat balance equation and t
magnetic pressure appearing in Eq.~1!. In this case, the hy-
drodynamic pressure in the mixed phase will be defined b
certain curve in theP–V plane. However, we shall see th

FIG. 2. Model of the equation of state:1–3 — isotherms in the mixed phase
at various temperatures~in order of increase!.
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in the cases of interest, the magnetic pressure gradient in
mixed phase can be neglected, i.e., we shall assume
P}Ph in the mixed phase.

Along the line AB ~Fig. 2! the process in the mixed
region takes place with the absorption of Joule heat. Fr
this it follows that a necessary condition for the existence
a mixed region is that the slope of the lineAB should be less
than the slope of the adiabatic curve in the mixed phase.
calculate the absorbed specific heatQ along the lineAB

dQuAB5~TdS!AB5TH S ]S

]TD
V

dT1S ]S

]VD
T

dVJ
AB

5S CV8dT1T
DS

DV
dVD

AB

, ~6!

whereDS is the entropy jump accompanying the phase tr
sition ~for (V12XCrX)2O3DS50.63 J/K•mol ~Ref. 3! andC8
is the specific heat of the phase mixture at constant volu

Since the specific heats of the metal and insulator pha
are assumed to be the same, the entropy of the phase mi
may be given asS5SI(T)1aDS, whereSI(T) is the en-
tropy of the metal phase anda is the specific fraction of the
insulator phase in the mixture. Using the Clausiu
Clapeyron formula]P/]T5DS/DV, we then obtain

CV85TH S ]SI

]T D
V

1S ]a

]TD
V

DSJ 5CV1TS DS

DVD 2

¸. ~7!

In expression~6! V and T are independent variables s
that we again use the Clausius–Clapeyron formula and
~2!, and then the specific heat can be represented as a
tion only of the specific volume

dQuAB5S 2A2CV8
DV

DS
1T

DS

DVDdV. ~8!

When the velocity of the phase transition wave reac
the adiabatic velocity of sound in the mixed phase, the
pression in parentheses in Eq.~8! becomes zero. The mixe
region then disappears since the Joule heat absorbed in
region should be zero. Thus, two propagation regimes of
phase transition wave can be identified: a slow regime w
a mixed region exists between the metal and insula
phases, and a fast regime when there is no mixed region
a discontinuity forms. The critical velocity is the adiaba
velocity of sound in the mixed phase. In our model, this h
the form

uc5
DS

rDVA T

CV8
. ~9!

We express the Joule heat in terms of¹B

r
]Q

]t
5

c2~¹B!2

16p2s
. ~10!

Finally, we equate the heat released by diffusion of
magnetic field~10! and that absorbed by the process tak
place along lineAB from Eq. ~8!, and we obtain the hea
balance equation
he
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~¹B!2

s
5D¹s, ~11!

where

D52
16p2dV8

c2uSs0r
S 2A2CV8

DV

DS
1T

DS

DVD ,

andV was replaced bys using Eq.~3!.
Equations~5! and ~11! form a system for the functions

B(x) and s(x) which can be used to find a solution fo
steady-state diffusion of the magnetic field in the mix
phase.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE PHASE TRANSITION WAVE

1. Fast propagation of the phase transition wa
uS.uC . Diffusion of the magnetic field takes place in th
metal phase with the boundary conditionxMI(t)52uSt,
wherexMI is the boundary between the metal and the in
lator phases. The solution of Eq.~5! then has the form

B5B0 expS 2
uS

nm
@x2uSt# D , ~12!

whereB0 is the magnetic field in the insulator phase.
Note that this expression contains two independent v

ablesB0 anduS . The temperature as a function of the coo
dinate can easily be calculated under the conditions form
lated above

T5
B0

2

8prCV
expS 22

uS

nm
@x2uSt# D1T0 . ~13!

At the pointxMI the temperature should be equal to t
phase transition temperatureTMI . Thus, the additional con
straint is imposed

TMI5
B0

2

8prCV
1T0, ~14!

and only one independent variable remains. In principleTMI

may be a function of pressure.
The structure of a fast wave is shown schematically

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows the correlation between the exte
magnetic field and the wave propagation velocity, and a
gives the pressure jump at the phase boundary at a func
of the wave velocity.

FIG. 3. Structure of fast phase transition wave. A pressure jump occu
the phase boundary; the subsequent smooth increase in pressure is cau
the magnetic field gradient.
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2. Slow propagation of phase transition waveuS,uC .
The magnetic field and temperature distribution in the me
phase can be determined as for fast propagation. The sy
of equations~5! and~11! must be solved to find the solution
in the mixed region. We first compare the two terms in p
rentheses in Eq.~5!. We introduce a characteristic numb
having the same form as the Reynolds numb
Rem8 5uSl 0 /nm , wherel 05s/¹s is the characteristic length
at which the conductivity changes. Depending on this ch
acteristic number, we can neglect one of the terms in pa
theses in Eq.~5!. If Rem8 @1, the second term can be droppe
Then, making the substitution

¹B5 f , ~15!

we can easily obtain a solution of the system~5! and~11! in
the form

f 5C2 expS x2uSt

DCI
2 D , ~16!

whereC1 andC2 are constants.
It is easily established that for (V12XCrX)2O3 solid so-

lutions the condition Rem8 @1 is satisfied and the solutio
~16! is found in the mixed region.

In principle, it is also possible to have the case Rem8 !1.
Thus, we also find its solution. We can now drop the fi

FIG. 4. Fast wave in a (V12XCrX)2O3 solid solution: a — external magnetic
field as a function of wave propagation velocity; b — pressure jump at phas
boundary as a function of wave propagation velocity.
l
em

-

r,

r-
n-
.
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term in parentheses in Eq.~5!. We again change the variable
~15! and also changeu f u5Augu, sign(g)5sign(f ). The sys-
tem of equations then has the form

g812Esg50, g5Dss8. ~17!

We substituteg from the second equation~17! into the
first and obtain an equation with separable variables

g8522EDs2s8, ~18!

which gives

g52
2

3
EDs31C1 , ~19!

whereC1 is the integration constant.
Using Eqs.~18! and ~19! and changing the variable

x53j/2E, we obtain an equation with separable variable

]s

]j
5

C81
32s3

s
, ~20!

whereC185(3C1/2ED)1/3.
By integrating Eq.~20!, we can determine the implici

dependence of the conductivity on the coordinate

j1C25E sds

C81
32s3

5
1

6C18
ln

C81
21C18s1s2

~C182s!2

2
1

A3C18
arctan

2s1C18

A3C18
. ~21!

Here C2 is the integration constant. From this we ca
also find the distribution of the magnetic pressure field, a
so on. Note that whens→0, i.e., near the boundary of th
mixed and insulator phases, the dependence of the con
tivity on the coordinates may be expressed in the expl
form

s5A2C81
3j. ~22!

It is interesting to note that, as can be seen from
~22!, at the boundary of the mixed and insulator phas
where Rem8 !1, the derivatives of the conductivity, densit
and pressure increase without bound whereas the funct
themselves are bounded and continuous.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We shall first consider the assumption thatP}Ph in the
mixed phase, which was used to investigate the slow wa
This assumption is valid when the wave propagation veloc
is not too low compared with the critical value. Then, t
mixed region is narrow and the magnetic field gradient
small compared with the hydrodynamic pressure gradient~in
the limit uS→uC we have for the pressure change in t
mixed region: DPh→ const, DPm→0). Thus for a
(V12XCrX)2O3 solid solution withuS50.8uC we find that
the typical distance over which the conductivity varies,DC1

2

from formula~16!, is of the order of 0.002 cm and the varia
tion of the magnetic field over this length is less than 100
In this case, the magnetic pressure gradient is neglig
compared with the hydrodynamic pressure gradient in
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mixed region~around 2.5 kbar/cm!. It can be seen from this
example that the range of validity of the solutions~16! and
~21! is fairly wide, at least for (V12XCrX)2O3.

For (V12XCrX)2O3 the hydrodynamic velocity of soun
is around 6.5 km/s and the critical velocity of the phase tr
sition wave calculated from Eq.~9! is only 100 m/s. Thus,
there is a very wide range of solutions with fast wave pro
gation. The fast wave regime is preferable for a circ
breaker because the mixed region causes expansion o
skin layer and increases the breaking time. It can be s
from formula ~9! that the critical velocity is proportional to
the ratioDS/DV. In (V12XCrX)2O3 this ratio is anomalously
small3 which ensures a large range of solutions with f
wave propagation.

For (V12XCrX)2O3 there is another specific constraint o
the range of steady-state solutions with fast wave propa
tion. Let us assume that whenx→` the material is fixed
~anchored boundary! and whenx→2`, the pressure in the
material is equal to atmospheric pressureP0 ~free boundary!.
Then the pressure in the material on the metal side of
phase boundary (x→1xMI) is P01DP, whereDP is the
pressure jump at the phase boundary. However, as the
sure increases, the metal–insulator phase transition line
(V12XCrX)2O3 ends at a critical point.1 The maximum value
of DP depends on the initial temperature but in any ca
cannot exceed 8 kbar~Ref. 1!. In this case, the wave velocit
is around 4 km/s. At higher velocities the propagation of
phase transition wave may have singularities.

In order to calculate the characteristics of a circ
breaker, we need to investigate the essentially transient
cesses of wave formation and its propagation to the bou
ary. Nevertheless, the main parameters of a circuit brea
can be estimated from these results. Let us assume th
barrier ~circuit breaker! made of a (V12XCrX)2O3 solid so-
lution separates the space in which the initial current pu
~and magnetic field! is generated from the load space. Wh
the barrier is transferred rapidly to the insulator state
peaked current pulse~magnetic field! forms in the load. This
operating regime is typical of explosive magne
generators.6 We shall first estimate the highest possible pe
ing coefficient of the magnetic field~current! pulse, i.e., the
ratio of the time of the initial pulse in the flux compressio
spacet1 to the pulse time in the load spacet2. A circuit
breaker in the metal phase should effectively shield the
tial magnetic field pulse, for exampled.2l1, whered is the
barrier thickness andl1 is the skin layer depth for the initia
magnetic field pulses. In the insulator phase the circ
breaker should transfer the magnetic field into the load sp
without appreciable losses within the time;t2, for example
D,l2/2, wherel2 is the skin layer depth for the magnet
field pulse in the load space. Sincel}(t/s)1/2, we find that
the maximum ratiot1 /t2 is 1/16(sm /s i);10 at tempera-
tures of 300–400 K. Heresm( i ) is the conductivity in the
metal ~insulator! phases. Let us assume that the initial ma
netic field is 60 T which corresponds to a phase bound
velocity of 3 km/s. The depth of penetration of the magne
field in the metal phase, as given by formula~12! is
l5nm /uS'0.3 cm. The magnetic field rise time in the loa
space can then be estimated as the time taken for the wa
-
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cover a distance of the order of 2l. From this it can be seen
that the magnetic field~current! rise time in the load space
may be a few microseconds.

These results can also be used to investigate a slo
varying magnetic fieldB0. The condition for whichB0 can
be considered to be slow is obtained from Eqs.~4! and ~12!

U]B0

]t
!uS¹Bux51xMI

5
B0uS

2

nm
U. ~23!

In particular, for the example examined above we fi
u]B0 /]tu!60 T/ms, i.e., the initial magnetic field pulse rise
slowly ~usually no faster than 10 T/ms! for almost any explo-
sive magnetic current generator.6

To conclude, in the analysis described above we
sumed that the phase transition takes place fairly rapidly
we neglected its kinetics. However, we know that the tim
required for a first-order phase transition in solids may
fairly long if the transition is caused by rearrangement of
crystal structure. The metal–paramagnetic insulator ph
transition in (V12XCrX)2O3 mainly involves the electronic
subsystem and takes place without any change in the cry
structure so that this phase transition is obviously fast.
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Influence of microwave treatment on the electrophysical characteristics of technically
important semiconductors and surface-barrier structures
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An investigation is made of changes in the electrophysical parameters of narrow-gap
(CdxHg12xTe x50.22–0.24! and wide-gap~gallium arsenide, indium and gallium phosphides!
semiconductor materials and Schottky-barrier diode structures based on these materials,
stimulated by microwave electromagnetic radiation. It is shown that the parameters of materials
and device structures may be improved by defect gettering. An analysis is made of possible
mechanisms for the interaction between microwave radiation and the objects being studied.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!00912-X#
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INTRODUCTION

The operating conditions of basic semiconductor e
ments envisage a certain level of stability to various types
irradiation, including ionizing radiation and electromagne
radiation.1 Since the fifties, an enormous number of theor
ical and experimental studies have been devoted to the in
ence of ionizing radiation on semiconductor materials a
devices. In contrast, the action of electromagnetic radiat
especially microwave, has not been considered so ex
sively. However, it is known that in some cases, microwa
radiation acting on basic structures and complete devices~di-
odes, transistors, integrated circuits! causes catastrophi
failure.2 On the other hand, recent reports have indica
defect gettering effects and structural relaxation stimula
by microwave radiation in semiconductor materials.3,4

The aim of the present study is to investigate the infl
ence of microwave radiation on the electrophysical char
teristics of narrow-gap (CdxHg12xTe) and wide-gap~gal-
lium arsenide, indium and gallium phosphides! solid
semiconductor materials and surface-barrier structures u
these.

SAMPLES AND METHODS

The samples were: 1! single-crystal wafers of
CdxHg12xTe (x50.21–0.24!, gallium arsenide, and indium
and gallium phosphides with a free electron concentration
;1016–231017cm23 and 2! Schottky-barrier device struc
tures formed in a vacuum of 1024 Pa by condensation o
chromium on~100! surfaces of gallium arsenide and indiu
and gallium phosphides, and also by condensation of mo
denum, tungsten, platinum, aluminum, Au–Ti, and titaniu
nitride on the~100! surface of gallium arsenide. The thick
ness of the metal layer was 80–100 nm.
1441063-7842/98/43(12)/5/$15.00
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The samples were irradiated in a magnetron in the c
timeter wavelength range~free-space irradiation regime!.5

The time of exposure was varied between 1 and 60 s
different samples. The generator output power was 5 k
The intensity of the microwave irradiation was varied
varying the distance between the irradiated object and
waveguide exit or by varying the exposure time with t
distance from the object kept constant. Before and after
irradiation of solid samples at temperatureT577 K, mea-
surements were made of the photoluminescence in the s
tral range 0.6–2.0 eV excited by a powerful PZh-100 inca
descent lamp withhn.2.0 eV. The Hall effect and the
minority carrier lifetime tp8 were also measured. For th
surface-barrier structures, measurements were made o
current–voltage and capacitance–voltage characteristics
the diffusion length of the minority carriersLp8 . Auger elec-
tron spectra and distribution profiles of the components
the metal–semiconductor contact were also measured.

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION

These experiments show that the results of the mic
wave irradiation of CdxHg12xTe crystals depend strongly o
the initial state of the samples. For instance, in the ini
sample No. 1~Table I! the presence of inhomogeneities c
pable of producing anomalies on the temperature depend
of the Hall constantRx(T) ~Fig. 1!, shows up after treatmen
as a change in the type of conductivity and an abrupt cha
in the minority carrier lifetimetp ~Fig. 2!. However, for
fairly homogeneous samples the nature of the changes di
qualitatively. Microwave treatment of such samples~Nos. 2
and 3 in Table I! causes an appreciable increase intp . More-
over, Rx shows a slight increase in the range of impur
conductivity while the mobilitymp decreases slightly. The
data obtained from the temperature dependences oftp in this
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Influence of microwave irradiation on the electrophysical parameters of CdxHg12xTe ~ideality factor
n, mobility mp and lifetimetp of minority carriers, energyEt and concentrationNt of impurity centers! at T
577 K.

Sample Composition Type of
No. x treatment n, cm23 mp , cm2/Vs tp , ms Et , eV Nt , cm23

1 0.24 Initial 6.931015 23104 0.61
Microwave 2.5431016 63103 0.246

2 0.21 Initial 5.1231014 23105 1.4 0.1 1.131014

Microwave 4.931014 1.53105 2.4 0.1 3.631013

3 0.22 Initial 4.8231014 1.43105 2.1 0.07 6.2531013

Microwave 4.631014 9.63104 3.0 0.07 2.531013
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case indicate some reduction in the concentration
recombination-active centers having energy levels in the
per half of the band gap.

In order to envisage a possible mechanism for the in
ence of microwave treatment on the defect structure of th
crystals, we shall consider nonuniform heating of the sam
by absorption of microwave energy. In other words, we sh
assume that the main mechanism responsible for the dis
tion of absorbed microwave radiation energy is heat
which stimulates the displacement of defects to sinks. Th
sinks may be dislocations, small-angle boundaries, or la
clusters of point defects. This process is responsible fo
slight increase intp and Rx ~see samples Nos. 2 and 3
Table I!. However, in initially inhomogeneous sample
~sample No. 1 in Table I! containing additional conduction
channels, microwave treatment intensifies the impurity atm
spheres of the defects which are responsible for these c
nels. They become sufficiently powerful to abruptly chan
the type of conductivity and the lifetime of the minority ca
riers.

Thus, these results indicate that an important role m
be ascribed to transformations of the crystal point-def
structure, which may be stimulated by microwave irradiat
and diffusion of recombination-active point defects and i
purities to sinks.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the Hall constant of Cd0.24Hg0.76Te
samples:1 — initial sample,2 — after microwave irradiation for 5 s.
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Data obtained by studying the photoluminescence sp
tra of gallium arsenide and indium and gallium phosphid
also indicate that microwave irradiation has an apprecia
influence on the point defect spectrum in crystals. For
stance, the initial photoluminescence spectra of tin-do
gallium arsenide~Fig. 3! show two overlapping bands with
maxima athnmax51.15–1.20 and 0.993-1.01 eV. As a resu
of irradiation for t56 s, the position of the peaks becom
the same in all the samples~1.185 and 1.01 eV! with the
1.185 eV band being preferentially amplified. The bands
come narrower which evidences some structural-impurity
dering of the surface layer of gallium arsenide. Fort>60 s
the intensities of both bands are reduced and they bec
broader, which indicates that degradation processes are
tensified in the gallium arsenide. Similar changes in
1.410, 1.150, and 0.820 eV bands after exposure to mi
wave radiation for 1–40 s are also observed for indium ph
phide ~100! single crystals~Fig. 4!.

Gallium arsenide crystals initially doped with tellurium
which contain more defects, have a single band withhnmax

51.20 eV which remains almost unchanged after irradiat
for 1–60 s. Slight changes in the structure of the local cen
are observed in gallium phosphide single crystals as a re
of microwave irradiation at the same exposures.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the minority carrier lifetime
Cd0.21Hg0.79Te samples~1, 2 — as in Fig. 1!.
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Table II gives the results of microwave irradiation f
1–2 s on the electrophysical parameters of Schottky surf
barrier diodes. Table II shows that as a result of microwa
irradiation, the properties of the interphase boundaries
the surface layers of the semiconductor changed apprecia
and this was accompanied by changes in the main param
of the barrier. Specifically, the barrier heightwB increased,
the ideality factorn decreased, and the minority carrier d
fusion lengthLp increased. The latter is indicative of gette
ing processes stimulated by the microwave radiation in
surface layers of the gallium arsenide and the indium
gallium phosphides.

Figure 5a shows typical current–voltage characteris
of a surface-barrier diode. It can be seen that after mic

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra ofn-GaAs:Sn samples: a — initial
sample, b, c — after microwave irradiation for 6~62! s.
e-
e
d
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ers
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wave irradiation for 2 s, the length of the exponential sect
of the forward branch of the characteristic increased by
order of magnitude, the barrier heightwB remained almost
the same, and the ideality factorn decreased. The retur
branch of the characteristic~Fig. 5b! revealed an appreciabl
decrease in the return currentI R . The slope of the
capacitance–voltage characteristic~Figs. 5c and 5d! re-
mained almost unchanged. This indicates that as a resu
the action of microwave radiation the dopant concentratio
the same as that in the initial material.

The observed changes in the parameters of the d
structures are a consequence of structural-chemical r

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of samples inn-InP~111!: a — initial
sample, b–d — after microwave irradiation for 10, 30, and 40 s.
ottky
TABLE II. Influence of microwave electromagnetic irradiation on the electrophysical parameters of Sch
diodes.

Diffusion length
of minority

Type of structure Type of treatment Barrier height,wB eV Ideality factorn carriersLp8 mm

Cr2GaAs Initial 0.7320.75 1.1721.24 1.221.4
Microwave 0.7620.77 1.0821.09 1.521.7

Mo2GaAs Initial 0.6820.69 1.1621.23 2.322.8
Microwave 0.6820.69 1.0921.14 2.522.7

W2GaAs Initial 0.6520.66 1.2021.40 1.722.0
Microwave 0.6920.70 1.0921.12 2.122.2

Pt2GaAs Initial 0.8820.95 1.1221.37 2.122.2
Microwave 0.8820.89 1.1821.24 2.122.2

Al2GaAs Initial 0.5520.58 1.6822.20 1.621.9
Microwave 0.5720.58 1.3021.40 2.0

Au2Ti2GaAs Initial 0.7020.76 1.321.4 1.721.8
Microwave 0.7020.76 1.3221.33 1.8521.92

TiN2GaAs Initial 0.7020.75 1.2421.35 1.6021.75
Microwave 0.7020.75 1.0821.10 1.8021.82

Cr2InP Initial 0.6720.69 1.5021.80 1.5221.60
Microwave 0.6320.65 1.2021.40 1.7021.75

Ga2GaP Initial 1.6321.67 1.5021.72 0.53
Microwave 1.8521.88 1.3221.40 0.87
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FIG. 5. Current–voltage and capacitance–voltage characteristics of a TiN–GaAs Schottky diode: a, b — forward ~return! branch of current–voltage
characteristic, c — capacitance–voltage characteristic, d — dependence of 1/C2 on V; 1 — initial sample and2 — after microwave irradiation for 2 s.
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rangement of the interphase boundaries at the me
semiconductor contact, stimulated by the microwave rad
tion. In order to identify the characteristics of the interpha
interactions, we analyzed the Auger profiles of the met
semiconductor components for contacts formed by platin
titanium, and aluminum with gallium arsenide. It was fou
that for each of these contacts we could identify characte
tics not found in the other contacts. For example, for a P
GaAs contact the interphase interactions are described b
reaction

Pt1GaAs→PtAs21~PtGaAs!,

whereas the following substitution reaction is typical of
Al–GaAs contact

yAl1GaAs→~y2x!Al1Al xGa12xAs1xGa,

although these reactions require comparatively high temp
tures which are not attainable in our experiments and a
times longer than 1 s. In Au–Ti–GaAs structures the p
dominant process was microwave-induced mixing of
contact components with an appreciable fraction of the t
nium oxide phase present after the microwave treatm
l–
-

e
–
,

s-
–
he

a-
o
-
e
-
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These interactions are clearly responsible for the transi
from highly unstructured heterogeneous meta
semiconductor interfaces to more homogeneous ones
this promotes the changes observed in the parameters o
sic structures.

We consider other possible mechanisms responsible
the changes observed in the properties of met
semiconductor contacts.

1. A thermal mechanism caused by heating as a resu
the absorption of microwave energy.6 An analysis of the dis-
tribution profiles of the structure components in the conta
before and after microwave irradiation and a comparis
with the results of a layer-by-layer analysis of thermally a
nealed contacts indicates that this factor has little influen

2. An electrostatic mechanism caused by the real volt
drop at the barrier.6 Even in the absence of critical electr
fields which determine the avalanche and tunnel breakdo
mechanisms, this mechanism may have a substantial in
ence on the diffusive redistribution of the contact comp
nents, as was shown in Ref. 6. Intensive interdiffusion
tween the metal and gallium arsenide is initiated at
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absorbed power level which is approximately 2/3 of the cr
cal breakdown power. However, estimates made in Re
indicate that this factor does not play an important role un
our irradiation conditions.

3. An electrodynamic mechanism caused by departur
the electronic subsystem of the semiconductor from ther
dynamic equilibrium as a result of the generation of hot c
riers in the surface layer of the semiconductor and an ens
change in the impurity-defect composition of this layer.7 The
similarity between the electrophysical parameters of surfa
barrier structures exposed to microwave irradiation and60Co
gamma quanta~where this mechanism predominates! indi-
cates that this mechanism plays a dominant role in structu
impurity defect rearrangement process under microw
irradiation.8

4. The formation of transient elastic-stress gradie
caused by the almost instantaneous heating of disordere
gions of the semiconductor created during the formation
the contact structure. In this case, the distribution profiles
the components of a contact pair before and after irradia
may remain almost constant. However, taking into acco
the possibility of collective interactions in elastic stre
fields, the barrier for defect annihilation or rearrangemen
defect complexes can be reduced substantially.9,10

CONCLUSIONS

A study has been made of the influence of microwa
irradiation in the centimeter wavelength range on the e
trophysical properties of the solid semiconducto
CdxHg12xTe (x50.22–0.24!, gallium arsenide, and indium
and gallium phosphides, and also Schottky-barrier structu
based on gallium arsenide and indium and gallium ph
phides. It has been shown that the parameters of the ma
-
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als and diode structures may be improved by gettering
defects stimulated by microwave irradiation. Specifically, t
minority carrier lifetime increases, the return current d
creases, and the spread of the Schottky barrier paramete
reduced~barrier height and ideality factor!.

Further investigations are required before the proces
taking place in microwave-irradiated semiconductors and
vices based on these can be determined for certain. How
the changes observed in the materials and at phase bo
aries suggest that this irradiation may be used for technol
cal purposes.
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Optical vortices in the scattering field of magnetic domain holograms
N. A. Groshenko, O. S. Makalish, and A. V. Volyar
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Experimental investigations and theoretical-model analyses have been made of the magnetooptic
diffraction of light at ferrite garnet magnetic films with a banded domain structure which
includes isolated magnetic grating defects in the form of ‘‘forks’’ and ‘‘breaks.’’ An analysis of
the magnetic grating structure and the light diffraction field shows that in terms of its
action on laser radiation, a banded domain grating is similar to a computer-synthesized phase
hologram of an isolated pure screw-wavefront dislocation. It is shown that as a result of
magnetooptic diffraction at a magnetic hologram, optical vortices may be reconstructed with a
helicoidal wavefront carrying the topological chargel 561,62. © 1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01012-5#
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INTRODUCTION

A Gaussian beam incident on a magnetic film with
banded domain structure breaks down into various la
beams characterized by their direction of propagation
intensity. This effect is usually called magnetooptic diffra
tion.1 At low beam intensities the magnetooptic effect
based on the Faraday magnetic effect~it is assumed that in
the optical wavelength range the magnetic permeability2 is
m51.)

The magnetooptic diffraction process at a regular m
netic grating was studied in detail in Ref. 2, but in structu
with banded magnetic domains, irregularities are usually
countered both as a result of crystal lattice defects in the
or substrate and also as a result of irregularities in the di
bution of the magnetization vectorM in the structure of the
magnetic film. Groshenkoet al.3 observed that these defec
in the distribution of uncertainties of the magnetization ve
tor gradient may be of two types. The first type of singular
is associated with isolated defects in the banded dom
structure and corresponds to indeterminacy of they-compo-
nent of the rate of change of the magnetization vector at
domain walls. This type of isolated defect is observed
‘‘forks’’ in the magnetic grating structure or as ‘‘breaks’’ i
the domain bands. The second type of defect is associ
with pile-ups of forks and breaks in the banded magne
structure. This type of defect severely distorts the ph
structure of the magnetic grating and is transitional betw
a banded structure and a labyrinth structure of domain fil

The aim of the present study was to investigate cha
teristic features of the field distribution of a laser beam sc
tered by a magnetic grating with isolated fork structural d
fects.

1. The samples were BixLu3x~Fe,Ga!5O12 films grown by
liquid-phase epitaxy on Ga–Gd substrates. The film thi
ness was 5 – 7mm and the substrate thickness 150mm. The
period of the magnetic grating was varied under the action
an external magnetic field which could also change the p
file of the magnetic grating. In the absence of the magn
1451063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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field, regions having average linear dimensions of 1.5–2 m
and a regular distribution of banded magnetic doma
formed in the film. The orientation of the bands in one regi
could be turned through an arbitrary angle relative to
other. The regions were separated by a pile-up of magn
defects. The profile of a regular magnetic grating in the
sence of a magnetic field was close to a stepped profile.

Figure 1a shows a region of magnetic film with a regu
distribution of banded domains having a single fork disloc
tion. For comparison Fig. 1b shows a pile-up of magne
defects. The average period of the magnetic grating in
absence of an external magnetic field was 3 – 3.5mm.

The magnetic film was placed in one arm of a Mach
Zehnder interferometer which was excited by linearly pol
ized a50.63mm He–Ne laser light~Fig. 2!. A sideways-
looking microscope was used to select a region with a sin
fork defect and a smooth Gaussian beam (TEM00 mode! was
directed onto this region. As a result of diffraction in th
scattering far field we observed a system of diffraction
ders. As usual, we assumed that the order to the right of
zeroth order was positive and that to the left was negat
The diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 3a which revea
clearly defined intensity minima inmÞ0 diffraction orders.
The position of this minimum is determined by the relati
position of the fork defect and the axis of the Gaussian be
The intensity minimum can be positioned centrally by re
rangement of the domain film. Interference summation
one of the scattered diffraction orders with the Gauss
beam in the interferometer forms a pattern containing an
terference fork for them511 diffraction order, which has
two branches~Fig. 3b!. The interference fork in them5
21 diffraction order is turned through 180°. The interfe
ence pattern in Fig. 3c is formed by the summation of
m562 diffraction order with the Gaussian beam. In th
case, the interference fork has three branches. The pres
of a fork in the interference pattern indicates that the to
logical chargel is present in the scattered light. According
Berry,4 the topological charge will be characterized by t
difference between the number of lines entering and leav
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the node of the fork. For example for them561 order the
topological charge isl 511. In general, for a magnetic gra
ing we havem51. If the reference and object beams ha
different wavefront curvatures in the Mach–Zehnder int
ferometer, the interference pattern is a spiral. The numbe
branches of the spiral is equal to the modulus of the to
logical charge, as shown in Figs. 3d and 3c.

2. We shall estimate the processes accompanying m
netooptic scattering at a magnetic grating singularity.
from the singularity, the permittivity distribution in the plan
of the film is characterized by the orientation of the mag
tization vector relative to the plane of the film by means o
periodic function of the angle. For approximate calculatio
we can confine ourselves to a harmonic distribution of
permittivity over the area of the film. According to Born an
Wolf,5 the scattered light should only form two diffractio

FIG. 1. Region of magnetic film with an isolated fork dislocation~a!,
pile-up of magnetic defects~b!, and magnetic film with a complex fork
dislocation~c!.
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orders at this type of inhomogeneity. We compare our
perimental results with results6,7 obtained in light diffraction
experiments using a computer-synthesized phase holog
of a pure screw wavefront dislocation. Figure 4 shows
computer hologram calculated using the results reporte
Ref. 6. Comparing the computer hologram~Fig. 4! with the
magnetic grating~Fig. 1a!, we find that light scattered by a
magnetic grating with a single fork defect is similar in a
pearance to a wave carrying a pure screw wavefront dislo
tion. This field is known as a Laguerre–Gauss beam. T
electric field strength of themth order of a beam diffracted a
the magnetic grating can then be expressed as a Lague
Gauss mode

El~r,w,z!5El~r/r0! u l uexp~ i l w!S kr0
2/2

z1 ikr0
2/2

D ~ u l u11!

3expF i ~ u l u11!
p

2 GexpF 2r2

r0
212z/ ik

G ~ l 5m!,

~1!

where tan(w)5y/x is the azimuthal coordinate of the beam
r is the beam radius,r0 is the radius of the beam constric
tion, andk is the wave number.

We shall subsequently assume that a pure screw w
front dislocation is present on thez axis if the following
conditions are satisfied

ReEl~r ,w,z!50, ImEl~r ,w,z!50. ~2!

The mathematical structure of the electric and magn
fields near a pure screw dislocation of a wavefront with
pological chargel can be given as

e;e0r u l uexp~ i l w!, h;h0r u l uexp~ i l w!. ~3!

The equations~2! describe two surfaces whose interse
tion defines the line of the singularities or in our case,
line of propagation of a pure screw dislocation. Thus, t
magnetic grating may be represented as a phase holog
whose transmission function in thexy plane is written as

U~x,y!5U02U1sin~kx2w!, K5
2p

L
, ~4!

FIG. 2. Schematic of experimental apparatus:1 — He–Ne laser,2 —
prisms,3 — sideways-looking microscope,4 — magnetic domain film,5 —
diaphragm,6 — mirror, and7 — screen.
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FIG. 3. Diffraction pattern~a!, inter-
ference fork form511 diffraction
order ~b!, interference fork for
m512 diffraction order~c!, spiral
interference pattern form511 dif-
fraction order~d!, and spiral interfer-
ence pattern form512 diffraction
order ~e!.
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where L is the period of the magnetic grating,U0 is the
average transmission of the hologram, andU1(x,y) is the
hologram profile.

The reconstructed beams at this hologram have a p
front in the form of a helicoidal surface shown in Fig. 5
The spacing between the planes of the helicoid is equal to
wavelength of light. On the axis of the helicoid there is so
indeterminacy of the wave phase. On passing through
point x5y50 the phase jumps byp. When the helicoidal
surface is crossed by a plane whose normal forms a ce
angle to the axis of the helicoid, the lines of intersecti
describe lines of equal phase. In this case, these lines
quasiparallel bands near the singular point and form the
mediate vicinity of a fork~Fig. 5b!. If the helicoid intersects
a system of concentric hemispheres, the projection of the
of intersection on the plane perpendicular to the axis of
helicoid is a spiral isophase line. In an interference exp
ment the isophase lines will correspond to the conditions
maximum intensity of the interference band.

From these investigations we can draw the followi
se
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FIG. 4. Computer-synthesized hologram of pure screw wavefront dislo
tion.
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FIG. 5. Helicoidal surface~a! and quasiparallel bands near fork singular point~b!.
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conclusions. A magnetic domain grating with isolated sing
larities of the magnetization vector distribution is the pha
hologram of an optical vortex. Although the diffraction effi
ciency of this hologram is low~in our experiment this was
2–3%!, specific wave states, i.e., optical vortices with diffe
ent topological charges, can be formed by means of magn
holograms. This indicates that magnetic holograms h
widespread applications in optoelectronics and optical co
munications. Unlike other types of light waves having
point singularities, the wavefront of an optical vortex gen
ated by a magnetic hologram is a spatially continuous s
face extending from the light source to the observer.
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Three-dimensional diffuser and three-dimensional speckles
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The well-known model of a diffusely scattering surface as a set of randomly distributed point
scatterers is generalized to the case of a volume diffuser. Assuming that the coordinates
of the coherent radiation source, the observer, and also the diffuser shape are arbitrary, a formula
is obtained for the spatial correlation function of the scattered radiation intensity in a free
field. Expressions to determine the transverse and longitudinal dimensions of the speckles are
obtained for diffusers in the form of a rectangular parallelepiped and a cylinder. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01112-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Various effects in speckle optics, speckle photograp
speckle and holographic interferometry have been descr
using a model of a diffusely scattering object as a set of p
scattering centers distributed over a certain surface and e
ting coherent waves with random amplitudes and phase1–3

This model was used to study displacements and decor
tion of speckles caused by displacements a
deformations,4,5 and also by changes in the surfa
microrelief.6 These data were used as the basis to deve
real-time noncontact methods of determining displacemen7

deformations,8 and surface damage.9

It is a logical step to extend these methods7–9 to deter-
mine the displacements, rotations, deformations, and dam
in the bulk of a three-dimensional object. As a first st
toward the development of such methods this model o
planar diffuser is generalized to a three-dimensional diffus

MODEL OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSER

Let us consider a point source of coherent radiation
wavelengthl, having the coordinates and illuminating point
scatterers distributed randomly in a certain volumeV near
the origin, as shown in Fig. 1. We shall assume that the p
scatterers are distributed fairly sparsely since no shad
screening, or multiple scattering are observed and wa
from all scatterers with random amplitudes and phases
incident at an arbitrary point in space. We shall assume
the phases of the waves are uniformly distributed in
range between2p and1p, the scatterers are uniformly dis
tributed in the regionV, and the probability density for the
number of scatterersN obeys a Poisson distribution. We als
assume that the refractive indices of the medium within
volume V and outside this volume are the same and
unity, and the random coordinates of the scatterers, the v
of N, and the amplitudes and phases of an isolated wave
of different waves are statistically independent.
1451063-7842/98/43(12)/5/$15.00
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INTENSITY CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

The task for the first stage of our analysis is to calcul
the spatial intensity correlation function of the scattered
diation at two arbitrary points in spaceq andq1Dq

B1,2~q,q1Dq!5^@ I 1~q!2^I 1~q!&#

3@ I 2~q1Dq!2^I 2~q1Dq!&#&, ~1!

where I 1(q) and I 2(q1Dq) are the intensities of the sca
tered radiation at the pointsq andq1Dq, respectively, and
the angular brackets denote averaging over an ensemb
scatterers.

The intensityI at an arbitrary pointq is given by

I ~q!5A~q!A* ~q!,

where

A~q!5(
j 51

N

aj~q!

is the complex amplitude of the radiation at the pointq,
A* (q) is the complex conjugate ofA(q), and aj (q) is the
complex amplitude of a wave incident at pointq from the j th
scatterer.

It was shown in Ref. 2 that whenN→` and assuming
the properties of the amplitudes and phase described ab
the combined probability densityr(Ar ,Ai) of the realAr and
imaginary Ai parts of the complex amplitude is a circula
Gaussian function with zero mean values^Ar&5^Ai&50.
We also note that̂ArAi&50. For complex amplitudes which
obey Gaussian statistics the intensity correlation function
equal to the square of the relative intensity modulus.10 Thus,
instead of the right-hand side of expression~1!, we have

u^A~q! A* ~q1Dq!&u2. ~2!

We then expressaj (q) in the following form:
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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aj~q!5@ I 0~r j !#
1/2jq~r j !exp@ iw~r j !#exp$ ik@ uL s~r j !u

1uLq~r j !u#%5uj exp$ ik@ uL s~r j !u1uLq~r j !u#%,

where r j is the coordinate of thej th scatterer,k52p/l,
I 0(r j ) is the intensity of the radiation illuminating the obje
at the pointr j ,jq(r j ) is a coefficient which determines th
fraction of the radiation originating from thej th scatterer to
the pointq, uL s(r j )u and uLq(r j )u are the distances betwee
point s and between pointr j and between pointr j and point
q, respectively,uj andw(r j ) are the complex amplitude an
phase of the scattered wave in the immediate vicinity of
j th scatterer, respectively.

For the complex amplitudeA(q) we have

A~q!5(
j 51

N

uj exp$ ik@ uL s~r j !u1uLq~r j !u#%. ~3!

Substituting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!, we have

B1,2~q,q1Dq!

5U E2`

1`
. . . E (

j 51

N

(
m51

N

ujum* exp$ ik@@L s~r j !u

2uL s~rm!u#%exp$ ik@ uLq~r j !u2uLq1Dq~rm!u#%

3r(xj ,yj ,zj ,
j 51, . . . ,N

m51, . . . ,N

uj ,xm ,ym ,zm ,um* ,N!dx1 . . . dNU2

,

~4!

wherer(xj , . . . ,N)

m51, . . . ,N
j 51, . . . ,N

is the combined probability density o

the random quantitiesxj ,yj ,zj ,uj ,xm ,ym ,zm ,um* , N; j
51,2, . . . ,N; m51,2, . . . ,N.

For the following calculations we shall assume that
complex amplitudesu(r ) of waves propagating from differ

FIG. 1.
e

e

ent scatterers are uncorrelated and the value ofjq(r ) is con-
stant for all scatterers. Then, as in Ref. 2, we have

^u~r j !u* ~rm!&5k1@ I 0~r j !I 0~rm!#1/2
•d~r j2rm!, ~5!

where k1 is a coefficient andd(r j2rm) is a three-
dimensional delta function.

Bearing in mind the statistical independence of the r
dom quantities appearing in formula~4! and expression~5!,
we have instead of the right-hand side of Eq.~4!

Uk1E
2`

1`
. . . E (

j 51

N

I 0~r j !exp$ ik@ uLq~r j !u2uLq1Dq~r j !u#}

3r(xj ,yj ,zj )r~N!dx1 . . . dN
j 51, . . . ,N

U2

, ~6!

Assuming that the size of the regionV and the value of
uDqu are small compared with the distance between the s
terers and the pointq, we expanduLq(r j )u and uLq1Dq(r j )u
as a Taylor series near the pointsr j50 andq, taking into
account derivatives up to the third order inclusively. Om
ting the subscriptj , we have

uLq~r !u5@~x2qx!
21~y2qy!21~z2qz!

2#1/2

5@~x12qx!
21~x22qy!21~x32qz!

2#1/2

5 f ~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,qx ,qy ,qz!5 f ~0,0,0,qx ,qy ,qz!

1
1

1! (
i 51

3

f xi
8 ~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,qx ,qy ,qz!U xi

~0,0,0,qx ,qy ,qz!

1
1

2! (
i 51

3

(
m51

3

f xixm
9 ~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,qx ,qy ,qz!U xixm

~0,0,0,qx ,qy ,qz!

1
1

3! (
i 51

3

(
m51

3

(
n51

3

f xixmxn
- ~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,qx ,qy ,qz!U xixmxn

~0,0,0,qx ,qy ,qz!

5C01(
i 51

3

Ci1
1

2 (
i 51

3

(
m51

3

Cim1
1

6 (
i 51

3

(
m51

3

(
n51

3

Cimn , ~7!

uLq1Dq~r !u

5@~x2qx2Dqx!
21~y2qy2Dqy!2

1~z2qz2Dqz!
2#1/2

5@~x12x4!21~x22x5!21~x32x6!2#1/2

5Q~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5 ,x6!

5Q~a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 ,a5 ,a6!

1
1

1! (
i 51

6

Qxi
8 ~x1 . . . ,x6!U ~xi 2ai

!
~a1 . . . ,a6!

1
1

2! (
i 51

6

(
m51

6

Qxixm
9 ~x1 , . . . ,x6!U~xi2ai !~xm2am!

~a1 . . . ,a6!
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1
1

3! (
i 51

6

(
m51

6

(
n51

6

Qxixmxn
- ~x1 . . . ,x6!U

~a1 . . . ,a6!

3~xi2ai !~xm2am!~xn2an!

5C01(
i 51

6

Ci1
1

2 (
i 51

6

(
m51

6

Cim

1
1

6 (
i 51

6

(
m51

6

(
n51

6

Cimn , ~8!

where (a1 , . . . ,a6)5(0,0,0,qx ,qy ,qz); qx ,qy , and qz are
components of the vectorq; Dqx ,Dqy andDqz are compo-
nents of the vectorDq, and we also introduce the notatio
x5x1, y5x2, z5x3, qx1Dqx5x4, qy1Dqy5x5, and qz

1Dqz5x6.
We now introduce the notation

rq5~qx
21qy

21qz
2!1/2,

l x5
qx

rq
, l y5

qy

rq
, l z5

qz

rq
, ~9!

whererq is the distance between the origin and the pointq,
l x ,l y , and l z are components of the unit vectorl, directed
from the pointr50 to the pointq.

The explicit form of the functionsf (x1 , . . . ,qz) and
Q(x1 , . . . ,x6) was used in Ref. 11 to calculate the values
C0, Ci ,Cim , andCimn . These values contain the variablesx,
y, andz to different powers, their products, the value ofrq ,
and also the components of the vectorsl andDq. Substitut-
ing expressions~7! and ~8! into ~6! and combining terms
with the same powers of the variablesxj ,yj , and zj , we
have:

Uk1E
2`

1`
. . . E (

j 51

N

I 0~r j !exp@2 ik~a11xj
21a22yj

21a33zj
2

12a12xjyj12a13xjzj12a23yjzj

12a14xj12a24yj12a34zj1a44!#

3r~xj ,yj ,zj !r~N!dx1 . . . dNU2

5Uk1E
2`

1`
. . . E (

j 51

N

I 0~xj ,yj ,zj !

3exp@2 ikF0~xj ,yj ,zj !#

3r~xj ,yj ,zj !r~N!
j 51, . . . ,N

dx1 . . . dNU2

, ~10!

where F0(xj ,yj ,zj ) is the quadratic form of the equatio
F0(xj ,yj ,zj )50, the values of the coefficientsai j are also
given in Ref. 11, and these coefficients containrq , and also
the components of the vectorsl andDq.

In expression~10! we introduce integration after th
summation sign. Using the relation for the probability de
sity
f

-

E E E
2`

1`

r~x,y,z!dxdydz51

and assuming a uniform distribution of the random quantit
xj ,yj , andzj in the regionV, we have instead of expressio
~10!

Uk1E
2`

1`

(
j 51

N F 1

V E E E
V
I 0~xj ,yj ,zj !

3exp$2 ikF0~xj ,yj ,zj !%dxjdyjdzj Gr~N!dNU2

. ~11!

Since the region of integration for all the integrals is t
region V, all the integrals after the summation sign will b
equal. Instead of expression~11!, we finally have

Uk1^N&
1

V E E E
V
I 0~x,y,z!exp@2 ikF0~x,y,z!#dxdydzU2

,

~12!

where ^N& is the average number of scatterers in the v
lume V.

In general when the functionI 0(x,y,z) is given and the
point q is selected arbitrarily, expression~12! can be calcu-
lated either by numerical integration of the integral therein
by reducing the quadratic formF0(x,y,z) to the canonical
form, i.e., to a form containing no variablesx, y, andz to the
first power and the productx, y, andz. Such a transformation
is implemented by successively transposing the origin
turning the axes relative to the origin. Such a transformat
is clearly justified if, after this, the regionV is converted into
a new region convenient for integration.

PARTICULAR CASES

We shall analyze several particular cases for wh
simple calculations can be made. For the following transf
mations we shall assume that the regionV is illuminated
uniformly, i.e.,

I 0~x,y,z!5H I 0 , if x,y,z is in V,

0, otherwise. ~13!

Let us assume that regionV is illuminated in an arbitrary
direction and the scattered radiation is observed along thz
axis. Then we have

l x50, l y50, l z51, a115
Dqz

2rq
2

,

a225
Dqz

2rq
2

, a335a1250,

a135
Dqx

rq
2

, a235
Dqy

rq
2

,

a1452
Dqx

2rq
1

Dqxqz

2rq
2

, a2452
Dqy

2rq
1

DqyDqz

2rq
2

,
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a345
Dqx

21Dqy
2

4rq
2

, a445Dqz . ~14!

Let us assume that the pointsq andq1Dq are located in
a plane parallel to the planex0y. Then we findDqz50 and

F0~x,y,z!5
2Dqx

rq
2

xz1
2Dqy

rq
2

yz2
Dqx

rq
x2

Dqy

rq
y

1
Dqx

21Dqy
2

2rq
2

z5S 2z

rq
21D

3FDqxx1Dqyy1~Dqx
21Dqy

2!/4

rq
G

1
Dqx

21Dqy
2

4rq
. ~15!

Taking the regionV to be a parallelepiped of dimension
2X032Y032Z0 with its center at the origin, and using re
lations ~13! and ~15!, we have instead of expression~12!

Uk1^N&I 0expF2 ik
Dqx

21Dqy
2

4rq
G 1

2X02Y02Z0

3E
2X0

1X0E
2Y0

1Y0E
2Z0

1Z0
expH 2 ikS 2z

rq
21D

3FDqxx1Dqyy1~Dqx
21Dqy

2!/4

rq
G J dxdydzU2

. ~16!

In general, the three-dimensional integral in express
~16! can only be taken numerically. However, if the size
the diffusers 2Z0 and the value ofrq are such that 2z/rq

!1, this integral is easily taken. Then for the normaliz
intensity correlation functionh(Dqx ,Dqy) we have

h~Dqx ,Dqy!5
sin2~DqxkX0 /rq!

~DqxkX0 /rq!2

sin2~DqykY0 /rq!

~DqykY0 /rq!2
. ~17!

If the regionV is a cylinder of radiusR and length 2Z0

centered at the origin, using expressions~12! and ~13!, the
condition 2z/rq!1, and converting to polar coordinates, w
obtain an expression for the normalized intensity correlat
function

h~Dr !5
J1

2~pDrD /~lrq!!

~pDrD /~lrq!!2
, ~18!

where D52R, Dr 5(Dqx
21Dqy

2)1/2, and J1(a) is a first-
order Bessel function of the argumenta.

Determining the intensity correlation interva
Dq̃x ,Dq̃y , and D r̃ from the conditions that the function
~17! and ~18! decrease to zero the first time, we have

Dq̃x5
lrq

X0
, Dq̃y5

lrq

Y0
, D r̃ 51.07

lrq

D
.

We now return to the relations~14! and take the pointsq
andq1Dq along thez axis. Then we haveDqx ,Dqy50 and
for F0(x,y,z) we have
n
f

n

F0~x,y,z!5
Dqz~x21y2!

2rq
2

1Dqz . ~19!

Let us again assume that the regionV is a rectangular
parallelepiped of dimensions 2X032Y032Z0 centered at
the origin. Substituting expression~19! into expression~12!,
using expression~13!, and converting to the variable
s5x/X0 and t5y/Y0, we have instead of expression~12!:

Uk1I 0^N&exp~2 ikDqz!
1

Aa
E

0

Aa
exp~2 is2!ds

3
1

Ab
E

0

Ab
exp~2 i t 2!dtU2

5k1
2^N&2I 0

2u f ~a! f ~b!u2,

where

a5
pDqzX0

2

lrq
2

, b5
pDqzY0

2

lrq
2

.

Calculations made by the author showed that the fu
tion g(a,b)5u f (a) f (b)u2 has a maximum at the origin an
the contour lines for the expressiong(a,b) are circles al-
most to the 0.1 level. The function reaches a first minim
when g(a,b) is approximately 0.08. We determine the i
tensity correlation interval from the condition thatg(a,b)
decreases to the 0.1 level. This occurs when (a21b2)1/2 is
five, to a high degree of accuracy. Thus, we have

Dq̃z5
5lrq

2

p~X0
41Y0

4!1/2
. ~20!

Expression~20! determines the characteristic longitud
nal dimension of the nonuniformity of the scattered radiat
for a diffuser having a rectangular cross section of 2X0

32Y0. In particular, for a diffuser with a square cross se
tion with X05Y05L0 we have

Dq̃z51.13
lrq

2

L0
2

.

We shall estimate the longitudinal dimension of t
speckles for a diffuser in the form of a cylinder of radiusR
and length 2Z0 with its center at the origin. Let us assum
that the axis of the cylinder coincides with theZ axis. Con-
verting to polar coordinates, using expressions~19!, ~13!,
and ~12!, we obtain for the normalized intensity correlatio
function

h~Dqz!5
sin2~kDqzR

2/~2rq
2!!

@kDqzR
2/~2rq

2!#2
.

Determining the intensity correlation intervalDq̃z from
the condition that the function sinx/x decreases to zero th
first time, we have

Dq̃z5
lrq

2

R2
. ~21!
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Formula ~21! determines the characteristic longitudin
dimension of the speckles in the free field for a diffus
whose cross section is a circle of radiusR.

It should be noted that for these diffusers the formu
for the characteristic transverse and longitudinal dimensi
of the speckles remain the same for 2Z0→0, i.e., on going to
the limiting case of a planar diffuser. These formulas are
same as those familiar from the literature2,4,12 which were
derived for corresponding planar diffusers.

CONCLUSION

The well-known model of a diffusely scattering surfa
has been generalized to the case of a volume diffuser. It
been assumed that the size of the diffuser is small comp
with the distances from the coherent radiation source and
observation points. For arbitrary directions of illuminatio
and observation, intensity distribution of the illuminating r
diation, and diffuser shape, a formula has been derived
the spatial intensity correlation function of the scattered
diation in the free field. For three-dimensional diffusers
the form of a rectangular parallelepiped and a cylinder, f
mulas were obtained for the transverse and longitudinal
r
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s

e

as
ed
he

or
-

-
i-

mensions of the speckles. It has been shown that on goin
the limit of two-dimensional scatterers, these formulas
the same as those familiar from the literature.
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Multiwave excimer lamps using XeF/XeCl/KrF/KrCl molecules
A. K. Shuaibov
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Results are presented of an investigation of the spectral and temporal characteristics of an electric-
discharge excimer lamp emitting simultaneously on the 351 nm XeF, 308 nm XeCl, 249 nm
KrF, and 222 nm KrCl transitions. The He/Kr/Xe/SF6 /HCl working mixtures were excited in a
transverse discharge with ultraviolet spark preionization at a total pressure of 25–100 kPa.
In order to obtain the same brightness the concentration ratio@Kr#/@Xe# for the excimer molecular
transitions was 8/0.8 kPa, and that for the halogen-containing molecules was
@SF6#/@HCl#@5@0.06–0.12#/@0.08–0.16# kPa. The duration of the radiation pulses for the excimer
molecular transitions at atmospheric pressure was 100–200 ns and when the total mixture
pressure was reduced to 250 kPa, this was doubled or trebled. The service life of the spontaneous
radiation forB–X transitions in excimer molecules was 105 pulses. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01212-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Sources of high-intensity spontaneous radiation us
rare-gas monohalides~RX! together with corresponding lase
emitters atl5190–350 nm are finding widespread applic
tions in microelectronics, high-energy chemistry, biolog
and medicine. Basov1 suggested using pulsed excimer lam
to pump gas lasers. The design of these sources is sim
than laser ones and where there is no need to use the
spatial or spectral characteristics of RX ultraviolet radiatio
and also if there is no need to transmit the radiation o
large distances, these sources can successfully compete
excimer lasers.

So far, attention has been focused on studying suita
laser media and little importance has been attached to st
ing pulsed spontaneous RX radiation. Different types
pulsed volume discharges, including transverse ultravio
preionized discharges, have been effectively used to prod
the active medium in excimer lamps.2–7 These active media
are He~Ne!/R/M mixtures, where R5Ar, Kr, Xe and M5F2,
NF3, HCl, BCl3, and so on, having compositions similar
those used in electric-discharge RX lasers but the rang
working pressures is substantially broader 1–300 kPa. Th
electric-discharge excimer lamps emit at a single wavelen
and multiwave operation when the active medium conta
two working rare gases~such as Kr and Xe! and two differ-
ent halogen carriers, has not been studied. Operating reg
with a single halogen carrier and different working rare ga
have usually been studied for multiwave electric-discha
RX lasers.8,9 Atezhev et al.10 noted that the most efficien
fluorine carrier (F2) and chlorine carrier~HCl! are incompat-
ible, probably because of the fast conversion of fluorine m
ecules into HF and the ensuing reduction in the efficien
and service life of the RF(B–X) lasing.

In Refs. 11 and 12 lasing in RF(B–X) was reported in a
transverse discharge using mixtures with the weakly co
sive halogen carrier SF6. The service life of an He/R/SF6
1451063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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laser was significantly better than that for equivalent me
using F2 molecules. The substitution and HF formation rea
tions in SF6 and HCl mixtures are also less efficient th
those in equivalent media using F2 molecules. Thus, the
halogen carriers SF6 and HCl were selected to form both R
and HCl molecules.

Here we report results of an investigation of the spec
and temporal characteristics of the active medium of an
cimer lamp operating simultaneously at four wavelengt
351 nm XeF, 308 nm XeCl, 249 nm KrF, and 222 nm KrC

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND METHOD

The excimer lamp had an active medium of dimensio
1832.23~0.5–1.0! cm which was obtained using a tran
verse discharge with ultraviolet spark preionization. The
terelectrode gap in the discharge was 2.2 cm. When radia
was coupled out from the end of the active medium,
excimer lamp uniformly illuminated an area 4 cm in diame
at a distance of 10 cm. The ultraviolet preionization syst
also allowed radiation to be coupled out from a 2032 cm
aperture which is of interest for pumping gas lasers. T
lateral ultraviolet preionization from spark lines near t
cathode had a density of one spark gap per 1.8 cm lengt
discharge zone.13

A high-voltage pulse generator was fabricated using
two-circuit LC capacitance charging circuit.14 The 30 nF
storage capacitance included three K15–10 capacitors.
9.4 nF peaking capacitance consisted of KVI-3 capacitors
TGI1-1000/25 hydrogen thyratron was used as the switch
the power supply system.

Pulse-periodic operation at pump pulse repetition f
quencies of 5–50 Hz was achieved by using a module
transverse electrical pumping of the active mixture. T
pumping module used a negative corona discharge in
electrode system comprising one row of needles and a
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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with an interelectrode gap of 2 cm. The pumping module w
described in more detail in Ref. 15.

The current and voltage pulses were measured usin
Rogowski loop and a low-inductance capacitive voltage
vider. The plasma radiation spectrum of the transverse
charge was investigated using an MDR-2 monochromato
Foton photomultiplier, and electrical system for recordi
low-repetition-frequency radiation pulses, and a KSP-4 au
matic plotter. The temporal characteristics of the plasma
diation were measured using an E´ LU 14-FS electron linear
multiplier. Pulsed measurements were made simultaneo
using different channels of a 6LOR-04 oscilloscope. E
mates of the total ultraviolet radiation power of the excim
lamp were made using an IMO-2N meter 8 cm from the fro
end of the active medium. With allowance for the depe
dence of the excimer-lamp radiation intensity on distanc5

the radiation power near the active medium~at a distance of
2 cm! at UC>15 kV may reach 20–50 kW. These outp
characteristics of a multiwave excimer lamp are similar
those obtained in Refs. 4–6 where the active media of sin
wave excimer lamps were also pumped by a pulsed nano
ond discharge.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASMA RADIATION

An investigation was made of the spectral and tempo
characteristics of the transverse discharge radiation in a
Kr/Xe/SF6/HCl mixture at a total pressure of 25–100 kP
Data from Refs. 16 and 17 was used to assign the radiatio
the excimer molecular transitions. Figure 1 shows a typ
general spectrum of the discharge radiation in the visible
Fig. 2 shows that in the ultraviolet. The difference betwe
the radiation intensity in the visible and the ultraviol
reached two orders of magnitude. In the 400–500 nm ran
line spectrum was observed against the background o
broad XeF(C–A) band. This was characterized by th
highest-intensity lines of krypton and xenon atoms mainly
the Kr(5s–6p) and Xe(6s–7p) transitions. The highest
intensity KrI and XeI lines were similar to those observed
a transverse discharge using a He/Kr/Xe/HCl mixture15

where a detailed identification of the plasma radiation w
given in the visible. Of the buffer gas lines only th

FIG. 1. General spectrum of plasma radiation for a transverse discharge
He/Kr/Xe/SF6/HCl592/8/0.8/0.12/0.08 kPa mixture.
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l5587.6 nm HeI line was not observed. The predomin
population of the 33D He atomic state, which is the uppe
state for this transition, is attributed in Ref. 18 to mixing
HeI states with discharge electrons since the rate consta
this reaction is negative and this level plays the role of
ceptor.

The spectrum in Fig. 2 takes no account of the spec
sensitivity of the recording system. Under the conditio
used to record this spectrum measurements were made o
relative brightness of the radiation bands forB–X transitions
of KrCl, KrF, XeCl, and XeF with allowance made for th
spectral sensitivity of the monochromator plus photomu
plier system. The brightness of the bands was defined as
area below the corresponding spectral curve on the chart
per. The brightness of the 222 nm KrCl, 249 nm KrF, 308 n
XeCl, and 351 nm XeF bands under these conditions w
3.8, 2.1, 6.1, and 4.1 a.u., respectively. An increase in
content of SF6 molecules above 12 kPa resulted in the a
pearance of inhomogeneities in the transverse discharg
the initial period of operation using freshly prepared mixtu
the presence of highly electronegative molecules resulte
undercharging of the storage capacitor in the discharge
ply system, as was observed with fluorine molecules.19 After
a certain time had elapsed, corresponding to the produc
of (5 – 7)3103 pulses, the SF6 molecules in the discharg
plasma dissociated, and the undercharging of the storage
pacitor disappeared. The service life of the mixture was
termined from this time at a pulse repetition frequency
3–5 Hz. A study of the radiation brightness of the RX(B–X)
bands as a function of the number of discharge current pu

n a

FIG. 2. Plasma radiation spectrum for a transverse discharge i
He/Kr/Xe/SF6/HCl592/8/0.8/0.12/0.16 kPa mixture in the ultraviolet fo
Uch515 kV.
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in a freshly prepared mixture revealed that this decrease
a factor of 3–4 after~1–0.51)3105 pulses.

When the density of HCl molecules increased abo
0.1–0.2 kPa, radiation on the KrCl and XeCl transitions b
gan to predominate. For approximately the same brightn
of the Xe and Kr excimer radiation bands, the ratio of t
krypton and xenon densities was 8/0.8 kPa, which appr
mately corresponded to the same lasing power as that
served for the system of 222 nm KrCl/308 nm XeCl bands
a He/Kr/Xe/HCl transverse discharge.8,9

Figures 3 and 4 show oscilloscope traces of the volta
current, and radiation for RX molecules in a transverse d
charge using He/Kr/Xe/SF6/HCl mixtures. At charging volt-
ages of 10–20 kV the pulse current was 5–15 kA. The d
charge current pulse consisted of two peaks, the first ha
a base duration not exceeding 50 ns. The excimer molec
radiation reached a maximum in the near afterglow of
transverse discharge. The shortest radiation pulses on th
(B–X) transition were observed in an atmospheric-press
active mixture and had a base duration of 100–200 ns. In
case, the duration of the XeX molecular radiation was 1.5
times that of the KrX radiation. The radiation on the Xe
(D –X) transition was delayed by approximately 20–25
compared with the XeF(B–X) band and its duration wa
shorter. When the mixture pressure was reduced and the
tent of halogen-containing molecules (SF6, HCl! in the dis-
charge was lower, the duration of the RX radiation puls
showed a substantial~a factor of 2–3! increase~Fig. 4!. This
increase in the duration of the radiation may be attributed

FIG. 3. Oscilloscope traces of voltage~1!, current~2!, and radiation~3–8!
for a transverse discharge in a He/Kr/Xe/SF6/HCl592/8/0.8/0.12/0.04 kPa
mixture:3 — 351 nm XeF (B2X), 4 — 308 nm XeCl (B2X), 5 — 264 nm
XeF (D2X), 6 — 249 nm KrF (B2X), 7 — 222 nm KrCl (B2X), and
8 — 587 nm HeI.
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a reduction in the efficiency of RX quenching by haloge
containing molecules or their decay products, and also to
increased lifetime of the homogeneous discharge stage.20,21

CONCLUSIONS

An investigation of the optical characteristics of a mu
tiwave excimer lamp using the system of 222 nm KrC
249 nm KrF/308 nm XeCl/351 nm XeF bands obtained
exciting a He/Kr/Xe/SF6/HCl mixture using a nanosecon
transverse discharge with ultraviolet spark preionization
shown that the relative brightnesses of all the excimer ba
are equal~to within 625%) when the content of SF6 mol-
ecules is 0.04–0.12 kPa, the HCl content is 0.1–0.2 kPa,
the concentration ratio is@Kr#/@Xe#510. The service life of
this medium was 105 pulses. The duration of the radiatio
pulses for the RX(B–X) transitions could be regulated be
tween 100 and 400 ns by varying the content of SF6 and HCl
molecules in the mixture. As well as having applications
photochemistry, medicine, and biology, this source can a
be used to calibrate spectral apparatus in the 222–351
wavelength range.
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Measurement of the attenuation constant and the phase propagation constant
of magnetostatic surface waves in a microstrip transducer in the 9–9.8 GHz range

M. A. Grigor’ev, A. P. Ge , A. I. Mishchenko, Yu. N. Navrotskaya, and A. V. Tolstikov

Saratov State University, 410071 Saratov, Russia
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An experimental investigation was made of an open-ended microstrip transducer which excites a
magnetostatic surface wave in the frequency range 9–9.8 GHz in various magnetic fields.
A description is given of a method of measuring the input impedance of the transducer in the
microwave when an array of connecting waveguide elements with losses were present
between the transducer and the resistance measuring system. Dependences of the radiation
coefficient and the phase propagation constant of an electromagnetic wave in the transducer were
obtained as a function of the magnetic field induction. Calculations were made of the
efficiency of conversion of electromagnetic energy into a electromagnetic surface wave. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01312-9#
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INTRODUCTION

A microstrip transducer is usually used to excite a
receive magnetostatic waves. This transducer is formed
section of narrow metal strip either deposited on the surf
of a ferrite film in which the magnetostatic waves~MSWs!
are excited or on a dielectric substrate clamped to the fe
film. Together with the grounded base, this strip forms
short two-conductor line, one end of which is connected
an electromagnetic power source. The length of the stri
usually short compared with the length of the electrom
netic wave in this line and then the other end should
shorted~short-circuit regime!. If this end is left open~‘‘idle’’
regime!, the alternating current flowing in the strip will b
almost zero and cannot excite magnetostatic waves.

The present paper reports an investigation of a micr
trip transducer which excited magnetostatic surface wa
~MSSWs! at frequencies around 10 GHz in a tangentia
magnetized ferrite film provided that the strip length exce
the electromagnetic wavelength. A similar situation is fou
for example, when magnetooptic interaction takes place
these frequencies, for which the efficiency increases w
increasing transducer length.

In an infinitely long microstrip transducer, a travelin
electromagnetic wave would excite MSWs propagating
both directions away from the strip in the ferrite film regar
less of the direction of magnetization. These waves h
linear wavefronts and wave vectors whose moduli
KMSW5v/VMSW, wherev is the frequency andVMSW are
the velocities of those types of MSWs which are excited. T
projections of the wave vectors of these waves on the di
tion of the microstrip transducer should be equal to the w
number of the electromagnetic wave in the transdu
KEM5v/VEM , whereVEM is the electromagnetic wave ve
locity. From this it follows that the wave vectors of the e
cited MSWs in the plane parallel to the ferrite film shou
form the angleQ5arcsin(VMSW/VEM) with the normal to the
strip.
1461063-7842/98/43(12)/7/$15.00
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If the microstrip transducer has a finite length, regardl
of whether the short-circuit or idle regime prevails, a stan
ing electromagnetic wave will be formed which is the sum
the forward and reflected traveling waves. Each of these
be considered to be a source of excitation of partial MSW
As a result of the diffraction divergence these will have qu
silinear fronts and various angular spectra. In this case, h
ever, the directions of the principal lobes of these spec
form the angles6Q with the normal to the strip. The plu
and minus signs refer to the forward and return electrom
netic waves, respectively.

For a tangentially magnetized ferrite film when on
MSSWs will be excited, the forward and return electroma
netic waves forming a standing wave in the transducer cre
two pairs of partial MSSWs. The first propagates in one
rection from the plane of symmetry of the transducer and
second propagates in the other direction.

As the electromagnetic wave propagates along the tra
ducer, it undergoes attenuation not only as a result of di
pation in the metal conductors and the dielectric but also a
result of excitation of MSSWs. We can assume that the
citation of MSSWs is equivalent to introducing some ad
tional linear impedance into the line which we shall call t
radiation impedanceZrad5Rrad1 jX rad. Dissipation may oc-
cur in the line as a result of the finite Ohmic resistance of
conductors and because of the conductance of the med
filling the line. Assuming that this loss conductance is ne
ligible, the dissipation will only be determined by the line
effective resistance of the conductorsRlos. The fraction of
the supplied electromagnetic power expended in exciting
the MSSWs is thenRrad/(Rrad1Rlos) and the remainder is
converted into heat.

Since the electromagnetic wave is attenuated, the am
tude of the excited MSW does not remain constant over
beam cross section and will decrease along the transduce
this case, an MSSW originating from a forward electroma
netic wave will evidently have a larger amplitude than o
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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originating from a return wave. Thus, the microstrip tran
ducer should be oriented on the surface of the ferrite fi
such that the higher-intensity partial MSSW would propag
in the required direction and the direction of the tangen
magnetization of the film would be selected so that the e
tation of other types of MSWs could be neglected. It sho
also be borne in mind that in the near-field zone where
beams generated by the forward and return electromagn
waves overlap, the distribution of the oscillation amplitu
reveals a complex interference pattern. Quite clearly, a
sufficient distance from the transducer, each of the pa
MSSWs may be detected by a receiving antenna if this
correctly positioned on the surface of the ferrite film. In t
near-field zone, however, these waves can easily be dete
~separated! in practice by means of magnetooptic interacti
since the incident laser beam must be directed toward
front of the MSW at a certain angle, known as the Bra
angle, in order to obtain diffracted light.

All the excited waves together have the total power

PS MSW5PinRrad/~Rrad1Rlos!,

wherePin is the electromagnetic power coupled into the m
crostrip transducer.

In the waveguide used to supply energy from the g
erator to the microstrip transducer, a standing wave is es
lished, this being formed by the forward and reflected el
tromagnetic waves carrying the powersP1 and P2 ,
respectively. The latter is determined by the reflection co
ficient G which itself depends on the input impedan
Zin5Rin1 jX in of the transducer:

Pin5 P12P25P1~12uGu2!

5P1~12uZin2Z0u2/uZin1Z0u2!,

whereZ0 is the wave impedance of the waveguide.
If we introduce the total conversion efficienc

hS5PS MSW/P1 , we will have

hS5~12uZin2Z0u2/uZin1Z0u2!Rrad/~Rrad1Rlos!. ~1!

The power of the highest-intensity partial MSS
PMSW1 is less than half the power dissipated in the excitat
of all four waves. Thus, the conversion efficiency for t
partial waveh5PMSW1 /P1 cannot exceedhS/2. Assuming
that both partial MSSWs excited by the forward electrom
netic wave have the same power, we obtain

h5hS /@2~11exp~22a l !!#, ~2!

where a is the attenuation constant of the electromagne
wave in the transducer caused by the combined effec
dissipation and conversion, andl is the length of the micros
trip transducer.

Neglecting the shunting loss conductance in the micr
trip transducer and assuming that dissipation is determ
only by the resistanceRlos per unit length, we can show1 that
if ( Rrad1Rlos)

2/4b2Z0 MS
2 !1, whereb is the phase propaga

tion constant of the electromagnetic wave in the transdu
Z0 MS is the wave impedance of the transducer calcula
neglecting attenuation, the coefficienta is related to the re-
sistance per unit length (Rrad1Rlos) by
-
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a'~Rrac1Rlos!/2Z0 MS, ~3!

a5a rad1a los, ~4!

wherea rad5Rrad/2Z0 MS will be called the radiation coeffi-
cient anda los5Rlos/2Z0 MS is the loss factor.

It should be noted that for transducers whose length
comparable with or exceeds the electromagnetic wavelen
it is more logical to characterize the efficiency not by t
radiation resistanceRrad, but by the radiation coefficien
a rad. Then, formula~1! has the form

hS5~12uZin2Z0u2/uZin1Z0u2!a rad/a. ~5!

It is known1 that the input impedanceZin of a lossy line
in the short-circuit or idle state is given by

Zin5Ż0 MS@ tanh~pl !# i , ~6!

where p5a1 j b, i 51 for short circuit, i 521 for idle,
Ż0 MS is the complex wave impedance of the microst
transducer:

Ż0 MS5uŻ0 MSuexp~ iw!, ~7!

where forGlos50 we have

uZ0 MSu5Z0 MSA4 11@2ab/~b22a2!#2,

w5$arctan@~b22a2!/2ab#2p/2%/2.

Formulas~5!–~7! can be used to calculate the conversi
efficiency and thus to find the fraction of the excited MS
power given the power of the forward electromagnetic wa
in the supplying waveguide. For this purpose we need
know the complex propagation constantp and also the radia-
tion coefficienta rad and the loss factora los.

The aim of the present study is to find the values ofa,
b, and a rad using the results of measurements of the inp
impedance of a microstrip transducer for the case wher
magnetostatic surface wave is excited. The experiments w
carried out at frequencies of 9.0, 9.4, and 9.8 GHz in diff
ent magnetic fields.

We know of four publications2–5 which report results of
measurements of the radiation impedance at frequencie
1–5 GHz for short-circuited microstrip transducers. Two
these studied short transducers whose length was sub
tially shorter than the electromagnetic wavelength. Soro
et al.4 studied a microstrip transducer of varying length b
tween 4 and 16 mm. However, the dimensions of the tra
ducer expressed in electromagnetic wavelengths varied in
range between 0.075 and 0.6. Dmitrievet al.5 investigated
microstrip transducers 1, 2, and 4 mm long in the range 4
GHz, which corresponded to 0.05–0.2 wavelengths. In R
2–4 measurements were made of the complex transmis
coefficients using industrial meters and these authors
glected the influence of the array of elements in the transm
ting channel which are unavoidably present in an experim
tal system. In order to eliminate the influence of transiti
channels, Dmitrievet al.5 fabricated a special microstrip
measuring line with a moving loop probe which directly su
plies the transducer. This was used to measure the input
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pedance of a closed-end microstrip transducer and thes
sults were used to calculate the required radiat
impedance.

It should be noted that the fabrication of a special m
suring line to measure the input impedance of a micros
transducer is a difficult task. A mechanism must be fab
cated to move the probe which can operate in the immed
vicinity of the gap in the electromagnet where the magne
field is already fairly strong. In addition, extremely accura
measurements of the probe displacements are required
shall give an example to illustrate this last statement. A
GHz the wavelength in a Polykor microstrip line is 2 cm.
the transducer length is 4 mm, the phase of the reflec
coefficient at the entrance to the transducer is 0.2p. In this
case, a;0.1 mm error in measuring the position of the pro
gives a relative phase measurement error of;20%.

Unlike these previous studies, we carried out expe
ments with microstrip transducers operating in the idle
gime at higher frequencies~9–9.8 GHz! where the transduce
length investigated was 13.5 mm which was 1.1–1.2L ~L is
the wavelength in the waveguide!. The measuring device
was a standard waveguide measuring line. In view of this
circumstance, we paid considerable attention to the mea
ing technique to allow for a transitional impedance tra
former with losses. It should also be noted that we measu
a more natural quantity for traveling-wave transducers,
the complex propagation constanta1 j b, rather than the ra-
diation impedance per unit length. Finally, unlike other a
thors, we used the experimental result to estimate the
ciencies of conversion of electromagnetic energy into
energy of an excited surface MSW.

We also note that the experimental results are not c
pared with the theory. This is because in existing theoret
studies the radiation impedance was sought for short mic
trip transducers2,6,7 where the electromagnetic field along th
transducer remains constant. In Ref. 8 equations were
derived to find the complex propagation constanta1 j b and
the characteristic impedance and not to make a nume
analysis. A considerable amount of computation work wo
be required to find the theoretical values of these quantit
which is outside the scope of our problem.

CONVERTER STUDIED

An MSSW was excited in an iron yttrium garnet~YIG!
film grown in a gallium gadolinium parent substrate. Th
substrate was parallel to the~111! plane and had a thicknes
h50.5 mm while the YIG layers deposited on its surfa
were each 1.56mm thick. The microstrip transducer com
prised a copper strip deposited in vacuum directly onto
YIG film, of length l 513.5 mm, width w550mm, and
thickness 2–3mm. The entire structure was placed on
grounded brass base to which was clamped a coaxial
junction with a wave impedance of 50V. The strip together
with the base formed a section of high-resistivity microst
line open at one end and connected to a supply channel a
other. The final section of this channel, directly connected
the transducer, served as a microstrip line with a wave
pedance of 50V. This was formed on the same YIG–GGG
re-
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YIG structure by a copper strip 0.5 mm wide, 5 mm lon
perpendicular to the transducer being studied. The en
structure was inserted in the gap of an electromagnet wh
generated a static magnetic field parallel to the transdu
With this orientation an MSSW was excited in the YI
layer.9

MEASUREMENT METHOD

Electromagnetic power was supplied to this microst
transducer by the following elements of the transmiss
channel: a rectangular waveguide~23310 mm!, waveguide-
coaxial and coaxial-strip junctions, a section of rigid coax
line (Z0550V), and a section of microstrip line
(Z0550V, l 55 mm!. These elements together formed
quadrupole whose input ‘‘terminals’’~aa! were positioned in
a certain cross section of the rectangular waveguide
whose output terminals~bb! were positioned at the connec
ing point between the microstrip transducer and the micr
trip line. The essence of this method, usually known as
quadrupole method, involved measuring the impedance
the terminals~aa! and then calculating the required impe
ance at terminals~bb!. In order to make these calculations,
was first necessary to determine the parameters of the q
rupole positioned between these terminals.

It is known10 that any passive quadrupole transforms t
resistance as given by

Zin5~AZout1B!/~CZout1D !, ~8!

whereA, B, C, andD are complex elements of the transf
matrix ~A-parameters!.

These parameters can be determined by carrying out
ditional experiments in whichZin is measured with known
resistances~standards! Zet connected to the output. Thre
such experiments are sufficient to find the reduc
A-parametersA/D5a, B/D5b, and C/D5c, which com-
pletely determine the law of transformation of the resistan

In our case, technical difficulties prevent standards fr
being connected directly to the quadrupole output. Thus,
formed an auxiliary~new! quadrupole whose output ended
a standard coaxial connector. This ensured that a sectio
coaxial line with a moving plunger~reactance standard!
could be connected to the output as standards. The im
ances of these standards for various positions of the plun
were first measured using a coaxial measuring line. The n
quadrupole was formed by replacing the microstrip line w
a coaxial-strip junction by a section of coaxial line with
standard connector at the exit. Thus, the parametersa, b, and
c of the new quadrupole were determined experimentally
this change was taken into account in the calculations
then calculating the required impedance of the transdu
Two additional quadrupoles were then connected, as it w
in series to the new quadrupole, to allow for a return to
initial state. The first allowed for removal of the coaxial lin
section and the second allowed for return of the micros
line. The resistance transformation law was used in the fo

Zin5Z0

Zoutcosb l 1 jZ0sinb l

Z0cosb l 1 jZoutsinb l
, ~9!
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whereb is the phase propagation constant andl is the line
length.

The first section was considered to be a line of nega
length with a wave impedance of 50V and the second was
line of positive length (l 55 mm! with the calculated11 wave
impedance and wavelengthL5l/A«ef, where«ef is the ef-
fective permittivity. It was assumed that the dielectric in t
line is gadolinium gallium garnet with a relative permittivit
« r514. The length of the first auxiliary section was dete
mined experimentally as the length of a standard line wh
gives the same phase shift as a real one. For this purpos
measuring line was shorted by a short-circuiting device
the standing-wave minimum was found. The junction un
study, shorted at the output, was then connected to the m
suring line and a shift of the minimum was observed, wh
was taken to be the equivalent length. This junction w
shorted by means of a thin copper disk inserted in the ga
a plane matched with the beginning of the microstrip line

DETERMINATION OF A-PARAMETERS

First we measured the impedances of the standards
which we used a system comprising a signal generator o
ated in a pulsed modulation regime with a repetition f
quency of 1 kHz and inverse duty cycle 2, a ferrite isolato
polarization attenuator, and a coaxial measuring line. A
lective microvoltmeter was connected to the detector of
measuring line. The standards being studied were conne
to the output of the measuring line. The measuring line w
first loaded with the short-circuiting device and the standi
wave minimum was determined. It is known that the posit
of this minimum is the plane of the equivalent sho
circuiting device. A reactance standard was then conne
to the measuring line in place of the short-circuiting dev
and for all three positions of its plunger the impedances w
measured in this equivalent plane. The standing-wave c
ficients were measured using a calibrated attenu
method12 and the coordinated of the equivalent plane wa
determined as the distance from the nearest minimum~on the
generator side!. The required impedance was calculated
ing the measured values of the standing-wave coefficient
d ~Ref. 12!. Thus, three standard impedancesZet,i5Ret,i

1 jXet,i ,i 51, 2, 3 were obtained for each of the three fr
quencies~9.0, 9.4, and 9.8 GHz!. Then, the coaxial measur
ing line was replaced by a waveguide line. This was load
with a ‘‘new’’ quadrupole to whose output we connected
reactance standard. The impedance was measured in
plane equivalent to the flange of the measuring system
was determined as the position of the minimum with t
short-circuiting device at this flange. For a given frequen
this position was taken to be the terminalsaa. These values
of the standing-wave coefficient and the coordinated were
then used to calculate the resistance and the reactance
quadrupole input, i.e.,Rin,i Xin,i . The propagation constan
was calculated using the measured wavelength in the w
guideb52p/L, and the wave impedance was calculated
ing the formulaZ05240p(b8/a8)(L/l) ~Ref. 12! wherea8
and b8 are the dimensions of the broad and narrow wa
guide walls, respectively, andl is the wavelength in free
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space. As a result, for each frequency we obtained three
ues of the impedance at the input to this quadrupoleZin,i

5Rin,i1 jX in,i ,i 51, 2, 3. The required L-parameters
a5a11 ja2, b5b11 jb2, andc5c11 jc2 were obtained as
the solution of a system of three pairs of linear algebr
equations

a1Ret,i2a2Xet,i1b12c1~Ret,iRin,i2Xin,iXet,i !

1c2~Xet,iRin,i1Xin,iRet,i !5Rin,i ,

a1Xet,i1a2Ret,i1b22c1~Xet,iRin,i1Xin,iRet,i !

2c2~Ret,iRin,i2Xet,iXin,i !5Xin,i , ~10!

( i 51, 2, 3!, obtained by substitutingZin,i and Zet,i into
Eq. ~8!.

For each frequency we obtained three complex value
the L-parameters by solving the system~10!.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE INPUT IMPEDANCE OF THE
MICROSTRIP TRANSDUCER

After restoring the quadrupole to the initial state, w
measured the impedances at terminalsaa using the wave-
guide measuring line. The experiments were carried out
four values of the magnetic field inductionB, 0.136, 0.198,
0.233, and 0.308 T. These results and formulas~8! and ~9!
were used to calculate the impedances at terminalsbb, i.e., at
the input to this microstrip transducer. Figure 1 gives expe
mental dependences of the input impedanceRin ~a! and the
input reactanceXin ~b! of the microstrip transducer as a fun
tion of the inductionB for constant frequencies. The value
of Rin and Xin vary appreciably withB. The impedanceRin

passes through a maximum, reaching the highest valu
different magnetic fields depending on the frequency.
f 59 GHz the maximumRin'130V is observed forb'0.18
T. As the frequency increases, this maximum shifts tow
higher B and at the same time, its value decreases. At
quencies of 9.4 and 9.8 GHz this maximum is 57 and 40V,
respectively. The value ofRin clearly depends on the radia
tion resistance and a decrease implies a reduction in the
cited MSSW power. The lowest valueRin'16V was ob-
tained atB50.308 T and a frequency of 9.8 GHz. We ca
assume that in this case, the microstrip transducer ba
excites any MSSWs and the measured value ofRin is attrib-
uted to dissipation, mainly caused by the Ohmic resistanc
its conductors. Variation of the reactive component of t
input impedanceXin may be caused by changes in the line
radiation resistance and changes in the phase propag
constantb of the electromagnetic wave in the microstr
transducer. The largest fluctuations inXin as a function ofB
are observed at a frequency of 9 GHz whereRin also exhibits
the strongest fluctuations.

It should be noted that these experimental results
themselves provide valuable information on the input imp
ance of a long open microstrip transducer and its depende
on the magnetic field and frequency. This is required
match the transducer with the transmitting channel.

We shall use these results for a transducer with trave
electromagnetic waves to determine how the attenuation c
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stanta5a rad1a los and the phase propagation constantb of
these waves behave at selected frequencies and mag
fields.

DETERMINATION OF THE ATTENUATION CONSTANT AND
PROPAGATION CONSTANT

Neglecting the shunting loss conductance, the comp
wave impedance of a microstrip transducer appearing in
~6! may be expressed in terms ofa andb as follows:1

Z0 MS5~b2 j a!/vCl , ~11!

whereC1 is the linear capacitance of the microstrip tran
ducer, which is determined by the geometric dimensions
the transducer and the effective permittivity of the mediu
used to form the microstrip line.

Neglecting the influence of the ferrite films, this mediu
in our case is a gadolinium gallium garnet plate. Substitut
formula ~11! into ~6!, we have

Zin5Rin1 jX in5@~b2 j a!vCl #cot~pl !.

Introducing the notation cot@(a1jb)l#5j1jc, we can
easily obtain the following system of equations in a fo
convenient for numerical solution:

a5RinvCl /c2bj/c, ~12!

FIG. 1. Dependences of the components of the input impedance of an o
ended microstrip MSSW transducer 13.5 mm long on the magnetic
induction: Frequency, GHz:1 — 9.0, 2 — 9.4, and3 — 9.8.
etic

x
q.

-
f

g

b5XinvCl /c1aj/c, ~13!

where j5(AC1BD)/(C21D2), c5(BC2AD)/(C2

1D2), A5cosh(al)cos(bl), B5sinh(al)sin(bl), C5sinh(al)
cos(bl), D5cosh(al)cos(bl).

In addition to the measured values ofRin and Xin , the
transducer lengthl 513.5 mm and the linear capacitanceCl ,
determined from formula~11! for a50 as Cl5A«ef/
cZ0MS, wherec is the velocity of light in vacuum, were se
in these formulas. The values of«ef and Z0,MS were calcu-
lated using formulas taken from Ref. 11 for a microstrip li
with zero strip thickness andw/h,1

«ef5$@~ f / f v!211#/@~ f / f v!21A« r /«ef 0#%
2« r ,

f v@GHz#53.51~16.2« r
0.25!/~110.12w« r

0.35/h!,

«ef 05~1/2!@« r111~« r21!~1110h/w!20.5#,

Z0,MS5@120/A2~« r11!#$ ln~8h/w!1~w/h!2/322~1/2!

3~« r21!@ ln~p/2!1 ln~4/p!/« r #/~« r11!%.

As a result of using these formulas, we obtained
following numerical values of«ef ,Z0,MS, V, Cl , 10210, and
F/m, respectively, for 9.0 GHz 8.407, 91.56, 1.056, f
9.4 GHz 8.429, 91.56, 1.058, and for 9.8 GHz 8.452, 91.
1.059.

In order to finda and b from the many possible solu
tions of the system~12! and~13!, we selected that for which
the propagation constantb was closest tob52pA«eff /c.
The dependences are plotted in Fig. 2.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Attention is drawn to the external similarity between t
curvesa(B) and Rin(B), and alsob(B) and Xin(B). The
similarity between the first two is physically understanda
since the presence of attenuation in an open or closed
leads to the establishment of an impedance at the input.
similarity noted between the reactive componentXin and the
phase constantb is determined by the mathematical relatio
ship between them. The value ofb appears in the argumen
of the function~6! whose imaginary part is approximate
described byXin'2cot(bl). Over a small range ofb l the
latter can be approximated by a linear dependence. T
leads to the similarity between the curvesXin(B) andb(B).

The values ofa for the maxima of the curves in Fig. 2
can be interpreted as follows. As an electromagnetic w
propagates along a microstrip transducer, the power tra
ferred by it decreases as a result of losses and the excita
of MSSWs. For each centimeter of the transducer length
frequencies of 9.0, 9.4, and 9.8 GHz this decrease is a fa
of 2.3, 1.9, and 1.6, respectively.

The conversion efficiencieshS andh can easily be cal-
culated using formulas~1! and ~2!. Assuming that the mi-
crostrip transducer is a transmission line load with the wa
impedanceZ0550V,and the coefficientsa los are equal to
the minimum values ofa on the curves in Fig. 2a, we obtai
the results presented in Table I.

It is particular interesting to compare these values ofa rad

with the results of other authors. The closest in terms

en-
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frequency and experimental method is Ref. 5. Convert
our values ofa rad given in Table I to the values ofRrad in
order to make a comparison with this study yielded values
5.3, 3.8, and 3.1V/mm for frequencies of 9.0, 9.4, an
9.8 GHz, respectively. The radiation resistance from Re
for excitation of MSSWs in a tangentially magnetized ferr
film is of similar order of magnitude to our value and has
similar frequency dependence~for f 54.1 . . . 5 GHz we
haveRrad520 . . . 4V/mm!. Accurate agreement should n
be expected because in our case, the frequency was al
twice as high and the YIG film was three times as thick.

It can be seen from Table I that althougha varies with
frequency, the efficiencyh remains almost constant for th
partial MSSW used. The given values ofhS imply that all
four partial MSSWs account for 56–63% of the transferr
electromagnetic wave power. Moreover, only 17.4–21.4%

FIG. 2. Dependences of the attenuation factor~a! and the phase propagatio
constant~b! of an electromagnetic wave in a microstrip MSSW transdu
as a function of the magnetic field induction~1–3 as in Fig. 1!.

TABLE I.

f 0, Rin , Xin , a, a rad, 2hS , 2h, Z0,opt, 2hopt ,
GHz V V 1/m 1/m dB dB V dB

9.0 131 59 42 30 2.9 7.1 143 5.9
9.4 57 60 32 21 3.0 7.6 83 7.2
9.8 41 3.5 26 17 2.0 6.7 41 6.7
g

f

5

ost

d
is

converted into the partial MSSW used. Note that the int
sity of the excited MSSW varies along the microstrip tran
ducer by a factor of 1.6–2.3.

We know that when a transmission line is loaded with
certain complex impedance, the power required by the l
reaches a maximum if the wave impedance of the line
optimized and the line is matched with the generator. T
optimum value ofZ0 is equal to the modulus of the loa
impedance. The values of the efficiencieshS andh given in
Table I were calculated for constantZ0. The latter value
differs most strongly from the optimum at a frequency
9.0 GHz. Table I gives the optimum wave impedancesZ0,opt

and the corresponding conversion efficiencieshopt. It is easy
to see that using optimum wave impedances could only g
an appreciable increase inh at 9.0 GHz.

We shall now discuss the behavior of the phase pro
gation constantb. The experimental curves plotted in Fig. 2
show thatb fluctuates as the magnetic field varies. The a
plitude of these fluctuations is small, being 3% of the av
age at frequencies of 9.4 and 9.8 GHz and reaching 15%
9.0 GHz. Moreover, an increase ina is accompanied by a
decrease inb. This implies that the excitation of MSSW
increases the phase velocity of the electromagnetic wav
the microstrip transducer. It is known1 that when the attenu
ation in the line can be neglected, the phase velocity is
lated to the linear parametersL1 and C1 by the formula
n f51/AL1C1. We can postulate that the increase in t
phase velocity is caused by a decrease in the linear ind
tance when MSSWs are excited.

CONCLUSIONS

A method of making microwave measurements of t
input impedance of a microstrip MSSW transducer has b
developed experimentally which can allow for the influen
of a resistance transformer formed by the elements of
transmission channel. As a result of using this method in
short-wave part of the microwave range, we obtained exp
mental dependences of the attenuation constant and p
propagation constant in a long open-ended microstrip MS
transducer as a function of the magnetic field induction, a
we also calculated the conversion efficiencies. These cu
can be used to check the theory and also to develop effic
MSSW transducers.
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Intrinsic and mutual inductance of apertures in parallel superconducting films
O. G. Vendik and I. S. Danilov
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Analytic expressions are derived to calculate the inductance of apertures in parallel
superconducting films using the current distribution along the edge of the aperture in the film.
The relations obtained show good agreement with the experimental results and can be
used to model rf squids. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01412-3#
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INTRODUCTION

Modeling the equivalent-circuit parameters of plan
implementations of high-temperature superconducting sq
requires accurate calculations of the inductance of the a
ture in the superconducting film and also of the mutual
ductance of the apertures in parallel superconducting film1

The equivalent parameters must be determined accurate
match the active element with an external circuit, for e
ample, using a narrow slotted line.2 At present, the induc-
tance of an aperture in a superconducting screen is d
mined using approximate relations obtained by analyz
experimental results.1 However, no theoretically substant
ated formulas are available to model the equivalent par
eters of an aperture in a superconducting screen which c
be used at the initial design stage of a device.

Here we describe the derivation and present final re
tions to calculate the intrinsic and mutual inductances of
ertures in parallel superconducting films.

MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH

An important part of the task of modeling the inductan
of a squid loop is to determine the inductance of an aper
of radiusa in a superconducting screen shown schematic
in Fig. 1. For this particular problem the following conditio
is satisfied

l',a!b, ~1!

where

l'52lL
2/t ~2!

is Pearl depth of penetration of the magnetic field in
film,3 lL is the London depth of penetration of the magne
field in the material,t is the film thickness,b is the external
dimension, anda is the aperture radius.

If inequality ~1! is satisfied, the dimensions of the film
can be considered to be infinite. A single screen is show
Fig. 2a. At the initial stage of deriving the calculation fo
mulas, the problems of searching for the intrinsic and mut
inductances are combined.

The superconducting screens are located in planes p
lel to theXY plane, separated by the distanced. The origin is
positioned at the center of the aperture in one of the scre
It is assumed that the radii of the apertures are the same
1471063-7842/98/43(12)/5/$15.00
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equal toa ~Fig. 2b!. The current density distributionj surf(r 8)
in the superconducting film atT577 K along ther 8 coordi-
nate is given by:3

j surf~r 8!5 j 0 exp~2~r 82a!/l'!, ~3!

where r 8 is the coordinate on which the current density
defined.

Expression~3! is valid whent,l'!a. The fundamen-
tal relation for the magnetic field strength may be written
a general form forJsurf(r 8) ~Ref. 4!

H~r !5
1

pE j surf~r 8!3~r2r 8!•ur2r 8u23d3r 8, ~4!

wherer is the coordinate of the point at which the magne
field strength is determined.

The flux through the aperture in the screen is integra
over r . When searching for the mutual inductance,r is the
coordinate of the point inside the aperture in the seco
screen. Expression~4! can be conveniently written in cylin
drical coordinates. For the various components of expres
~3! we then have

ur2r 8u5~R21R8222RR8 cos~w2w8!1~z2z8!2!2
3
2, ~5!

r5exR sin~w!1eyR cos~w!1ez•~z2z8!, ~6!

r 85exR8 sin~w8!1eyR8 cos~w8!, ~7!

j surf~r 8!5 j surf~r 8!~ez cos~w8!2ey sin~w8!!, ~8!

j surf~r 8!3r5 j surf~r 8!•ez~R cos~w!cos~w8!

1R sin~w!sin~w!!1ey~z2z8!cos~w8!

2ex~z2z8!sin~w8!, ~8a!

j surf~r 8!3r 85 j surf~r 8!•ezR, ~8b!

d3r 85R8 dR8dw8dz8, ~9!

whereR5Aur u21d2, R85Aur 8u21d2, d is the distance be-
tween the parallel films; when searching for the intrinsic
ductance,d is assumed to be zero.

Sincet,l' , integration over the film thickness may b
replaced by multiplication byt. Then we findz850 and
expression~9! has the form

d3r 85t R8 dR8dw8. ~10!
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Using expressions~5!–~10! and assumingw50, for the
magnetic field strength given by expression~4! we have

H~R,z!5ez

j 0t

4p

3E
0

2pE
a

1`~R82R cos~w8!!exp~2~R82a!/l'!

~R21R8222RR8 cos~w8!1z2!3/2

3R8dR8dw8. ~11!

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OF APERTURES IN PARALLEL
SUPERCONDUCTING FILMS

In order to find the magnetic flux through the seco
aperture in a parallel screen, we need to integrate expres
~11! over the surface of the second aperture. If we bea
mind that the distance between the parallel film

FIG. 1. Current density distribution along the edge of an aperture i
superconducting film: a — schematic of squid, b — current distribution
j (r 8) in high-temperature superconducting film along the coordinater 8.
ion
in

d510 . . . 200mm is much greater than the film thicknes
we can setz5d in expression~11!. The formula for the flux
then has the form

F5m0 j 0t

3E
0

pE
0

aE
a

1`~R82R cos~w8!!exp~2~R82a!/l'!

~R21R8222RR8 cos~w8!1d2!3/2

3R8RdR8dRdw8. ~12!

The total current in the first screen is obtained by in
grating expression~2! for the current density distribution
over R8. As a result, we obtain

I 15t j 0l' . ~13!

Assuming that the flux through the aperture in the s
ond screen and the current in the first screen are relate
F25MI 1, whereM is the mutual inductance of the apertur
in the screens, the expression forM can be written as

a

FIG. 2. Schematic of superconducting screens: a — infinite screen with
aperture of radiusa, b — two parallel superconducting screens with ap
tures of radiusa; d is the distance between the screens.
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M5
m0

l'

3E
0

pE
0

aE
a

1`~R82R cos~w8!!exp~2~R82a!/l'!

~R21R8222RR8 cos~w8!1d2!3/2

3R8RdR8dRdw8. ~14!

We introduce the normalized parameters

x5R/a, y5R8/a, d5l' /a, d5p/a. ~15!

In terms of the normalized values, the expression forM
then has the form

M5m0aGM , ~16!

whereGM is a geometric factor given by

GM~p,d!5
1

d

3E
0

pE
0

1E
1

1`~y2x cos~w8!!exp~2~y21!/d!

~x21y222xy cos~w8!1p2!3/2

3xy dy dx dw8. ~17!

The method used for the subsequent transformation
calculation of the integral~17! is described in the Appendix

INTRINSIC INDUCTANCE OF AN APERTURE
IN A SUPERCONDUCTING SCREEN

The value ofz is assumed to be zero when searching
the intrinsic inductance of an aperture. In order to find
magnetic flux through an aperture in a single screen, exp
sion ~11! must be integrated over the surface of the apertu
For the magnetic flux we then have

F5m0 j 0t

3E
0

pE
0

aE
a

1`~R82R cos~w8!!exp~2~R82a!/l'!

~R21R8222RR8 cos~w8!!3/2

3R8RdR8dRdw8. ~18!

Using Eqs.~13! and ~18!, the normalization~15!, and
also assuming thatF5LI L , whereL is the intrinsic induc-
tance of the aperture in the screen, the expression forL may
be written as

L5m0aGL , ~19!

whereGL is a geometric factor

GL~d!51/d

3E
0

pE
0

1E
1

1`~y2x cos~w8!!exp~2~y21!/d!

~x21y222xy cos~w8!!3/2

3xy dy dx dw8. ~20!

The subsequent transformation of the integral~20! is de-
scribed in the Appendix. The values of the geometric fac
GL are calculated for the typical valuesa510 . . . 100mm,
l'50.25 . . . 1mm (d50.003 . . .0.1) and are given in
Table I.
nd

r
e
s-

e.

r

It should be noted that the dependenceGL(d) is loga-
rithmic and ford50.001 . . . 0.1 iswell approximated by the
expression

GL~d!52.280 log~1/d!10.728. ~21!

Figure 3 gives the dependenceGL(d) calculated using
formulas~20! and~21!. Essentially, formula~17! is universal
for searching for both the intrinsic and the mutual inductan
of the films. In the first case,p in formula ~17! must be set to
zero. On the basis of the results of calculations using form
las ~16! and ~19!. Fig. 4 gives the coupling coefficien
k5M /L plotted as a function ofp for variousd.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Unfortunately no reliable information is available on th
experimental determination of the intrinsic inductance o
circular aperture in a superconducting screen. Thus, the c
parison is made using the well-tried relations to calculate
inductance of a ring made of circular cross-section wire5

L5m0f ~ ln~16f /h!22!, ~22!

wheref is the radius of the ring andh is the cross-sectiona
diameter.

The aperture radiusa in the screen is equivalent to th
radius of a wire ringf . We shall find the correspondenc
between the cross-sectional diameter of the wire and the
metric parameters characterizing the region of current c
centration in the screenl' and t. Thus, for figures having
the same perimeter5 this relation will be

TABLE I.

Values ofd Values of the geometric factorGL

0.001 7.563
0.01 5.288
0.1 3.114

FIG. 3. Geometric factorGL as a function of the parameterd: 1 — calcu-
lated using Eq.~20!, 2 — calculated using Eq.~21!.
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h5~2/p!~l'1t !. ~23!

For a superconducting YBCO film we findt50.3mm
and lD~77 K!50.27mm. From this it follows that
l''0.5mm. For comparison Table II gives the inductanc
determined using Eqs.~19! and~22! for various values ofa.

It can be seen from Table II that the calculated resu
show good agreement with the data from Ref. 5.

CONCLUSIONS

These analytic expressions are convenient for mode
the equivalent parameters of a circuit containing aperture
a superconducting screen. An advantage of these formul
that they take into account the ratio of the depth of magn
field penetration in the film to the aperture radius. The res
of calculations using formula~16! for typical t and a show
good agreement with the experimental results.

The authors are grateful to I. A. Nazarov for calculati
the integrals.

APPENDIX

The problem involves tabulating the functions of tw
variables

G~p,d!5
1

d

3E
1

1`

dyE
0

1

dxE
0

p y2x cos~w!

~x21y21p222xy cos~w!!3/2
xy

3expS 12y

d Ddw.

FIG. 4. Coupling coefficientk5L/M as a function of the normalized dis
tancep plotted for various values ofd: 1 — 0.001,2 — 0.01, and3 — 0.1.

TABLE II.

Aperture radius Inductance, Inductance
a ~radius of ring of circular cross-section of aperture in scre
f 5a), mm wire ring Eq.~19!, H

Eq. ~22!, H

5 1.93310211 1.96310211

50 3.38310210 3.32310210

500 4.8331029 4.75•1029
s

s

g
in
is

ic
ts

We use the following identity transformations to calc
late the internal integral

~y2x cos~w!!y

~x21y21p222xy cos~w!!3/2

50.5
2y222xy cos~w!1x21p22x22p2

~x21y21p222xy cos~w!!3/2

50.5
1

~x21y21p222xy cos~w!!3/2

10.5
y22x22p2

~x21y21p222xy cos~w!!3/2
.

Using formulas 2.571.5 and 2.575.4 from Ref. 6, w
obtain

E
0

p dw

~x21y21p222xy cos~w!!1/2

5
2

A~x1y!21p2
KSA 4xy

~x1y!21p2D ,

E
0

p dw

~x21y21p222xy cos~w!!3/2

5
2

~~x1y!21p2!A~x1y!21p2

3ESA 4xy

~x1y!21p2D .

The problem was reduced to calculating the repeated
tegral

G~p,d!5
1

dE1

1`

expS 12y

d DdyE
0

1 x

A~x1y!21p2

3S KSA 4xy

~x1y!21p2 D y22x22p2

~x2y!21p2

3ESA 4xy

~x1y!21p2 D D dx.

For p50 the internal integral can be calculated expl
itly

E
0

1 x

x1yS KS 2Axy

x1y D 1
y22x2

~y2x!2
ES 2Axy

x1y D D dx

5E
0

1 x/y

11x/yS KS 2Ax/y

11x/yD 1
11x/y

12x/y
ES 2Axy

11x/yD Ddx

5yE
0

1/y

tS 1

11t
KS 2At

11t D 1
1

12t2
~11t !ES 2At

11t D D dt.

Using formulas 8.126.3 and 8.126.4 from Ref. 6, w
obtain
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S 1

11t
KS 2At

11t D 1
1

12t2
~11t !ES 2At

11t D D 5
2E~ t !

12t2
,

and thus with allowance for formula 5.112.13 from Ref. 6

E
0

1/y

tS 1

11t
KS 2At

11t D 1
1

12t2
~11t !ES 2At

11t D D dt

5E
0

1/y tE~ t !

12t2
dt52S KS 1

yD2ES 1

yD D .

Finally we obtain

G~0,d!5
2

dE1

1`

yS KS 1

yD2ES 1

yD DexpS 12y

d Ddy.
This integral can also be determined numerically.
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Device for visualizing the atomic structure of surface layers based on an electron
focusing effect

I. I. Pronin, D. A. Valda tsev, M. V. Gomoyunova, N. S. Faradzhev,
and A. G. Banshchikov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
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Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 80–84~December 1998!

A description is given of a simple device for visualizing the atomic structure of surface layers by
recording the focusing maxima in the spatial distribution of 1–3 keV electrons reflected
from a sample with energy losses up to'300 eV. This is based on a wide-angle retarding-field
energy analyzer with a microchannel electron flux analyzer and video system for data
acquisition and processing, which can obtain data at a rate of up to 50 distributions per second,
allowing the dynamics of structural rearrangements to be studied in a surface region
approximately 15 Å thick. The low primary electron beam current~0.1mA! minimizes the electron-
stimulated effects on the object being studied. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!01512-8#
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The atomic structure of a surface is one of the m
important characteristics which must be known to underst
the specific features of its properties and the wide range
physicochemical processes taking place therein, and als
solve a broad spectrum of applied problems. Thus, over
last few decades particular attention has been focused o
development of methods of structural analysis for surf
regions of the order of a few angstrom thick. As a result
comprehensive range of highly informative methods ha
been developed of which the most important are high-ene
(Ep 5 20–50 keV! and low-energy~up to 300 eV! electron
diffraction. Until recently, intermediate-energy electro
(Ep'1 keV! were not used in structural analysis. Howev
evidence has recently appeared to suggest that the diffra
patterns ~Kikuchi patterns! of moderate-energy reflecte
electrons are also highly informative and even have so
advantages over the conventional methods. In this ene
range a key role in the mechanism of electron scattering b
solid is played by a forward-focusing effect.1 This has the
result that the dominant characteristics of the diffraction p
terns are maxima oriented along chains of atoms. Th
simple measurements of the Kikuchi pattern over a fa
wide solid angle can directly visualize the crystal structure
a thin surface layer of an object in real space.2–6

Here we use two methods of recording the Kikuchi p
terns. The simplest involves using a standard electron
fraction camera widely used in low-energy electron diffra
tion. The main elements of this device are an electron gu
grid system to produce a retarding electric field, and a lu
nescent screen. In order to observe the diffraction pattern
sample is irradiated by a fairly high-intensity primary ele
tron beam of approximately 2 keV~the beam current is a few
microamperes! and inelastically reflected electrons wi
losses not exceeding 10% of the primary electron energy
detected. When fitted with a video camera, this device
record the diffraction patterns at fairly high speed~within
1471063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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'1 s! in a solid angle bounded by a cone with a polar e
pansion half-angle of 55°~Ref. 2!.

Precision measurements of the Kikuchi patterns ove
wider range of electron emission angles can be made usi
different type of device. In this case, data are record
‘‘point-by-point’’ by scanning the complete hemisphere
electron reflection using a narrow-aperture energy analyz4

However, this method of obtaining information is very slo
~around 1.5 h is required to obtain a complete pattern! and is
not efficient for practical applications.

Here we describe a new device specially designed
visualizing the structure of surface layers by recording
moderate-energy electron diffraction patterns. This dev
combines the possibility of enhancing the brightness of
Kikuchi pattern measured over a fairly wide solid angle w
structural analysis exhibiting high surface sensitivity, whi
is achieved by using a primary electron beam incident on
surface of the sample at a glancing angle.7

The electron-optical system of this device is shown
Fig. 1. As in the electron diffraction camera consider
above, the sample1 is probed by an electron beam from a
electron source2 for which we use the standard electron g
of a 09IOS-3 Auger electron spectrometer~NITI, Ryazan!.
This was mounted on a separate Dy60 flange positioned a
angle of 10° to the surface of the target. The diameter of
1.5–3 keV electron beam does not exceed 0.1 mm. The
was fitted with a scanning system which is used to tune
device by matching the point of incidence of the beam on
target with the center of the electron-optical system.

The electrons incident on the sample are intensiv
scattered in the solid and are partially reflected, undergo
some energy losses. The production of a contrast interfere
pattern formed only by the fast reflected electrons is ensu
by two concentric hemispherical grids3 and 4 between
which the retarding field creates a barrier for the insu
ciently fast electrons. The first grid3 at the same potential a
the target is used to create a field-free space around
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of device.
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sample~thereby creating conditions for stopping electro
from a point source over all velocities! while a retarding
potential close to the cathode voltage of the electron gu
applied to the second grid4. Since the electron flux capabl
of overcoming the applied retarding field is small~the total
coefficient of reflection of these electrons from the surface
the sample does not exceed a few percent!, the recorded
signal must be amplified. This problem can be solved
using a multichannel brightness amplifier5 placed behind
the retarding grid. The MKP 56-15 microchannel plate us
has a diameter of 56 mm and a gain of 104 at a supply
voltage not exceeding 1100 V. The amplified electron flux
accelerated by a 4 kV voltage applied between the output
the microchannel plate and the luminescent screen6 and by
bombarding the screen, it causes the phosphor to lumin
so that the diffraction pattern can be observed via a wind
7 in the vacuum chamber.

The comparatively small size of the microchannel pl
imposes stringent constraints on the grid system whose o
all dimensions must be reduced~compared with standard
electron-diffraction cameras! to maintain the possibility of
wide-angle recording of the Kikuchi patterns. Thus, partic
lar attention was paid to the development of the grid syst
The optimum design consisted of grids of radii 12.5 a
15 mm which allowed the required patterns to be observe
a range of polar electron emission angles up to 57°. It sho
also be noted that in this case, unlike the devices mentio
above, there is no dead zone at the center of the sc
caused by its shading by the electron gun. Miniature gr
were fabricated of 85% transparent molybdenum mesh w
a mesh size of 0.17 mm. To fix their shape, these grids w
clamped between special mandrels and annealed in a rar
is
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atmosphere. This method reduced the deviations of the g
from sphericity to 0.05 mm. The entire electron-optical sy
tem was made of materials suitable for use under hi
vacuum conditions. It is fairly small and mounted on
Dy100 flange, which has a 60 mm optical window at t
center and microflanges with electrical voltage supply le
around the perimeter.

For testing purposes the vacuum systems were mou
in the all-metal chamber of an electron spectrometer used
complex investigations of the surface of solids. The sp
trometer is fitted with an oil-free pumping system which c
attain an ultrahigh vacuum (131028 Pa) and has a transfe
chamber for rapid sample loading. A transfer device mo
the sample into the analysis chamber where it is fixed o
precision manipulator with three translational and one ro
tional degree of freedom. The manipulator can place
sample in various working positions, where its surface c
be cleaned by high-temperature heating and ion etching,
the elemental composition and atomic structure of the s
face can be monitored by Auger spectroscopy and lo
energy electron diffraction. This manipulator can also po
tion the sample at the focus of the electron-optical system
visualize the structure of the surface layers.

The pattern observed on the luminescence screen w
the sample is bombarded with electrons is recorded b
video camera8 mounted near the window of the vacuu
system. A Sharp IS101 B/W/B uncased CCD camera w
used, which can produce a television-standard black
white image with a spatial resolution of 5123582 pixels. It
can also be operated in a data acquisition mode by increa
the exposure time 2n times, wheren,8, which helps to
increase the brightness of weak patterns without the nee
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FIG. 2. a — Video frame showing
Kikuchi pattern of Mo~100! single
crystal obtained for a primary elec
tron energyEp52 keV; b — the
same pattern represented as a tw
dimensional intensity distribution
pattern of the electron reflection ove
the polar and azimuthal angles o
electron emission~the light spots in
the distribution show the orientation
of close-packed chains of molybde
num atoms in real space!; c — ste-
reographic projection of the Mo~100!
face showing the close-packed$100%
and $110% crystal planes; d — two-
dimensional distribution of the elec
tron reflection from Mo~100! ob-
tained by the usual method with a
narrow-aperture energy analyzer.8
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increase the primary electron current. The signal from
video camera is fed to a Cirrus Logic PV-CL5446P1 video
image decoder9 which transfers it in real time to the monito
10 of an IBM PC. It is also possible to write individua
frames of the Kikuchi patterns to hard disk using a 24
bitmap~.bmp format!. In this graphical format, these image
can be processed using standard application programs
IBM-compatible computers.

A special program, OPR-2M, was developed to extr
structural information from the Kikuchi patterns. The pr
gram is written for Windows 95 and can perform the follow
ing operations: it can convert visual images of the pattern
graphical format to numerical files of two-dimensional d
tributions of the electron reflection intensity over polar a
azimuthal angles of emission; it can produce computer
plays of these distributions in graphical form using vario
crystallographic projections~in this case an image of the in
tensity at different points of the pattern on the screen is p
duced using a linear grayscale! and determine the spatia
orientation of the focusing maxima; it can transform the
two-dimensional distributions in various ways, includin
normalizing them to different functions of the polar ang
and azimuthally averaged intensities for different po
angles, to obtain difference Kikuchi patterns, and it can
tate the patterns about arbitrary directions; and it can qu
titatively compare patterns from different objects, and a
e
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compare these with results of model calculations using r
ability factors and other means.

An Mo~100! single crystal was chosen as a test objec
check out this device since the atomic structure of the surf
of this material is well-known and the Kikuchi patterns o
served for it have been analyzed in detail in our earlier st
ies. Data obtained for a single crystal with an atomically pu
surface are illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows a typi
video frame with a Kikuchi pattern~in the form in which it
appears on the screen!. The pattern was recorded under co
ditions where the primary electron energy was 2 keV,
beam current was 0.1mA, and the voltages supplied to th
retarding grid and the microchannel plate were 1.8 and
kV, respectively. The diffraction pattern has the form of
ordered system of light spots against a dark backgrou
Their relative position reflects the spatial orientation of d
ferent close-packed rows of atoms in the sample. Thus,
symmetry of the Kikuchi pattern corresponds to the symm
try of the ~100! face of a body-centered molybdenum cryst
This can be seen clearly in the central part of the ima
created by electrons leaving the sample at small polar an
~u ,30°!. In particular, we can observe a characteristic cro
shaped region of intensified electron reflection along t
pairs of intersecting$100% and$110% crystal planes. Here the
light spot at their point of intersection visualizes chains
molybdenum atoms in thê100& direction perpendicular to
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the surface. The slight displacement of this direction fro
the center of the screen occurred because when the sa
was inserted in the device, its surface was not perpendic
to the electron-optic axis of the system,

In order to identify the characteristics of the pattern
sociated with other close-packed rows of atoms, we nee
know the relative orientation of all the observed maxima.
obtain this information, the data given in Fig. 2a must
transformed, representing the Kikuchi pattern as a tw
dimensional map of the spatial distribution of the electr
reflection intensity over the polar and azimuthal angles
emission. As has been noted,the OPR-2M program has
specially developed for this purpose. It is also advisable
eliminate the appreciable decay of the luminescence inten
of the screen from the center of the image toward the e
which interferes with the overall perception of the patte
and arises because the microchannel plate has a planar r
than a spherical surface, thus symmetrizing the curves.
is usually accomplished by normalizing each azimuthal ju
in the distribution to its average intensity.5 The results of
analyzing the data in Fig. 2a is shown in Fig. 2b where
required distribution is shown in a stereographic projecti
The electron reflection intensity is shown using a linear gr
scale, given on the right of the figure, where the highe
intensity part of the distribution is shown white and region
lowest electron reflection is shown black. The center of
picture corresponds to the emission of electrons along
^100& crystal axis~in Fig. 2b the focusing maximum atu50
cannot be seen because the data are normalized! and the
outer circle indicates the edge of the distribution with a po
emission angle of 60°.

This two-dimensional picture can now be compared w
the standard stereographic projection of the~100! face of a
cubic crystal which shows the relative orientation of t
main crystallographic directions in single-crystal molybd
num. Note that since the surface of this material only und
goes slight relaxation, the atomic structure of the surf
layers is the same as the bulk structure. To make this c
parison clearer, this projection is shown in Fig. 2c. It can
seen that the data given in Figs. 2b and 2c correspond
well. In particular, the highest-intensity maxima on the o
served pattern coincide with the projections of the^110& and
^111& directions along which the closest-packed chains
atoms in a body-centered molybdenum crystal are orien
Also clearly visible are regions of enhanced intensity of
pattern along the projections of the$100% and$110% planes in
which lie many other, less frequent chains of atoms, the m
important of which are shown by the black points in Fig.
~their size is proportional to the packing density of t
atoms!. Conversely, the minima on the pattern correspond
directions of electron emission furthest from these orien
tions. Thus, the pattern shown in Fig.2b actually visualiz
the atomic structure of the surface region of a molybden
single crystal in real space.
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The layer thickness studied with this device depends
the energy of the incident and recorded electrons. The hig
the primary electron energy and the greater the energy lo
sustained by the recorded electrons, the greater is the d
of analysis. Thus, the probed depth can be controlled
varying the retarding voltage and the voltage used to ac
erate the primary electrons. The thinnest surface layer is a
lyzed when quasi-elastically reflected electrons
recorded.6 Its thickness isd'lcosui /(11cosui), whereu i is
the polar angle of incidence of the primary beam andl is the
electron mean free path before inelastic scattering whic
approximately 20–30Å atEp52 keV. The thickness of the
layer responsible for forming the Kikuchi pattern shown
Fig. 2b is approximately 15 Å.

The reliability of the data obtained using this device
confirmed by the fact that all the characteristics of this d
tribution show good agreement with the Kikuchi pattern o
tained earlier for the same sample using a narrow-aper
energy analyzer. This can be seen clearly from a compar
of Figs. 2b and 2d, where the latter gives the Kikuchi patt
for Mo~100! from Ref. 8, also measured atEp52 keV. An
advantage of this device is that it is possible to observe
important region near the normal to the surface where F
2d has a dead zone. This means that the symmetry of
pattern can be uniquely determined even for such comp
objects as adsorption coatings. Thus, this device is part
larly convenient for studying surface processes accompa
by changes in the symmetry of the surface layers, includ
recrystallization of the surface and phase transitions. Mo
over, the fast recording system, capable of obtaining dat
a rate of 50 images per second, allows the dynamics of
process to be studied in many cases, while the low prim
electron beam current~0.1mA! minimizes the distorting in-
fluence of the electron irradiation on the objects.

This work was carried out as part of project No. 96-0
16909 of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research
ported by the Ministry of Science of the Russian Federat
~under the program ‘‘Surface Atomic Structures,’’ Proje
No. 95-1.21!.
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Mass spectrometric investigation of low-temperature diffusion and solubility of helium
in lead fluoride crystals
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Thermal desorption of helium from presaturated crystals was used for mass spectrometric
investigations of the diffusion and solubility of helium in lead fluoride crystals in the temperature
range 606–714 K which precedes the transition of the crystal to the superionic state. The
experimental apparatus and measurement method are described and mechanisms for the diffusion
and solubility of helium in PbF2 are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Investigations of helium diffusion in crystals of rare
earth metal fluorides, which are structural analogs of
UO2 oxide fuel in nuclear reactors, have revealed the m
mechanisms for the diffusion and solubility of helium whic
predominate at relatively low temperatures in this type
crystal.1–4 However, it is known5 that as the melting point is
approached in these crystals, including UO2 ~Ref. 6!, melting
of the anionic sublattice is observed prior to melting of t
entire crystal~a phase transition to the superionic state5!. The
behavior of helium in crystals in the pretransition range h
not yet been studied.

For this purpose we used lead fluoride crystals wh
have the lowest transition temperature to the superionic s
The smallness of the measurable effects at low temperat
necessitated improving the sensitivity and modernizing
experimental apparatus and measurement method.1–4

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT
METHOD

The experimental investigations were carried out us
thermal desorption of helium from crystals presaturated w
helium under given conditions. The apparatus is shown sc
matically in Fig. 1. The apparatus includes a diffusion cell2,
3, an admission and evacuation system9, 10, 13, 14, a sys-
tem for measuring small helium fluxes based on an upda
MI-1201B mass spectrometer1, 6, and a calibration system
7, 8, 11. A vacuum of;1027 Pa was provided in the system
by a diffusion pump15.

The working cell consisted of two nickel chambe
~saturation and degassing! connected by a heated high
vacuum valve. Unlike Ref. 7, the sample was moved
tween the chambers by means of magnetic pushers loc
inside each chamber. This cell allows the sample to
moved at high temperatures without precooling. The reco
ing system of the mass spectrometer also included a sec
ary electron multiplier~VÉU-2! and in the pumping system
one of the oil-vapor pumps was replaced by a hig
temperature getter pump to achieve a quasistatic helium
gime ~Fig. 1b!.
1471063-7842/98/43(12)/4/$15.00
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Unlike Ref. 7, where liquid-nitrogen-cooled silica g
was used to achieve quasistatic pumping, and Ref. 8 whe
set of metal powders, each absorbing a particular gas,
used as getters, here we utilized the capacity of titanium
absorb different chemically active gases under heating. T
nium shavings placed in a temperature gradient field ens
that all residual gases~including water vapor! are absorbed
without absorbing helium, by maintaining the pressure in
measuring system better than 531025 Pa for a long time
during degassing of the sample. When the getter volume
;20 cm3, no deterioration in the operation of the pump w
recorded after 3000 h.

Unlike Ref. 9, the mass spectrometer was calibrated
double expansion of a known quantity of gas in a calibra
volumeV1 ~Fig. 1, curve7! in which the pressure was mea
sured using an optical manometer with a measurement ra
of 0–1 Torr~11 in Fig. 1!. Helium from the volumeV1 was
preliminarily expanded into the calibrated volumeV2 ~8 in
Fig. 1! (V1 /V2;1023). The gas from the volumeV2 was
then fed in successive portions, using the volumeV1, back
into the measuring system whose volumeV3 was also mea-
sured (V1 /V3;1023). The resultant pressure was calculat
using the formula

P5P0~V1 /V2!2~V2 /V3!. ~1!

The calibration characteristic is linear over a wide ran
of pressures. The sensitivity coefficientg5P/I , where I is
the recorded mass spectrometer signal, for one series of
brations is

g5~8.760.8!31028 Pa/mV. ~2!

The sensitivity of the measuring system allowed deg
sing experiments to be carried out using crystals with a v
ume of;131023 cm23.

The experimental method involved saturating the crys
under study in a saturation chamber at a given temperatuT
and pressureP, transferring the saturated sample in vacuu
into the measuring chamber, and investigating the heli
degassing at temperatureT using the recording system of th
mass spectrometer1.
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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For the experiments we used PbF2 single crystals grown
by the Stockbarger method. The impurity content in the i
tial samples was less than 131022%. Samples of different
sizes between 0.343 and 831023 cm3 were used to identify
the influence of the surface and the presence of different-
mechanisms of helium transport in the crystals. The sat
tion time was determined experimentally. In order to elim
nate any influence of sample degradation on the results o
measurements, a new sample was used in each measure

Figure 2 shows typical experimental data for limitin
temperatures and different crystal sizes. The solid curve
Figs. 2–5 are obtained by approximations to the data po
Over the entire range studied, the logarithm of the flux a
function of time is described by straight lines within expe
mental error, which indicates that a single helium transp
mechanism is achieved experimentally.

The desorption curves were analyzed using a normal
lution of the second Fick equation for a cubic sample
dimensionsa3a3a with the effective diffusion coefficien
Deff and solubilityCeff under zero boundary conditions. Fo
the total helium desorption flux at a given temperatureT
from a sample presaturated in helium at pressureP and tem-
peratureT, which determineDeff andCeff , we obtain

J~ t !5
512Deff Ceff a

p4 (
n,m,k

n21m21k2

n2m2k2

3expS 2
Deff p

2~n21m21k2!t

a2 D . ~3!

FIG. 1. Schematic of apparatus:1 — MI-201B mass spectrometer,2 —
degassing chamber,3 — saturation chamber,4, 5 — heating furnaces,6 —
getter pump,7 — calibrated volumeV1, 8 — calibrated volumeV2, 9 — gas
cylinder, 10 — mechanical pressure gauge,11 — optical pressure gauge
12— vacuum valves,13— magnetoionization pressure gauge~MID !, 14—
liquid nitrogen trap,15 — diffusion pump, 16 — thermocouple gauge
~PMT-M!, and17 — roughing pump.
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Here n, m, andk are odd positive numbers. Accordin
to Eq. ~3!, for long desorption timest.a2/(p2Deff) the de-
sorption flux is described by a single exponential functio
Thus, a single exponential function was usually used to a
lyze the experimental curves~3! ~Fig. 2! to obtainDeff and
Ceff .

It was established experimentally that, within expe
mental error, mechanical treatment of the crystal surface
give it a suitable cubic shape does not influence the value
Deff obtained using Eq.~3! but does lead to a systemat
overestimate of the helium solubility compared with that
cut crystals because of defects introduced in the surface l
of the sample during the mechanical grinding process. Th
in the experiments the solubility was determined indep
dently from the total degassing of arbitrarily shaped cryst

FIG. 2. Time dependence of helium flux from PbF2 sample at saturation
pressureP 5 1 MPa; T5740 ~1!, 689 ~2!, 666 ~3!, 714 K ~4, 5!; a50.1
~1, 2, 3, 5! and 0.2 cm~4!.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the helium diffusion coefficient
solubility in PbF2: 1 — PbF210.5% HoF3, 2–6 — PbF21less than 1
31023% HoF3 ; a50.15 ~4!, 0.2 ~5!, and 0.1 cm~6!.
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cut from the main single crystal. The fact that within expe
mental error, the surface~size! of the sample has no influ
ence on the diffusion coefficients obtained~Figs. 2–4! indi-
cates that it is correct to select zero boundary condition
solve the diffusion problem.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 gives results of experimental investigations
the helium diffusion coefficient and solubility in PbF2 at
temperatures between 606 and 741 K before the crysta
transferred to the superionic state. Over the entire rang
temperatures studied the effective solubility is described b
simple exponential dependence with a single dissolution
ergy (Ep50.3660.04 eV!

Ceff5~3.521.2
11.7!31018expS 2

0.3660.03eV

kT D , cm23. ~4!

FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of helium diffusion coefficient and solub
in PbF2 (T5714 K!.

FIG. 5. Energy of interstitial solubility of helium in calcium, strontium
lead, and barium fluorides as a function of the distance between the he
atom and fluorine ions:d — CaF2, s — SrF2, j — PbF2, h — BaF2.
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In order to determine the mechanism responsible for
solubility of helium in lead fluoride, we also investigated th
influence of Ho31 impurities and the helium saturation pre
sure on the solubility. The experiments indicate that with
experimental error, the solubility in samples containing 0.5
HoF3 in the initial charge is the same as that for pu
samples~Fig. 3!. The solubility of helium in these crystals a
T5714 K andP 5 0–3 MPa~Fig. 4! obeys Henry’s law and
is described by

Ceff5~8.660.4!31010 P, cm23. ~5!

The fact that within experimental error, the helium sol
bility does not depend on the influence of impurities or t
dislocation density~the samples were cut from different par
of the single crystal having different dislocation densitie!
and the linear dependence of the solubility on pressure i
cate that the helium solubility in lead fluoride is predom
nantly interstitial. A helium atom is in the neighborhood
the nearest eight fluorine anions which are situated at
distancer 5dA3/2, whered50.595 nm is the distance be
tween the fluorine anions in the fluorine sublattice of t
crystal.10 The approximation of an undeformed lattice is ju
tified for crystals of this type because of the fairly large siz
of the interstitial sites compared with the size of the heliu
atom.2 Moreover, in fluorite-structure crystals the helium di
solution energy is preferentially determined by its interact
with the nearest fluorine anions,1 while the dependence o
the helium dissolution energy in different crystals on t
distance between the helium atoms and the nearest fluo
ions, which is determined by the lattice constant, can be u
to reconstruct the parameters of the interaction potentia
an He–F pair in the pair interaction approximation. In th
approximation the dissolution energy is equal to the ene
of interaction between a helium atom and fluorine anio
EP58U(dA3/2), whereU(r ) is the potential of a pair inter-
action between a helium atom and a fluorine anion.

In Refs. 11 and 12, the interaction potential of an He
pair was reconstructed from the results of gas-phase m
surements~diffusion of fluorine ions in helium in electric
fields! and data on the interstitial solubility of helium i
CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2 ~Ref. 2!. The result of approximating
the combined experimental data is given in Ref. 13 as

U~r !5~69.762.8!expH 2
r

0.040860.007J
2

~3.3060.31!31024

r 4
, eV. ~6!

For comparison Fig. 5 gives data on the interstitial so
bility of helium in calcium, strontium, lead, and barium fluo
rides and an approximation of the dependenceEp(r )
58U(r ) using relation~6!. This comparison shows that th
data obtained here for the energy of helium dissolution
lead fluoride~4! are fully consistent with the mechanism o
interstitial solubility.

The temperature dependence of the effective diffus
coefficient reveals two temperature regions with differe
diffusion activation energiesED. The data were analyze

ty

m
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TABLE I. Comparison of data for helium diffusion coefficients in strontium, lead, and barium fluorides.

System No. System d, nm DT, K D0 , cm2/s E0, eV References

1 He–SrF2 0.580 930–1243 (0.7420.15
10.19)31022 0.7560.02 Ref. 2

Ref. 14
2 He–PbF2 0.595 606–654 (1.521.3

112.3) 0.9560.11 Present
Ref. 10 study

3 He–PbF2 0.595 654–741 (1.220.8
12.3)3104 1.5860.07 Present

Ref. 10 study
4 He–BaF2 0.620 903–1233 (0.4520.06

10.07)31022 0.6960.02 Ref. 2
Ref. 14
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independently for the low-temperature rangeT 5 606–654 K
and the high-temperature rangeT 5 654–741 K using the
simple exponential dependence

Deff5D0 expH 2
ED

kTJ . ~7!

The values ofD0 andED are given in Table I.
Investigations of the influence of the saturation press

on the coefficient of helium diffusion showed~Fig. 4! that
within experimental error, this is constant. AtT 5 714 K we
find D(P)57.360.431027 cm2/s.

The mechanisms of helium diffusion in PbF2 were ana-
lyzed by comparing our results with those obtained in stud
of interstitial helium diffusion in the structural analogs Sr2

and BaF2 ~see Table I!, whose crystal lattices have larger
smaller periods than PbF2, respectively.14

The diffusion activation energy for PbF2 in the low-
temperature range~No. 2 in Table I! is higher than the acti-
vation energy for interstitial diffusion for BaF2 and for SrF2.
The preexponential factor of the diffusion coefficient f
PbF2 in this range~No. 2 in Table I! is also higher than tha
for BaF2 and SrF2. This indicates that these values eviden
correspond to an interstitial diffusion mechanism w
‘‘traps’’ ~see, for example, Ref. 15! which may comprise
anionic vacancies.

An increase in the diffusion activation energy and t
preexponential factor of the diffusion coefficient in the hig
temperature range~No. 3 in Table I! for the same interstitia
dissolution mechanism can evidently be attributed to a m
complex transport mechanism, such as an expulsion me
nism ~see, for example Ref. 16!, where an interstitial helium
atom is transferred to a neighboring free interstitial site
an anionic vacancy formed by the preliminary expulsion o
fluorine anion into this or a neighboring free interstitial si
A large number of particles may take part in this diffusi
displacement, causing local disordering in the crystal. T
mechanism can explain the high values of the preexpone
factor and the effective diffusion activation energy.

To sum up, this system has been used to investig
helium diffusion and solubility in single-crystal PbF2

samples with a volume of;131023 cm3 at temperature be
e

s

re
a-

a
a
.

is
ial

te

tween 606 and 741 K. Temperature dependences of the
lium transport coefficients have been obtained in the ra
preceding the transition to the superionic state. It has b
shown that the helium solubility in this range corresponds
predominantly interstitial sites. The low-temperature part
the diffusion coefficient corresponds to an interstitial mec
nism with traps while the high-temperature section cor
sponds to a complex diffusion mechanism of the expuls
type.

This work was partly supported by the Russian Fund
Fundamental Research~Project No. 95-02-03649!.
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Numerical analysis of the influence of metallization nonuniformity on the thermal
regime of microcircuits

E. P. Taran and V. V. Starostenko

Simferopol State University, 333022 Simferopol, Ukraine
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A numerical analysis of the thermalized regime of metallized sections has revealed that local
overheating occurs at sites of nonuniformity together with short circuiting, which results
in failure of the microcircuits. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01712-7#
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The current state of the art in semiconductor electron
is leading to more stringent requirements for the reliability
semiconductor elements, especially integrated microcircu
This has given rise to the problem of modeling the physi
processes which cause microcircuit failure. One failure c
sification, reported in Ref. 1, shows that the vast majority
failures are caused by metallization and contact defects,
fective fitting, and vaporization of internal leads. The D
partment of Radio Physics at Simferopol State Univers
has developed a thermal model to calculate the proce
leading to local burnout of the metallization when curre
flows.

The numerical calculations of the thermal regime we
based on solving the nonlinear heat conduction equat
Metallization nonuniformity caused by nonuniform diffusio
of silicon into the aluminum was only assumed along
length of the metallization. As a result, the dynamics of
thermal processes were described by the one-dimens
heat conduction equation2
1481063-7842/98/43(12)/2/$15.00
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]

]xS K~x!
]T

]x D1Q, ~1!

wherec is the specific heat of the metallization mass,r is the
density,K is the thermal conductivity,T is the temperature
field of the metallization, andQ is the density of heat source
~sinks!.

A voltageU produced by an electric fieldE was applied
to the metal track

U5E•d, ~2!

whered is the distance between the microcircuit outputs.
In order to analyze the thermal processes in the in

grated microcircuit, the metallization was simulated
series-connected resistancesRi . As a result, the power of the
thermal sources was given by
t
FIG. 1. Temperature field of metallization a
various times:1 — 1 ms, 2–5 — 1, 1.001,
2, and 2.001ms, respectively.
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Qi5
U2

h2s iS (
i 51

N

I /s i D 2 , ~3!

wheres i is the electrical conductivity of thei th section of
the metallization,N is the number of metallized sections, an
h is the length of the homogeneous section.

The electrical conductivitys i is a function of tempera-
ture and is given by the following expression:3

s i5
s0i

I 1a•Ti
, ~4!

wheres0i is the electrical conductivity of thei th metallized
section at 0 anda>I /273 is the temperature coefficient o
resistance of the metallization.

The density of effective emission sinksQs was intro-
duced to allow for heat exchange between the microcir
and the ambient medium. It was assumed in the model
heat exchange with the ambient medium obeys Newto
law,3

Qs5ht ~T2u!, ~5!

whereht is the coefficient of heat exchange,T(t,x) is the
temperature field of the metallization, andu is the tempera-
ture of the ambient medium.

Heat exchange between the metallization boundaries
the ambient medium was taken into account using Newto
law3

S ]T

]x D
L

5l @TuL2u#, ~6!

where l5ht /K is the normalized coefficient of heat ex
change,K is the thermal conductivity,u(t) is the tempera-
ture of the ambient medium, andL is the metallization
boundary.

The temperature dependence of the thermal conduct
is given by the Wiedemann–Franz formula4

K~x,t !

s~x,t !
5a•T, ~7!

wherea is a proportionality factor which does not depend
the type of metal.

The nonlinear heat conduction equation~1! was solved
by an implicit scheme~advancing scheme!.2 At the melting
point, calculations were made of the mass of molten me

mp5
Qp

lp
, ~8!

where Qp is the quantity of heat expended in melting t
metal andlp is the specific heat of fusion.

A periodic electric field of amplitude 50 kV/m, duratio
1 ms, and inverse duty cycle of 1000 was applied to
metallization to study the influence of nonuniform sectio
of metallization on the thermal regime of an integrated m
crocircuit.

The presence of nonuniform sections in the metallizat
resulted in these being locally heated~Fig. 1, curves1–5!.
The rates of the heat conduction and heat exchange proc
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ty
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were much lower than the rate of heat buildup and thus
metallization became heated within a single electric fi
pulse~curve2 in Fig. 1!.

Local overheating of sections of the metal track caus
some of the metal in these sections to melt~Fig. 2!. The
buildup of heat caused further melting of the aluminum a
after the action of the second and third pulses on sect
containing inhomogeneities, most of the metal was alre
molten ~Fig. 2, curves1–4!.

The rate of the heat conduction process was so low
it only began to influence the thermal processes after
second pulse. In this case, however, the processes of ‘‘
spreading’’ over the track were fairly bounded.

A numerical analysis of the influence of metallizatio
nonuniformity has shown that when a current flows along
metal track, local heating occurs at sites of nonuniform
The presence of local sections of overheating and nonlin
thermal conductivity causes a buildup of heat in a puls
regime. This buildup of heat leads to melting of the cryst
line aluminum at sites of local overheating and may ca
short circuiting of the metallization through the oxide film
resulting in failure of the microcircuits.

1A. A. Chernyshev,Principles of the Reliability of Semiconductor Device
and Integrated Microcircuits@in Russian#, Radio i Svyaz’, Moscow
~1988!, 256 pp.

2A. A. Samarski�, Theory of Difference Schemes@in Russian#, Nauka, Mos-
cow ~1977!, 656 pp.

3N. M. Tugov, B. A. Glebov, and N. A. Charykov,Semiconductor Devices
@in Russian#, Énergoatomizdat, Moscow~1990!, 576 pp.

4A. G. Shashkov, V. A. Bubnov, and S. Yu. Yanovski�, Wave Effects of
Heat Conduction: System-Structural Approach@in Russian#, Nauka i
Tekhnika, Minsk~1993!, 279 pp.

Translated by R. M. Durham

FIG. 2. Distribution of molten sections of metallization as a function
time: 1–5 as in Fig. 1.
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A model is proposed for current oscillations in a metal–thin insulator–p-type semiconductor
structure which are caused by the self-organization of carrier transport processes via insulator
states. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01812-1#
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We shall analyze electron transport in a metal–t
insulator–p-type semiconductor structure under conditio
where the barrier at the metal–insulator interface is low,
surface state density is low, and the insulator contains
noenergetic donor and acceptor states at a distances from the
interface with the metal. The current in the structure is
termined by tunneling of carriers via acceptor and do
states in the insulator and the semiconductor bands.
charge distribution at states in the insulator is simulated b
charged plane. The energy of the acceptor statesEnt under
application of a constant external potential corresponds
the band gap and the energy of the donor statesEpt corre-
sponds to the valence band.

Making these assumptions and using the model of e
tron capture by tunneling to insulator states at
semiconductor–insulator interface,1 we write a system of
equations for the rates of change of the electron and h
densities at the insulator states

dnt

dt
5anaNntTnanm@12~nt /Nnt!~Nm /nm!#2bnnt2kRntpt ,

~1!

dpt

dt
5apNptTpd@pS0exp~2dYS!2~pt /Npt!NV#

2bppt2kRntpt2andkRptTndnm , ~2!

whereana andand are the coefficients of electron capture
acceptor and donor insulator states,ap is the coefficient of
hole capture by donor insulator states,Nnt and Npt are the
densities of acceptor and donor insulator states,bn and bp

are the coefficients of thermal emission of electrons a
holes from insulator states,Tna and Tnd are the transparen
cies of the tunnel barriers to transition of electrons from
metal to acceptor and donor insulator states,Tpd is the trans-
parency of the tunnel barrier to transition of holes from t
valence band to donor insulator states,kR is the coefficient of
recombination of electrons and holes at insulator states,Nm

and nm are the density of states and the electron density
the metal corresponding to the energy of the acceptor in
lator states,pS0 is the density of holes at the surface of t
semiconductor in the absence of any charge oscillation
the insulator state,dYS is the change in the surface potent
1481063-7842/98/43(12)/2/$15.00
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of the semiconductor when the charge at the insulator st
varies (dYS,0), andNV is the density of states in the va
lence band of the semiconductor.

The transparencies of the tunnel barriers are determ
using the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin approximation. Wh
the insulator has a charged plane, we write this as

Tn5expF2
2

\Ea

sA2m$U~x!2E2q2ua2su~nt2pt!

3~1/2«0«d!@12c~x!#} dx G , ~3!

where\ is Planck’s constant,E andU(x) are the tunneling
energy and the potential profile of the tunnel barrier in t
absence of charge at the insulator states,m is the effective
electron mass,«0 and «d are the absolute and relative pe
mittivities of vacuum and the insulator,q is the electron
charge,c is the distribution function of the potential energ
of the insulator state charge„0,c(x)<1…, a50 for tunnel-
ing of electrons from the metal to the insulator state,a5d
for tunneling from the semiconductor, andd is the thickness
of the insulator.

We expand the integrand~3! as a series. To within first-
order terms we have

Tn5expF2
2

\Ea

s
A2m@U~x!2E#dxG

3expFq2mua2su~nt2pt!

«0«d\ E
a

s @12c~x!#dx

A2m@U~x!2E#
G .

~4!

From Eq.~4! we obtain

Tna5Tn for m5me and E5Ent ,

Tnd5Tn for m5me and E5Ept ,

Tpd5Tn for m5mp and E5Ept , ~5!

whereme andmp are the effective masses of electrons in t
metal and holes in the semiconductor.

We determine the change in the surface potential fr
the condition

q~nt2pt!5~A2«0«SkT/qLD!F~dYS!, ~6!

where«S is the relative permittivity of the semiconductor,k
is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature,LD is the
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Debye length of holes in the semiconductor, andF(dYS) is
the band bending function for a nondegenerate semicon
tor.

The current through the insulator states is proportiona
the rate of capture of electrons from the metal to the insula
states or the rate of hole capture from the semiconducto
these insulator states. In this case, the onset of current o
lations is attributed to the existence of stable periodic os
lations of the insulator state chargeQD5q(nt2pt). In the
mathematical description the establishment of s
oscillations from steady states corresponds to a cycle
ation bifurcation~or a Hopf bifurcation!.2 These calculations
revealed that the system of equations~1!–~6! can have stable
and unstable periodic solutions for various values of the
rameters and the relative magnitude of the current osc
tions I (t) through the insulator states is 5–100%.

The mechanism for the formation of these oscillations
as follows. Initially, the amplitude of the electron char
oscillations at the insulator states increases since the ra
electron capture is higher than the rate of hole capture.
the electron density in these states increases, these rate
crease and at a certain time it is found that (dpt /dt)
.(dnt /dt) and the amplitude of the electron charge oscil
tions at the insulator states begins to decrease. This is ac
panied by an increase in the recombination velocity of
electrons and holes at the insulator states as their dens
increase. Recombination leads to a drop in the electron
hole densities at the insulator states and conditions are r

FIG. 1. Oscillations of the relative current through the insulator states in
Al–SiO2–p-Si structure (t050.045 s).
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tablished where the rate of electron capture exceeds the
of hole capture. By way of example we consider
Al–SiO2–p-Si structure at room temperature. The hole co
centration in the bulk of the silicon is 231021m23 and the
insulator thickness is 231029 m. The density of insulator
states is (1 – 6)31016m22, the barrier height at the metal
insulator interface is 3.2 eV, and the forward fixed bias
0.4–0.6 V. Depending on the parameters of the structure,
oscillations have a period of 0.01–1.0 s andI (t) varies by as
much as 50%~see Fig. 1!.

As confirmation of these calculations, we note the e
perimental results reported by Farmeret al.,3 who studied the
temperature dependence of low-frequency fluctuations of
resistance of a similar Al–SiO2–p-Si structure and showed
that this fluctuation reaches 10%. These results3 can be ex-
plained in terms of the proposed model by the fact that
increase in temperature results in self-organization of car
transport processes which is characterized by the onse
oscillations of the charge and current through the insula
states. The contribution of these oscillations to the total c
rent depends on the ratios between the current through
insulator states and the currents through the valence b
and the conduction band, which also determine the amplit
of the low-frequency fluctuations of the structure resistan
Note that the calculated data obtained for specific values
the parameters agree with these experimental results.
impossible to make a more detailed comparison because
ratios between the currents and the values of various par
eters are not given in Ref. 3.

To sum up, we have developed a model of current os
lations in a metal–thin insulator–p-type semiconductor
structure which are caused by self-organization of car
transport processes via insulator states.

This work was partially financed by the Republica
Inter-University Program for Fundamental Research in
Natural Sciences ‘‘Physical Principles of the Production, D
agnostics, Functioning, and Application of Low-Dimensio
Elements and Systems,’’ Grant No. 04.04.

1Properties of Metal–Insulator–Semiconductor Structures, edited by A. V.
Rzhanov@in Russian#, Nauka, Moscow~1976!.

2B. D. Hassard, N. D. Kazarinoff, and Y.-H. Wan,Theory and Applications
of Hopf Bifurcation~Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1981!.

3K. R. Farmer, C. T. Rogers, and R. A. Buhrman, Phys. Rev. Lett.58, 2255
~1987!.

Translated by R. M. Durham
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Propagation velocity of the normal zone in a cooled composite superconductor
with an external coating
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An investigation was made of the influence of a nonconducting shell on the velocity of
irreversible propagation of the normal zone along a cooled composite superconductor. It is shown
that even a coating of negligible thickness may lead to a substantial deterioration in the
thermal stabilization conditions of intensively cooled current-carrying elements. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!01912-6#
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An investigation of the processes taking place in sup
conducting magnet systems undergoing an irreversible t
sition to the normal state is one of the most important pr
lems in technical superconductivity. This problem is topic
because of the widespread use of various supercondu
windings having a high level of stored energy. It is we
known that the thermal instability observed in a superc
ductor as a result of the action of an external perturba
whose energy exceeds the so-called critical value, is acc
panied not only by its propagation through the superc
ductor. Within a fairly short time a thermal wave form
propagating at constant velocity, and against this backgro
the superconducting properties of the current-carrying
ment sustain irreversible damage. The critical energies
velocities of the thermal wave are usually investigated
glecting the insulating coating on the lateral surface o
composite superconductor.1,2 However, the results reporte
in Refs. 3 and 4 indicate that such a coating can alter
kinetics of the normal zone, not only quantitatively but al
qualitatively. This means that the theory developed so far
limited application.

We shall analyze a extended cooled composite~a super-
conductor in a normally conducting matrix! whose outer sur-
face is surrounded by a nonconducting shell. To simplify
analysis, we shall assume that the boundary condition
this composite are planar, the transverse dimensions of
compositedk and the coatingdi are small, there is no contac
thermal resistance between the coating and the compo
and the thermal and electrical parameters do not depen
temperature. The change in the temperature field of the e
composite in the longitudinal direction may be described
terms of the model of a continuous medium using the o
dimensional time-dependent heat conduction equation

Ce

]T

]t
5le

]2T

]x2
2

hep

S
~T2T0!1

I 2

S2
re~T! ~1!

with the averaged coefficientsCe5Ckdk /d1Cidi /d,
le5lkdk /d1l idi /d, he

215h211di /l i , and re
21

5dk /rkd1di /r id>dk /rkd(r i@rk). Here Ck ,Ci are the
volume specific heats of the composite and the coatinglk

and l i are their thermal conductivities,S is the cross-
1481063-7842/98/43(12)/3/$15.00
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sectional area,p is the cooled perimeter,h is the coefficient
of heat transfer,I is the transport current,T0 is the tempera-
ture of the ambient medium,r(T) is the effective electrical
resistivity of the superconducting composite1,2

r~T!5r0~T!H 1, T.TCB ,

~T2TC!/~TCB2TC!, Tc<T<TCB ,

0, T,TC5TCB2~TCB2T0!I /I C ,

where r0 is the electrical resistivity of the matrix,I C and
TCB are the critical parameters of the superconductor.

Assuming thatLk5@lkS
2(TCB2T0)/I C

3 r0#1/2, we intro-
duce the dimensionless variables

X5x/Lk , i 5I /I C , t5lkt/~CkLk
2!,

u5~T2T0!/~TCB2T0!,

for which Eq.~1! has the form

S 11C
D i

Dk
D ]u

]t
5S 11L

D i

Dk
D ]2u

]X2

2
u

a1D iDk /L
1 i 2r ~u!. ~2!

Here we haveC5Ci /Ck ,L5l i /lk ,D i ,k5di ,k /Lk ,

a5I C
2 r0 /hpS~TCB2T0!,

r ~u!5 i 2H 1, u.1,

~u211 i !/ i , 12 i<u<1,

0, u,12 i .

Even at the stage of formulating the problem, this ge
eralized description of the thermal processes in a compo
superconductor in a shell can identify clearly and simp
characteristic dimensionless complexes which may hav
substantial influence on the kinetics of the normal zo
These qualitative results can easily be compared with
conclusions formulated earlier using thermal stabilizat
theory,1,2 since the model~2! not only uses generally ac
cepted terminology but also comprehensively describes p
sible limiting cases. According to the model~2!, the shell has
a negligible influence on the temperature field of the co
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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posite if CD i /Dk!1, LD i /Dk!1, and a@DkD i /L. It is
also easy to understand the part played by the thermoph
cal parameters of the coating and its thickness in the kine
of the normal zone. It is easily shown that in the ca
D i /Dk!1, which is satisfied by the parameters of re
current-carrying elements, the specific characteristics of
evolution of the thermal processes in these elements wil
determined by the value of the dimensionless comp
DkD i /L, which is inversely proportional to the dimensio
less thermal resistance of the shell. Thus, it can be affirm
that for a wide range of practical applications, allowance
the specific heat in calculations of the normal zone veloc
is less important than taking into account the possible in
ence that the thermal conductivity and thickness of the c
ing may have on its value. As will become obvious from t
results presented below, this conclusion becomes even m
accurate, the smaller the current and heat transfer coeffic

We shall estimate the possible range of variation of
dimensionless parameters used. Assuming that for a niob
titanium superconductor in a copper matrix with an orga
coating, the average values of the initial coefficients
Ck;531023 J/cm3

•K, lk;1 W/cm•K, dk;0.1 cm;
Ci;1022 J/cm3

•K, l i;1023 W/cm•K, di;531023 cm;
r0;531028 V•cm, TCB2T0;5 K, and I C;103 A, we
find C;2, L;1023, Dk;1, andD i;531022.

We shall use the model~2! to determine the velocity o
the normal zone propagating along the composite afte
thermal wave has formed. According to Truck,5 this can be
calculated using the formula

V5
A11LD i /Dk

11CD i /Dk
F aei

21 i 22

ae~aei
221!

1Aae21

ae
S 222A12 i

12 i s
2

i 2 i s

12 i s
D G ,

whereae5a1DkD i /L and i s5(A118ae21)/2ae .
Figure 1 gives the normal zone velocities as a funct

of the current for various values of the coating thickne
calculated for a52, C51, L51023, Dk51 ~dashed
curves!. Also plotted for comparison are the curvesV( i ) for
to a composite superconductor without an insulating coat
calculated for three typical values of the stabilization para
etera52 — ‘‘good’’ cooling, a5100 — ‘‘poor’’ cooling,
and a→` — thermally insulated conductor~solid curves!.
On comparing these results, we can easily see that ev
coating of negligible thickness can substantially alter
conditions of thermal stabilization of well-cooled curren
carrying elements. Of particular note is the fact that the co
ing thickness has a substantial influence on the range of
rents for which the stability of the superconducting state
conserved. For example, forD i50 anda52 the supercon-
ductor sustains irreversible damage, i.e.,V.0, in the range
of currents 0.78085 i s, i ,1. However, whenD i51022 this
range is almost doubled and whenD i51021, the thermal
state of a rapidly cooled composite differs very little fro
adiabatic conditions.

Attention should also be drawn to the particular behav
of the normal zone velocity of well-cooled composite sup
si-
cs
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conductors at near-critical currents which is observed as
coating thickness increases. The results of the calculat
are plotted in Fig. 2. In this case, the curvesV(D i) have a
maximum which, as can be seen from Fig. 2, is accompan
not only by a drop in the velocity of the normal zone but al
by a shift of the maximum toward lower values ofD i in the
presence of a coating with a higher heat capacity.

To sum up, when current-carrying elements fabrica
using a composite superconductor with an external insula
coating are used in a real winding, particular attention m

FIG. 1. Dependences of the normal zone velocity on current: solid curve
D i50: 1 — a→`, 2 — a5100, 3 — a52; dashed curves —D iÞ0: a
52.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the normal zone velocity on the coating thicknes
various currents: solid curves —C51, a52, dotted curves —C52,
a52, and dashed curves —C51, a→`.
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be paid to the presence of a thermal barrier between th
The results discussed above indicate that the thermal r
tance of the coating may almost completely negate the ef
tiveness of measures apparently designed to achieve in
sive cooling of the superconducting winding. This must
taken into account when designing large magnet systems
which intensive cooling of the current-carrying elements i
prerequisite for stable performance.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research~Project No. 96-02-16122a!.
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Experimental investigation of the dielectric strength of the H011 and E111 oscillation
modes in a cylindrical resonator using compressed gas

V. A. Avgustinovich, S. N. Artemenko, and P. Yu. Chumerin

Research Institute of Nuclear Physics at Tomsk Polytechnical University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted May 25, 1996; resubmitted November 20, 1997!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 98–100~December 1998!

It is shown experimentally that in order to increase the stored energy in storage resonators using
compressed gas, it is preferable to have oscillation modes in which the electrical components
of the fields do not interact with the inner surfaces of the resonator. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02012-1#
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Problems of dielectric strength encountered in hig
voltage devices using compressed gas can be attribute
sources of local amplification of the field by microinhom
geneities at the surface of the electrodes and impurity
ticles in the gas in a real discharge gap.1,2 The influence of
sources of local field amplification can be reduced by us
different methods of mechanical and electric treatment of
electrode surface, gas purification techniques, condition
of the electrodes and the dielectric medium. Electric fie
may be excited in the discharge gaps of microwave sou
which do not interact with the internal surfaces of the el
trodynamic system. This method eliminates any influence
microinhomogeneities on the dielectric strength of the
insulation.

The aim of the present paper is to demonstrate exp
mentally that the stored energy in a compressed-gas sto
resonator may be increased by exciting oscillations for wh
the electric components of the fields do not interact with
internal surfaces. The investigations were carried out
comparing the dielectric strength of a resonator filled w
nitrogen to pressures of 105– 1.63105 Pa when theH011 and
E111 oscillation modes were alternately excited in it.

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. We u
a cylindrical copper standing-wave resonator10 of diameter
4.3831022 m and length 3.4931022 m. Two types of
modes were excited alternately in the resonator. TheH011

mode was excited at a frequency of 9.363109 Hz and the
E111 mode was excited at 9.343109 Hz. The required oscil-
lation modes were excited through a circular coupling ap
ture positioned on one of the end covers of the resonato
the center of its radius, as shown in Fig. 1. The discha
volume was illuminated via a second similar aperture in
same cover, symmetric to the first about the center of
cover. The ultraviolet radiation source was an electric d
charge in a beyond-limit circular waveguide connected
axially to the illuminating aperture. The elements of t
spark gap11 were positioned at some distance from the
luminating aperture to avoid these having any influence
the Q factor and the operating frequency of the oscillatio

The degeneracy of theH011 and E111 oscillation modes
was lifted by the exciting and illuminating apertures beca
the operating frequencies of these oscillations exhibited
1491063-7842/98/43(12)/2/$15.00
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ferent sensitivity to the perturbing effect of these apertur
The no-load Q factors of theH011 and E111 oscillation

modes were 5750 and 11 700, respectively.
The resonator was excited using a tunable magne

generator1 with an output power up to 23105 W and a pulse
length of 1026 s. The generator operated at a pulse repetit
frequency of 50 Hz. The generator operating regime w
matched to the resonant load by using a circulator3 and a
phase rotator5. The power reflected from the resonator co
pling aperture was extracted to the load4. The power level
entering the resonator was regulated by a variable attenu
6. Pressure decoupling between the resonator and the su
channel was provided by a radio-transparent, hermetic
sealed window8. The resonator was filled with nitrogen us
ing a gas admission system9. Before filling with gas the
resonator was evacuated using a roughing pump.

In order to eliminate any spread of the breakdown fie
strengths, triggering of the spark gap was by a high-volta
modulator12 synchronized with the beginning of the res
nator excitation process. All parts of the system were s
chronized using the unit2. The power levels of the inciden
and reflected waves were recorded experimentally usin
directional coupler7, calibrated detector sections, and
S1-75 oscilloscope. The breakdown field in the resona
was determined by the breakdown power method.3

The nitrogen was passed through a gas filter before
ing in order to separate the sources of local field amplifi
tion inside the resonator and at its inner surface. Figur
gives the breakdown field strength as a function of the nit
gen pressure obtained in the experiments for theH011 and
E111 oscillation modes and also gives the results of calcu
tions made using the electron balance equation from d
given in Refs. 4 and 5 neglecting the influence of impur
particles and microinhomogeneities. The component of
electric field strength at the end cover of the resonato
indicated for theE111 oscillation mode. In the calculations
was assumed that the field in the resonator increases e
nentially

E5@Emax/A2 #@12exp~2t/t!#,

whereEmax is the maximum field in the resonator,t is the
resonator time constant, andt is the time.
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of apparatus:1 —
microwave generator,2 — synchro-
nizing unit,3 — circulator,4 — ab-
sorbing load,5 — phase rotator,6 —
attenuator,7 — directional coupler,
8 — radio-transparent window,9 —
gas admission system,10 — resona-
tor, 11 — spark gap,12 — high-
voltage modulator,13 — feed to os-
cilloscope, and14 — line to gas
cylinder.
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The calculated dependences in the pressure range
ied are linear. The slight difference between the breakdo
fields for theH011 andE111 oscillation modes can be attrib
uted to differences in the law governing the field rise in t
resonator. When the resonator is filled with gas without p
liminary purification, the levels of the breakdown field fo
the H011 andE111 oscillation modes differ slightly and from
;106 Pa onward, they cease to depend on pressure. Inv
gations of the influence of conditioning of the surface of t

FIG. 2. Dependences of the breakdown field strength (E) on the nitrogen
pressure (P): s — H011 oscillation mode,d — E111 oscillation mode,
solid curve — calculated dependence forH011-oscillation mode, and dashe
curve — forE111 oscillation mode.
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resonator walls and the dielectric medium carried out at
3106 Pa show that after breakdown aging for 30 min, t
breakdown field for theH011 andE111 oscillation modes was
3.53107 and 2.53107 V/m, respectively.

In the experiments in which the gas was admitted vi
filter, the breakdown field for theH011 oscillation mode be-
comes substantially greater than that for theE111 oscillation
mode at pressures higher than 106 Pa and at 1.63106 Pa this
difference is 93106 V/m.

The observed deviations of the experimental dep
dences of the breakdown field from linear are attributed
the influence of different sources of local field amplificatio
In the experiments in which the gas was admitted with
preliminary purification, impurity particles inside the reson
tor were obviously the main source responsible for reduc
the breakdown field. Thus, the dielectric strength of theH011

andE111 oscillation modes differs by an amount close to t
calculated value. Conditioning the dielectric medium and p
rifying the gas reduced the influence of impurity particl
inside the resonator on its dielectric strength. This increa
the breakdown field for theH011 oscillation mode relative to
that for theE111 mode.

To conclude, it has been shown experimentally th
when specific technological operations are performed on
gaseous medium filling a storage resonator, oscillati
modes for which the electric components of the rf field
not short onto the resonator walls are preferable for incre
ing the stored energy.
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Fabrication of piezo- and pyrosensitive films of polyvinylidene fluoride by vacuum
evaporation in an electric field

A. I. Va tenkov and O. E. Kovalenko

Institute of Applied Optics, Academy of Sciences of Belarus, 212793 Mogilev, Belarus
~Submitted August 6, 1997!
Zh. Tekh. Fiz.68, 101–103~December 1998!

Films of polyvinylidene fluoride with tetrafluoroethylene several micron thick were prepared by
vacuum electron-beam evaporation in a static electric field. It is shown that a polymer
deposited on a negative electrode possesses a structure similar to that of uniaxially stretched and
polarized films and has a high~up to 85%! content of the piezoactiveb phase. The
electromechanical coupling coefficientk33 and the pyrosensitivity of these samples are
substantially higher than those of layers deposited under the same conditions in the absence of a
field. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7842~98!02112-6#
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Continuing interest is being shown in studies of films
polyvinylidene fluoride~PVDF! and its copolymers with tri-
fluoroethylene or tetrafluoroethylene~TFE! because of their
good piezo- and pyroelectric characteristics.1,2 Free PVDF
films become piezosensitive after uniaxial stretching and
larization in a corona discharge.1 In some cases, films on
conducting substrates pulled from solution become po
ized, but samples with inferior and unstable parameters
usually obtained.3 It was shown in Refs. 4–6 that thin piezo
and pyrosensitive layers of PVDF may be produced by la
or thermal evaporation of the polymer in vacuum, follow
by polarization. Promising results were also obtained
thermal deposition of films in the presence of an elec
field.7 However, because of the low rate of deposition, o
very thin layers of active polymer were obtained which we
barely suitable for studying the structure and physical pr
erties.

Here we demonstrate the possibility of forming re
tively thick piezoactive PVDF/TFE films by vacuum
electron-beam evaporation in an electric field. The initial m
terial was an F2-ME´ copolymer of polyvinylidene fluoride
with 5% tetrafluoroethylene. A 0.5 mm thick polymer str
prepared by hot pressing was mounted on a movable wa
cooled copper plate using a tungsten grid. This strip w
evaporated by an electron beam scanned at a frequenc
1 Hz with a current density of around 5 mA/cm2 and giving a
partial pressure of the polymer dissociation products
(5 – 7)31022 Pa. At lower beam currents the fraction co
densing on the substrate was negligible and under har
conditions the deposited product exhibited clear signs of
struction. The films were deposited on silicon and glass s
strates at 300 K at a rate of 4–10 nm/s, which is an orde
magnitude faster than in Ref. 7. This was achieved by co
bining pulsed surface heating of the target with partial io
ization of the evaporation products. The positive role of
latter in increasing the rate of deposition of polymer film
was noted in Refs. 8 and 9. A static electric field longitudin
or transverse to the vapor flux was created in the polym
condensation zone~Fig. 1!. The distance between the ele
1491063-7842/98/43(12)/3/$15.00
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trodes was 25 mm and the supplied voltage was67 kV rela-
tive to ground. The interelectrode current flowing during t
evaporation process was a few mA/cm2.

The crystal structure of the films was investigated
infrared spectroscopy using a UR-20 spectrometer. T
transmission spectra of PVDF/TFE layers between 2
3.5mm thick deposited under different conditions are sho
in Fig. 2. For any electrode configuration films with signs
severe destruction and broadened absorption bands typic
molten PVDF~Ref. 10! were deposited on the anode. Th
agreement between the bands in the spectra of sample
posited without a field, on a cathode, and pulled from a d
ethylacetamide solution, and also their agreement with
published data10,11 serves to confirm that the chemical com
position of the films and the initial material is identical. On
the weak bands at 1600– 1620 cm21 may indicate the pres
ence of conjugated C—C bonds in the polymer evaporate
vacuum. Its refractive indexns for s-polarized light
(l5633 nm), measured simultaneously with the layer thic
ness using a waveguide refractometer, is 1.425–1.430
also shows good agreement with the published data.12 The
refractive index of the films deposited on the anode was
less than 1.50.

The spectra in Fig. 2 indicate that thea- andb-phases of
the polymer are present in the films in different proportio
depending on the deposition conditions. The 535, 612, 7
and 805 cm21 absorption bands are typical of thea-phase,
while the 510, 840, and 1273 cm21 bands are typical of the
piezo- and pyroactiveb-phase.10,11 The content of theb
phase in films deposited without a field, calculated from
comparison of the intensities of the 510 and 535 cm21 ab-
sorption bands,13 did not exceed 25%. For samples deposit
on a cathode in a longitudinal or transverse field, this fract
was between 70 and 85%. The result was improved furt
by applying to the grid6 a positive potential relative to the
target of approximately the same order of magnitude. In t
case, the grid clearly shields the growing film more effe
tively from bombardment by scattered electrons and also
duces the energy of the CF3

1 , C3F5
1 , and other ions depos
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ited on the substrate, which are present in the PV
destruction products.8 The weakly defined 668 cm21 absorp-
tion band in spectra1 and 2 indicates that the number o
‘‘head to head’’ and ‘‘tail to tail’’ structural defects in
PVDF/TFE is lower than that obtained with a transve
field. However, bearing in mind the higher intensity of t
840 cm21 band compared with the 1273 cm21 band and on
the basis of data given in Refs. 11 and 13, we can conc
that the crystalline phase of the polymer contains a relativ
small fraction of longtrans sequences withm>4.

When the light is perpendicularly incident, our films e
hibit nondichroic spectra. When the film is positioned o
liquely in p-polarized light, the intensity of the 510, 840
1273, 3020, and 2980 cm21 bands assigned to different v
bration modes of the CF2 and CH2 bonds, increases substa
tially in relation to the weakly dichroic 880 cm21 band. At
the same time the intensity of 1080 cm21 band decrease
~antisymmetric C—C vibrations!. The anisotropy of the re
fractive indexDn5ns2np for films deposited in a field is
0.015–0.020, whereas without a field, it is an order of m
nitude lower. The limiting value ofDn for uniaxially ori-
ented PVDF/TFE films polarized by the usual methods is
~Ref. 14!.

These results indicate that the molecular chains o
polymer deposited in a field typically lie in the substra
plane while the CF2 and CH2 dipoles are preferentially ori
ented perpendicular to the substrate. This is observed

FIG. 1. Schematic of electrode configuration for the depositing films:1–6
— electrodes,7 — target, and8 — electron gun.
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both longitudinal and transverse electrode configuratio
Uniaxially stretched and polarized PVDF films have t
same conformational characteristics.1,11,13 Thus, the pro-
cesses of orientation and polarization of the polymer
combined in the electron-beam deposition of PVDF/T
films in an electric field and this creates conditions for t
appearance of piezo- and pyroelectric properties.

The electromechanical coupling coefficientk33 of the
films was measured using a piezotransformer meth1

whereby a sandwich of two deposited polymer layers of
proximately the same thickness, separated by a thin alu
num electrode 12 mm in diameter, is mounted on a gl
substrate. These electrodes were placed on two different
faces of the structure. The measurements were made
frequency of 1 kHz several days after depositing the fil
when their characteristics had essentially stabilized. The
mittivity of the films at this frequency was 9.8. The value
k33 for films deposited without a field did not exceed 0.02
whereas for films deposited in a longitudinal field, it fluct
ated between 0.11 and 0.14, i.e., approached the value
industrial polarized PVDF/TFE samples.1,2

The pyroresponse of the films was measured by a p
todynamic method. A sample with 0.05mm thick aluminum
films deposited on opposite sides was irradiated
l5633 nm rectangular laser pulses of 40 ms duration. T
percent modulation of the temperature was estimated as

FIG. 2. Transmission spectra of deposited PVDF/TFE films. The numb
on the curves correspond to the numbering of the electrodes on which t
substrates were mounted. Spectrum 18 was recorded inp-polarized light at
an angle of incidence of 45°.
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proximately 2 K. The variable component of the pyrosign
was measured using a phase-sensitive voltmeter with an
put resistance of 1 GV. The response of films 1 – 3mm thick
deposited without a field did not exceed 0.2 mV under th
conditions and was probably caused by the presence of e
tret properties. The signal from films prepared in longitudin
and transverse fields was substantially higher, 4–8 m
These data can be used to obtain an approximate estima
the pyroelectric coefficient. This gives 0.5mC/cm2

•K, which
is an order of magnitude lower than that for standard PV
samples.1

To conclude, the physical characteristics of these po
mer layers are comparable with those of films of this mate
prepared by the usual methods. This method is fully comp
ible with microelectronics technology. Thus, in addition
the conventional ranges of application, these piezo- and
rosensitive polymer structures deposited directly on a s
strate may also of interest as active elements in integr
optics and fast matrix infrared detectors.

The authors are grateful to E´ . P. Kalutska for measuring
the infrared spectra of the films.
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Electrostatic problem for a planar eccentric ring
T. V. Denisova and V. S. Protsenko
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~Submitted November 11, 1996; resubmitted August 4, 1997!
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The electrostatics problem for a concentric annular disk has been studied fairly comprehensively
~see Ref. 1 and the literature cited!. An eccentric ring is considered for the first time using
an assumption known in the literature as the Kelvin transformation.2 This transformation allowed
the initial problem to be reduced to that for a concentric ring with a point charge lying
outside the ring in the same plane. This problem was solved using triple integral equations. An
approximate solution for the charge density distribution at an eccentric annular disk is
given as an expansion in terms of a small parameter. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!02212-0#
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1. For a disk charged to the potentialu0, the boundary-
value problem is formulated as finding the harmonic funct
u which decreases to zero at infinity in a space having
permittivity «* , if its value at the disku0 is known.

Let us assume that a disk is situated in thez50 plane in
a Cartesian coordinate system~see Fig. 1a!. On account of
the symmetry of the field relative to the planez50, we shall
have the additional conditionuz8(x,y,0)50 outside the disk.
We shall assume that an eccentric disk occupies the re
(S)

$x21y2,R2, ~x1h!21y2.R1
2%, ~1.1!

whereh.0, R1,R, h,R, R.R11h.
The following lemma, which we shall put forward with

out proof because of its simplicity, holds.
Whatever the parameters of an eccentric ring (S) satis-

fying the system of inequalities~1.1!, the equation

k2h1k~R1
22h22R2!1hR250 ~1.2!

invariably has real positive rootsk1 and k2 such that the
inequalitiesk1.R, h,k2,h1R1, andk1.k2 are satisfied.

FIG. 1.
1491063-7842/98/43(12)/3/$15.00
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Geometrically this implies that the pointsA1(2k1,0)
andA2(2k2,0) lie outside the ring (S), where the pointA1

lies to the left of the major circumferenceC and the pointA2

lies inside the minor circumferenceC1.
Theorem. If the pointAp(p51,2) is related to a new

Cartesian coordinate system (x1 ,y1), placing the origin at
this point and directing the axis of this system in the dire
tion of the axes of the (x,y) system, the inversion transfor
mation with the center at pointAp

x15x2 /r2
2 , y15y2 /r2

2 , r2
25x2

21y2
2 ,

y5y1 , x15x1kp

converts the eccentric ringS into a concentric ringS1 on the
plane (x2 ,y2) ~see Fig. 1b!.

To be specific, we shall take the pointA2 as the center of
inversion. The ring (S1) will then be determined by the in
equalities

~x21 l !21y2
2.a1

2 , ~x21 l !21y2
2,a2,

l 5k2~R22k2
2!21, a15R~R22k2

2!21,

a5R1@R1
22~k22h!2#21. ~1.3!

With this choice of center of inversion, it is convenie
to go from the limit of an eccentric ring to a concentric on
If the point A1 is taken as the center of inversion, it will b
convenient to go from the limit of a concentric ring to
circular disk.

We shall apply a Kelvin transformation2 with the center
of inversion at pointA2 to the initial boundary-value prob
lem for an eccentric ring

x15x2 /r 2
2 , y15y2 /r 2

2 , z15z2 /r 2
2 ,

r 2
25x2

21y2
21z2

2 . ~1.4!

The function c(x2 ,y2 ,z2)5r 2
21u(x1 ,y1 ,z1) will then

satisfy the Laplace equation with the following bounda
conditions in the half-spacez2,0

c~x2 ,y2,0!u0r2
21 ~x2 ,y2!P~S1!, ~1.5!
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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cz2
8 ~x2 ,y2,0!50 ~x2 ,y2!¹~S1!, ~1.6!

c~x2 ,y2 ,z2!→0 for r 2→`. ~1.7!

2. Using the shear transformationx35 l 1x2, y35y2,
z35z2 the center of the ring (S1) moves to the origin of the
system (x3 ,y3 ,z3) ~see Fig. 1b!. The boundary conditions
~1.5! and ~1.6! are transformed to give the conditions

c~x3 ,y3,0!5u0@~x32 l !21y3
2#21/2, a1,r3,a, ~2.1!

cz3
8 ~x3 ,y3,0!50, 0<r3,a1 , r3.a. ~2.2!

For simplicity we shall omit the indices of the variable
x, y, andz for the time being.

We shall solve the problem for a concentric ring usi
the method proposed in Ref. 3. We express the func
c(x,y,z) in a cylindrical coordinate system as a Fourie
Bessel expansion

c5 (
m50

`

cosmwE
0

`

Am~l!l21elzJm~lr!dl ~z,0!.

~2.3!

We write the boundary function~2.1! in the form of a
similar expansion

1

A~x2 l !21y2
5

1

Ar21 l 222lr cosw

5 (
m50

`

dm cosmwE
0

`

Jm~lr!Jm~l l !dl,

d051, dm52, m>1, l ,a1,a, ~2.4!

where (r,w) are polar coordinates with the origin at th
point O* ~see Fig. 1b!.

From the boundary conditions~2.1! and ~2.2! using the
expansions~2.3! and~2.4! we obtain a system of triple equa
tions to determine the functionAm(l)

E
0

`

Am~l!l21Jm~lr!dl5dmE
0

`

Jm~lr!Jm~l l !dl

3~a1,r,a!,

E
0

`

Am~l!Jm~lr!dl50 ~0<r,a1 , r.a!. ~2.5!

Equations~2.5! in accordance with the method describ
in Ref. 4 are reduced to a system of integral equations for
auxiliary functionsf m

(k)(t)(k51,2)

r12mf m
~1!~r!5

2

p
r~a22r2!21/2E

a

` t12m~ t22a2!1/2

t22r2
f m

~2!

3~ t ! dt ~0<r,a!,

r11mf m
~2!~r!5

2

p
r~r22a1

2!21/2E
0

a1 t11m~a1
22t2!1/2

t22r2
f m

~1!

3~ t ! dt1gm~r! ~r.a!,
n

e

gm~r!5
2

p
l mdm

rAa1
22 l 2u0

~r22 l 2!Ar22a1
2

. ~2.6!

Note that the function of interest to us

sm~r!5E
0

`

Am~l!Jm~lr!dl ~a1,r,a!,

in terms of which the density of the charge distribution at t
ring is expressed, is given by

sm~r!5 f m
~1!~r!1 f m

~2!~r! ~a1,r,a!. ~2.7!

In Ref. 3 the system~2.6! is replaced by a set of two
infinite systems of algebraic equations. For this we set

f m
~1!~r!5

2

p
«

rma2~m11!

Aa22r2 (
k50

`

a2k
~m!S r

aD 2k

,

f m
~2!~r!5

2

p
«

r2ma1
m21

Ar22a1
2 (

k50

`

b2k
~m!S a1

r D 2k12

,

«5a1a21. ~2.8!

As a result of expanding the functions (t22r2)21 and
(r22 l 2)21 as power series, calculating the integrals, a
equating the coefficients with the same powers ofr, we ob-
tain

a2k
~m!5 (

p50

`

b2p
~m!«2p1m11M p

k~m,«2!, k>0,

b2k
~m!5g2k

~m!1 (
p50

`

a2p
~m!«2p1m12M p

k~m,«2!,

M p
k~m,«2!5

~m1k1p!!

2ApG~m1k1p15/2!

3F~1/2,m1k1p11;m1k1p15/2;«2!,

g2k
~m!5u0dm

«1

«
«2

2k1m , «25 la1
21 , «15~12«2

2!1/2.

~2.9!

3. Estimates made in Ref. 3 indicate that the system~2.9!
is quasiregular for«,1 and regular for«<0.75. These es-
timates also indicate that the solution of system~2.9! belongs
to the number space of sequences of converging squarl 2

and the following inequalities are found

ua2k
~m!u<KDk

~m! , ub2k
~m!u<g2k

~m!1KDk
~m!«,

Dk
~m!5«m11~m1k!!G21~m1k15/2!,

K5const.0. ~3.1!

The inequalities~3.1! show that the series~2.8! and the
series (m50

` sm(r)cosmw converge absolutely and un
formly when a1<r<a. Returning systematically from the
variablesx3 ,y3 ,z3 to x,y,z, we write the expression for the
density of the charge distribution at an eccentric annular d

s~r,w!5
«*

2pr* 3 (
m50

`

sm~r3!cosmw3 ,
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r* 5A~x1k2!21y2, r3
25x3

21y3
2 ,

x35
x1k2

~x1k2!21y2
1 l , y35

y

~x1k2!21y2
,

cosw35
x3

r3
, sinw35

y3

r3
.

Finally we give the solution of infinite systems as t
first terms of an expansion in powers of the small param
«

a2k
~m!5

«m11~m1k!!

2ApG~m1k15/2!

3Fg0
~m!1«

m1k11

~m1k15/2!S 1

2
g0

~m!1g2
~m!D1O~«4!G ,

b2k
~m!5g2k

~m!1«2m13

3F ~m1k!!m!

4pG~m1k15/2!G~m15/2!
g0

~m!1O~«2!G .
Summing the series, we obtain

f m
~1!~r!5

gm«m11

p3/2aAa22r2
x0

m

3Fcm~x0
2!1«2S 1

2
1«2

2Dcm11~x0
2!1O~«4!G ,
er

f m
~2!~r!5

2gm

pa1Ar22a1
2

y0
m12F r2

r22 l 2
1«2m13

3
m!

4pG~m15/2!
cm~y0

2!1O~«2m17!G ,

x05r/a, y05a1 /r, gm5u0dm«2
mA12«2

2,

cm~x!5
m!

G~m15/2!
F~1,m11;m15/2;x!. ~3.2!

Note that the proposed method can be used to solve
problem of the electric charge distribution at an annular c
centric disk in the presence of concentrated charges dis
uted on the planez50 outside the disk.
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